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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, September 24, 1971

In Our t2nd Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Still plenty of honest people in
this old world, even if it does not
seem so at times. Phillip Morris,
carrier for the Ledger and Times
found a purse this week containing $24.00 and various cards
in it. He found it while carrying
his route. The identification of
the owner of the purse was in it
and she was contacted and the
purse returned to her intact.
Phillip is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Morris and is a fine
young man. Honest too. The
purse belonged to Mrs. Jack
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J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home Sale Is Announced

Barletta Wrather
Attending National
Meeting At Miami

Additional Money
Granted To City
For Waste Project

city

Nixon Says He May Curb
Interest Rates In Next
Phase Of Economic Plan

Anchors Can Save Mobile
Home From Severe Damage

Upper Midwest
Hit By Frost

The Weather

aver

Classification
Dropped From 6 to 5

Two Injured In
Accident Here

Mr. and Mrs. Connie Ford of
rn Sycamore Street, Murray,
The city of Murray is now had,under the sixth class rating.
were treated at the emergency
classified as grade five in regard
room of the Murray-Calloway
Allbritten told Mayor Ellis and
to fire insurance rating, City the Council that the lower inCounty Hospital on Thursday
Councilman
Rudy surance rating was achieved
James
evening after having suffered
Allbritten reported to the Murray through the work of the Mayor
injuries in an automobile acCity Council last night.
cident at Chestnut and North 7th
and Council, the cooperation of
Ronald W.Churchill, owner and operator of The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray since
Allbritten said that Joe Smith, the Murray Fire Department and
Then a few days ago Mrs. September 29, 1941, meets with J. Steadman Baker, a licensed funeral director
and embalmer new Streets at 6:01 p.m.
manager of the Kentucky In- the cooperation of the Murray
Thomas Sammons lost a valued with Paducah's Roth Faseral Hane. Baker will assume operation of the local funeral
Hospital officials said Mr. Ford
spection Bureau wrote to the city Water and Sewer System.
Mieklace which carried a lot of home October 1. Baker and four area men, A. Wilson Simmons. Jr., Bethel Richardson, Senator suffered abrasions and conto notify the administration that The constant expansion and
Matirnent to her. She ran a Carroll Hubbard and Walter L. Apperson, have purchased the funeral borne
from Churchill. Chur- tusions to both knees and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbrftten
Murray had received the lower upgrading of facilities by the
classified ad in the Ledger and chill will continue to assist and adyisethe new ownership after October 1
Ford sustained contusions of the
classification as of September 15. Water System enabled a high
Times and a lady who had found
right forearm and left Ade of Chess &
Checker Club
This means that business and pressure to be maintained on
it returned it to her. We do not
face.
public buildings will receive a water lines, Allbritten continued.
know the lady's name.
Cars involved in the collision, Plans Meet On Tuesday
lower insurance rate than they He pointed out that the efforts of
investigated by officers of the
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper and
Murray Police Department, were
The University Chess and
Joseph W. Barr was Secretary
other firemen to institute a
a 1970 Mercury four door sedan Checker Club will hold its first
of the Treasury for only 30 days,
regular training program and
driven by Connie B. Ford, and a meeting on Tuesday, September
from December 21, 1968 to
fire equipment maintenance
1967 Cadillac two door hardtop 28, at 3:30 p.m. in Room 312 of
January 20, 1969 In the Johnson
schedule aided greatly in obby
Don
Richard Faculty Hall, Murray State
Ronald W. Churchill, owner of daughters, Rita, age 13, an
Mrs. Barletta Wratter, area driven
administration, he filled in after The J. H. Churchill Funeral Jonna, age 11. The family
taining the lower rating. The city
homemakers agent in Murray Alexander of 1012 Payne Street, University.
ths departure of Secretary Henry Home here, announced today the reside at the funeral home here.
On order two fire trucks, one
and Calloway County, left today Murray.
All interested persons are
H. Fowler until David M. Ken- sale of the funeral home, one of
William B. Britton, associat
by plane for Miami, Fla., to at- Police said Ford, going south invited to attend, according to Senators John Sherman Cooper pumper and one ladder truck,
nedy came in as Secretary in the the oldest in Kentucky, to five with the funeral home here since
tend the National Homemakers on North 7th Street, was pulling Dr. Ralph Slow, sponsor of the and Marlow Cook announced in a which also aided in obtaining the
Nixon administration.
area business and professional 1965, announced prior to the Extension Agents meeting there. our from the cemetery and failed
telegram to the Ledger & Times fifth grade rating..
club.
change of ownership that he had
Mayor Ellis pointetiout that the
men.
She will return late Ntinday to see the Alexander car going
Thursday afternoon that the City
All Treasury Secretaries since
lower
rating applies only to
Churchill said today that the recently accepted a position with and be in her office at 209 Maple west on Chestnut Street.
of Murray will receive an $11, 980
1914 have had their signatures funeral home, located at 201 a Mayfield funeral home.
NEWCOMERS' COleziebzs
Street, Murray, on Tuesday, The Mercury was damaged on
increase in federal funding of its public buildings and business
appear on currency and to keep South Third Street here, has been The new owners, Simmons,
the left side and rear, and the
waste water treatment
September 28.
con- concerns in the city and not to the
The Coffees for the Welcome
the tradition unbroken, despite purchased by A. Wilson Sim- Richardson, Hubbard, Apperson
residential dwellings.
struction
project.
Also attending the meeting Cadillac on the front end.
Wagon Newcomers Club will be
his brief tenure, Barr's name mons, Jr., and Bethel Richard- and Baker, have formed a
Only foul curd class cities in
The additional money has been
from the Purchase Area are Mrs. Damage was also reported to a held on Wednesday,
appeared on $1 bills only.
September
son, both of Murray, Senator Kentucky corporation, The J. H. Dean Roper of Graves County, kIre hydrant of the City of
granted by the U.S. En- the state of Kentucky have this
29, at ten a.m. Newcomers who
The life span of a $1 bill in Carroll Hubbard, Jr. and Walter Churchill Funeral Home, Inc.,
vironmental Protection Agency, low insurance classification,
Mrs. Maxine Griffin of Hickman Murray, according to the police have not
been contacted are
circulation is only about 18 L. Apperson, both of Mayfield, under which name the funeral
report.
and the funds, they said, were Murray, Hopkinsville, Newport,
County, Mrs. Kate Thompon of
asked to call Mrs. Joe (Jane)
months. However, a total of and J. Steadman Baker of home business will operate.
lowed to offset project costs and Dayton.
Fulton County, Mrs. Juanits This morning at 12:13 the city Prince, phone 753-9368.
458,880,000 "Barr bills" were Paducah. Churchill added, "I Simmons, vice president of the
In other action by the City
investigated
a
police
one
car
increases.
Aznontee
of McCracken County,
printed, and officially the Bureau have the utmost confidence that Bank of Murray, and Hubbard,
Council last night, the council:
a Mrs. Mildred Potts of llallard accident on South 16th Street by
of Engraving and Printing each of these successful W
—Gave the second reading to
and mra. EnTna max,i he Westvisw Nursing Wane.
partner in the Mayfield law firm
considers that
have no Kentuckians will continue to of Hubbard, Weisenberger and County,
the ordinance which sets the City
WIlliani D. Moore, Zimfield,
area
supervisor
in
foods
numismatic value. Many are still operate the funeral home in i
Park curfew at 12:00 o'clock
merman Apartments, Mirray,
Null, are natives of Murray. an d nutrition, Reidland.
In circulation.
midnight.
finest tradition. The funera Richardson, a Trigg County
Mrs. Roper, and Mrs. Maxfield driving a 1968 Ford Torino two
Ads, offering both to buy and home will continue to operate
—Gave the second reading to
native, is a partner in the Murray will be honored at the national door hardtop, was going south on
*all them, are starting to show up The J.H. Churchill Funeral Ho
the ordinance which sets up
South ldth Street. Moore told
certified public accountant firm meeting.
in collectors' magazines. The of Murray."
Police Rules and Regulations.
of Richardson and Trevathan. Two other former agents, Miss police as he approached the
price seems to run from about
—Accepted the resignation of
Apperson,a native of Mayfield, is Sunshine Colley of Benton and curve to go west, another car
Churchill
the
has
owned
$1.25 up. A low serial number is funeral home knee september
William R. Self from the Fire
editor-in-chief of The Mayfield Mrs. Ann Thompson of Milton, approached him on the wrong aide
one of the factors in demand and
Department.
I Messenger.
1941.
are also attending the con- of the street in his lane of traffic.
Price.
—Accepted the resignation of
M.-are said he swerved to the left,
The new owners will assume
vention.
(Continued on Page Ten)
By NORMAN KEMPSTER controlled, bankers might re- Ronald E. Jones from the Police
hit two mail boxes, a speed sign,
operation
of
the
funeral
home
on
fuse
to
lend.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —PresYep, we have a few Barr dollar
Department.
crossed the street, and landed in
October 1. Churchill, son of the
ident Nixon says he may curb But he said no decision has
bills, just in case
—Placed orders for two new
the
yard
of
Lonnie
Duke,
South
late James Horace Churchill
interest rates in the next phase been made yet concerning
16th Street, according to the
who founded the funeral home in
(Continued on Page Ten
interest
in
the
period
rates
of his economic policy if
police report.
1886 in a building on the norlenders boost the cost of money in after the freeze expires Nov.
Damage to the Torino was on
thwest corner of the Murray
14.
the next two months.
the left side. Damage to the mail
court square ), will continue to
The President said he would
In
a
question
and
answer
box and lawn of Lonnie Duke, to
serve the funeral home in a
Mobile homes can be blown operators in Kentucky who the mail box of Tonny Collins, session with a business-domin- base his action on "what
happens to interest rates for
Jesse Spencer of Murray ex- professional advisory capacity over in a windstorm unless they require it.
and to the speed limit sign of the ated panel Thursday night in the balance of Phase I
(the
Detroit, Nixon also said the
plained the conditions to be met and in other services with and for are securely tied down,said John
state
of Kentucky was also listed
Several mobile homes have
controls that will follow the 90- freeze), whether they continue
for the purchase of homes under the new ownership.
H. McKenrick, midwest regional been destroyed or severly on the police report.
The
new
owners
have manager
day wage-price freeze will last to, shall we say, stay where
the FHA 235 Subsidy plan to
of property claim damaged by wind storms in
The police report said Moore
purchased the funeral home
members of the Kiwanis Club at
services for the American In- Calloway County in recent years. was checked by the breathalyzer, until inflation is checked and they are or go down."
will cover the entire economy. Nixon was questioned by 10 Special services will be held at
their regular meeting Thursday building and lot, the business, all surance Associtation.
According to Mr. McKenrick,, and after the analysis was made,
vehicles arid personal property of
night.
He indicated that mobile homes govermental subdivisions in he was charged with driving The President said interest members of the Detroit Econ- the Seventh and Poplar Church
rates were excluded from the omic Club while an audience of of Christ starting tonight
The Murray contractor built 20 the funeral home and the parking can withstand substantial wind
several gulf states make tie- while intoxicated.
current freeze because he about 5,000 of the city's top (Friday) at 7:30 p.m. and conhomes under this plan last year lot south of and adjacent to the force if properly anchored and
downs mandatory. Also, some
tinuing through Sunday evening,
,feared that if rates were business leaders looked on.
and is building 29 more this year. funeral home.
that there are an increasing mobile home insurers that write
Baker, at present a funeral
Pickets, estimated by police September 26.
These homes are available to low
number of mobile home park policies in high wind velocity
director at Roth Funeral Home,
at between 3,500 and 4,000, Steve Botts and Phil Griffin of
middle income families.
areas have similar requirements.
paced in front of Cobo Hall to the "On The Move" team from
President Durwood Beatty Paducah, is a licensed embalmer
These companies also favor
and funeral director and will
protest Nixon's economic, civil Nashville, Tenn., will be conpresided at the meeting held at
natural wind barriers such as The International Reading
rights and Southeast Asia ducting the four services to be
the Woman's Clubhouse and he manage and direct the J. H.
trees and shrubs around mobile Association will hold its first
Churchill Funeral Home on and
policies. The President was held Friday and Saturday at 7:30
also introduced the speaker.
after October 1. He is married to
homes.
whisked in and out of a side p.m. and on Sunday at 1040 a.m.
meeting of the school year on
Guests of the club were Don
the former Kay Linn, daughter of
Some of the newest units come Tuesday, September 28, at 5 30 The Murray-Calloway County door and did not see the and six p.m.
Clayton and Pete Billard of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Linn
Council on Drug Education met protesters.
of By United Press International equipped with over-the-top ties p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
The team has held meetings in
Circle K Club at Murray State
Benton.
Frost spread throughout the under the "skin", he remarked. Members and interested recently under the leadership of The President appeared to ten states this summer, and by
University.
Baker has fourteen years upper Midwest early today as Those not so prepared can be persons may make reservations chairman Willard Alls.
Ten change the irnpression he left midsummer in their meetings
experience as an embalmer and temperatures dropped to the fastened down with a number of by calling Dr James Carlin at members were present and the
ONE CITED
had already had over 200
(Continued dii Page Ten
One person was cited for funeral director. He was 30a, but
responses to the Lord's invitation
more
seasonable different anchors, all of which the Reading Center, Murray activities of ;he summer were
iriving while intoxicated by the associated with Linn Funeral weather held along the East are buried underground with State University. by today, reported.
including many baptisms and
The council had an in- Creative Arts Group
Murray Police Department this Home at Benton twelve years,and West Coasts and in the heavy rods protruding, to which September 24.
restorations, according to Roy
over-the-unit cables are fastened The program will be presented formation-education booth at
prior to his 1969 association with South.
morning at 12:37.
Beasley, minister of the local
Plans
Meeting
Monday
Roth Funeral Home. A native of A cold front stretched from with turnbuckles.
Church of Christ.
by Mrs. Kay Hays, a consultant the Calloway County Fair. This
Marshall County, he is the son of the North Atlantic states to the
activity was well received by the
(Continued on Page Ten
Botts will be speaker for the
from the national office.
The Creative Arts Department
Mr. and Mrs. Minos Raker of Southern Plains with some
public, a spokesman said. The
services. He
was selected to
of
the
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
Benton. Baker, who attended shower activity.
booth was made possible by
appear in Who's Who
in
hold its first meeting of the new
--Arrammir
Benton High School and Wofford Early today hurricane Ginger
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet ComAmerican
Colleges
and
club
year
on
Monday,
September
Kentucky: Variable cloudiness College, Spartenburg, South was reported about 600 miles
pany and the Murray Jaycee's
Universities while a student at
77, at 9:30 a.rn, at the club house.
who donated a van and booth
through Saturday and continued Carolina, is a graduate of Ken- southeast of Cape Hatteras,
David Lipscomb College, NashMembers are to bring tapestry
tucky College of
Mortuary N.C. and continuing to move to
space.
ville, Tenn., and was chosen one
mild.
needles, embroidery needles,
Ails reported that the council
the west-southwest at 12 miles
Scattered showers mainly Science at Louisville.
of America's 100 most outcrochet
thread,
and
materials
Baker, a past deputy district per hour. The East Coast of the
has given 82 gift subscriptions of
standing younger men by The
south and west portions this
such as linen or pillow cases to
the magazine "listen" to the two
afternoon and tonight and over Governor of the Lions Clubs in United States from central
Academy
American
of
work
with
for
the
lesson
on
drawn
high school libraries and the
Achievement of Dallas, Texas.
the state Saturday. Highs today Kentucky, is a Mason. Shriner Florida to the Carolinas was
work
to
be
given
by
Mrs.
Hood
Public library. This is a monthly
in the upper 60s and 70s. Lows and is a deacon at Paducah's told to be alert for later
He now serves as the regular
First Baptist Church. He and his advisories.
lrug education magazine for Hopson and Mrs. Tass Hopson. substitute for several large Nashtonight upper 40s and 50s.
Mrs. A.W. Russell, department
wife are the parents of two Temperatures
teens.
ville congregations and has
across
the
chairman, urges all members to
previewed
a
new
council
The
nation
early
today
served as the regular minister for
ranged from
Extended Outlook
SUPPER CANCELLED
drug education film for the attend. Hostesses are Mesdames one Nashville area church.
Kentucky: The extended The potluck supper scheduled 30 at International Falls and
elementary schools and voted to Thomas E. Brown, A.W. Russell, Griffin, song director, is the
Hibbing,
Minn,
to
81
at
Fort
weather outlook, Sunday through at the St. Leo's Catholic Church
purchase this film with the hel Robert H. 'Hopkins, John R. regular song director for the
Tuesday, shows A chance for tonight (Friday) has been can- Lauderdale and West Palm
Thompson, and Albert Koertner.
of the Marshall County Council on
Chapel Avenue Church of Christ
showers Sunday and Monday and celled due to the death of Ignatius Beach, Fla.
Education. Each council
Drug
Vi Nashville, Tenn., where he
Partly cloudy Tuesday. Cool Mattingly.
will pay half of the cost.
PEO SISTERHOOD
teaches in the school system. A
Sunday morning with slow
0.8. Basso Jr., right, shows FlasieGriffilth, muter and Joe Pat
film and ether- films fie
-Chapter M of the 14.43.ff
ve of Nashville, he earned his
warming trend Monday and
The Red Cross Volunteers will Ward where to stare the light
Now You Know
bulbs in the Boone Building for the available to any civitn-Church, or Sisterhood will meet Monday, B.A. degree and Masters degree
Tuesday Low 50s and low 50s By United Press International meet Monday, September 27, at annual Lions light bulb sale
that is to be held Tuesday. Sept 28.
in tlfe com- September 27, at 7 30 p m at the at Harding College.
education
Sunday rising into the upper 50s Sinclair Lewis' play "It Can't 1:30 p.m, in the conference room Griffith Is co-chairman of the
sale along with Len Hollows) who munity. FnZ information is home of Mrs Henry McKenzie.
The public is invited to attend
and low 60
Monday. Highs Happen Here" opened simul- of the Murray-Calloway County was absent when the picture was
made. Ward is president of the available from Ails at 7684131, or Members please note change in these services, a church
mostly upper 7Os to mid 80s
Hospital. taneously in 21 cities
Murray Lions nub
Don Brock at 753-8622.
date
spokesman said.

Kiwanis Club
Hears Spencer

'HPASTE
)g. 54'

Vol. LXXXXII No. 225

Murray Qualifies For
Lower Insurance Rates
City

22,

.
I

10° Per Copy

vourrfrEEss.

'On The Move'
Team Services
Start Tonight

Reading Group To
Meet On Tuesday

Drug Council
Holds Meeting
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Fire fighting watergel
twice as good as water

Wage Hour Office Provides
24-Hour Teleph one Service

my 504_

PugLISHED BY THE LEDGER I, TIMES PUBLISHING COM,
PAN(, Inc., 103N Oh sr . Murray, Kentucky awl,Phone 753 Velg.
JAMES C WiLL4AMS,PuBLISHER
We reserve the right to relect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
Of Our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WiTMER CO., ISO,
Madison Ave. Memphis, Tenn Time IL Lite Bldg., Now York, N Y.
Stephenson Bldg , Detroit. Mich
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. tor transmission
as Second Class Matter
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 1.35 per week. SI.52 per
month By mail in Caney/ay inc adjoining counties• ALSO Par Year:
Other destinations Within ISO miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
rhileS from Murray, S15.00.

Employees and employers, as
well as the general public, will
now be able to contact
representatives of the Wage and
Hour Division of the U. S.
Department of Labor on an
around-the-clock basis at its
Field Station office located in
Room. 212 of the Katteriohn
Broadway,
Building, 1501
Th.Outstanding Civic Assetot a Community
is The Integrity of its Newspaper
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. This
office, which Is staffed by
Compliance Officer Bill R.
FRIDAY-SEPTEMBER 24, 1971
Colston, is reeperaible far the
admlinistration and enforcement
of a number of Federal laws and
regaiatima coveting gdoimun
wages, overtime wart, child
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
labor, equal pay for men and
woman, and age discrimination
Jimmie Armstrong has completed recruit training at the Naval
in employment, according to
Training Center, Great Lakes, Ell.
Richard D. Robinette, Area
The Murray High School Tigers won over the Mayfield CarDirector in Louisville, Kentucky.
touchMurray's
got
Barnett
L.
J.
6.
to
8
of
score
chnaLs by the
The Paducah Field Station
two
down on a pass from Charlie Robertson. Murray's other
includes the counties of Ballard,
points came when John Hutson nailed Ronnie Laird behind his
Calloway, Carlisle, Crtttendei,
own goal line after a quick kick by Tommy Wells had placed the
Graves, Livingston, Mc(racken,
ball on the Mayfield two.
and Marshall. Through means of
Trigg County Sheriff Luther Thomas has been named warden of
telephonic recording device,
a
Eddyville.
at
Prison
State
the Kentucky
which is activated when the
Guy Billington is listed in the current "World Who's Who in
Compliance Officer is away from
Commerce and Industry".
the office, callers may leave their
message or furnish a telephone
number where they can be
reached when the Compliance
Officer returns to the office.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
1
The Almanac
By United Press International
Deaths reported are Mrs. Harry Jones, age 53, Mrs. Oscar
Today is Friday, Sept. 24, the
Holland age 58,and llieldon L. Edwards,age 44.
287th day of 1971 with 98 to
,z James H. Stockdale of Hazel who recently was promoted to
follow.
Private First Class is fighting with the First Cavalry Division in
The moon is approaching its
Korea.
first quarter.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds swept over Missouri School of
itie
are
morning
stars
Mines of Rolla with a 31-7 victory.
Mercury and Saturn.
By Estelle Spiceland
Mr.and Mrs. Robert Moser of Frankfort have been the guests of
The evening stars are Venus,
September 15, 1971
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Moser_ Moser is with the KenMars and Jupiter.
tucky State Police at Frankfort.
Back in the days when poetry On this date in history:
made sense,there was one which "a 1869 the "Black Friday"
described autumn thus: "The panic hit Wall Street after an
golden rod is yellow, the corn is attempt by financiers Jay
Gould and James Fish to
turning brown".
Then there were the words: corner the gold market.
A soft answer turneth away wrath: but grievous words stir up
THE RASCALS ON THE OUTSIDE
"By all these lovely tokens In 1934 Babe Ruth made his
anger.-Proverbs 15:1.
last appearance as a regular
are here".
This is not only good strategy in dealing with others but it
Dad said he didn't mind going to Church if he could get a seat September days
One recent Sunday afternoon, player for the New York
reflects the spirit God expects from His followers.
by the window. He likes to look out once in a while and see what's
we took our kind of a vacation, a Yankees.
going on on the outside. He said it sort of broke the strain of
leisurely ride to the Land Bet- In 1955 President Eisenhower
having to listen too long. He went on to say that the green grass
and Soviet Premier Nikita
ween the Lakes.
and green bushy trees helped to rest his mind, and he could best
Khrushchev met at Camp
the
dreaded
once
we
as
Where
nature
observing
while
be in tune with God
David, Md.
Fitzhugh
Scott
from
road
crooked
For several Sundays Dad has been upset because some of the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
bridge to Dover, now it is a
inside for the services. They stood around
come
not
did
men
We are a people of change and the newest rage for
pleasure tour along the new A thought for the day:
outside talking, or sat under the bushy trees resting. Did could
which seems to shorten the President Dwight D. Eisenhowroad
change strums the strings of nostalgia—old plays,
see them from his seat near the window He watched them
er said, "In the final choice, a
distance by half.
old songs,old styles and, of course, old fortunes; but
carefully, noticing that it was a shame to come to the Church and
Of course the road to the old soldier's pack is not so heavy a
then not go in for the worship services.
not old ideas, old jokes, old debts or old candidates.
burden as a prisoner's chain."
Dad couldn't hear what they were saying and he could only Spiceland home place is un-All things change. nothing perishes."
from
judging
though
changed,
guess at the conversation, becoming more interested when they
-Ovid
laughed, knowing,for sure, he had missed something important. the vandalism to the old homes ** * * ***********
ALL
in "Metamorphoses"
When Dad had stood it as long as he could he asked the men why left lone, there are still many
SHOWS
they did not come in for the Church services. They all answered, passers by.
have
who
those
Only
"Because its too hot in there." They added, "Not everyone is able
(
memories of other days when
window."
the
by
seat
a
get
to
Questions
The
things were different, can see any
Dad considered what the men had said and agreed that, since
a.
A.3.16t
and
Wage Price
the Church wasn't air-conditioned, the services got mighty hot. beauty now in the old houses with
Internal
Answers
every window smashed, porch
Revenue
1932 Bathtubs were for
In
prompt
of
man
action,
fine
a
went
being
Dad,
the
My
to
pastor
Freeze
Service
gin and the rich were for
and suggested that the Church should be air-conditioned. "If the rails gone, planks ripped off, and
railMOM
Church were air-conditioned these men would come in," Dad everything gone which ever
and
This column of questions and the freeze, because these actions prophesied. to the pastor.
comfort
suggested
answers on the Wage and Price are bona fide promotions. The
homliness.
The pastor, being a fine man anxious to eliminate any draw
Freeze is provided by the local employer, however, must be able back to the worship services, agreed that at the next business
But that was such a perfect day
office of the L. S. Internal to certify that such an agreement meeting the Church should vote to air-condition the building. The
with blue skies piled high with
Revenue Service and is published was in existence.
pastor went on to add that since the Church was very progressive, soft white clouds that I could look
as a public service. The column
up from the wreckage and recall
If the effective date of the they should also install stain glass windows.
most teacher's contract is after August
questions
answers
The best movie since
Dad thought on the pastor's plan for a moment and then said. other days in other autumns.
frequently asked about the Wage 15, the increment must be no "Modernism could be a threat to my worship experience "
"Bonnie and Clyde"
I could remember the coziness
and Price Freeze announced more than the amount that was
of fires in fireplaces on cool• Nitely at 7:30 & 9:45 plus
I'm little and all I can say is, I like my Dad a lot
Augui.! 15 by President Nixon.
evenings,the men corning in with it 2:00 Sat & Sun.
granted last year.
Q-111 be gztting out of the Army
Q - Can my city government
Bob Little corn wagons from the fields now
covered with water, or smell
in two weeks and returnimg to my Increase rates for gas and
molasses cooking at the sorghum 4t
old job. Can I receive the pay electricity?
ninety at 7:4.5 Plus 2:15 Sat.
mill near the spring.
increases I would have gotten if I
A - No. State or local governOH, FOR THE LOVE OF AN EDITOR
and Sun.. Late show Fri.
I could imagine the cows
had not been In the Service?
ments may not increase charges
A - Yes. Veterans returning to or fees for government-provided Let me introduce with care,
coming up the worn path about .01 and Sat II
their pre-military employment services. However, state and High above the street where
milking time and sadly recalled
during the freeze are entitled to local tax rates, and fees for an editor is.
that then I did most joyous
all the increases they would have licenses or legal penalties, such Desk and paper and typewriter standing.
singing as with bucket in hand I
received had they not served in as traffic tickets, are not frozen. Copy and news and time demanding,
went to milk.
the military. Employees are
No voices are heard around the
Q - Can merchants pass on to He flexes his muscles and strikes square,
hired at the pay scale in existence consumers the cost of an increase
old homes now. All is ghost like
during the 30-day base period of In state or local taxes?
and still. Only memories are left.
Laying Mrs. Zipple's shower party bare
July 16 to August 14.
We are sorry that two ConA - No. This is not permitted
Q - Is the [sternal Revenue during the freeze.
Lloyd Perry and Warren
corders,
Undaunted, he pursues his mighty profession,
Service the only place where you
Patterson, remain in the hospital.
Q - What are some of the food Walking tall among men his voice a roar,
can get information on the wage- products not subject to the Lofty thoughts like bubbles expanding more,
The Manliff Millers have been
price freeze?
to attend the Good
unable
freeze?
and
shining,
dancing
and
about,
Floating,
A - No. Information on the
Shepherd revival because their
A - Raw agricultural products, "Listen everybody," he cries with a shout.
freeze and assistance with such as fresh fruit ,and "Old judge John has just got the gout!"
daughter, Mrs Russell Phelps,
complaints is provided at the 10 vegetables, fresh fish and
and family are hospitalized in
Regional Service Centers of the seafood, honey, and other Dashing about town with prying eye,
Memphis, Tenn., from injuries in
of
Emergency products that retain the same Going and looking he will fairly fly,
Ofrice
an automobile accident.
it▪ Probes deep into the Practices
Preparedness, and the more than physical form they possessed Shiny shoes, business suit, shirt and tie,
We attended a bridal shower
oI the Adult Movie
.
op.*
au.. wri
2100 offices of the Department of when they left the farm gate, are (and one colloused finger.)
recently at Mr. and Mrs. Willie• • nkopoa, apuo
Alitittsoino 18
COLOR
Agriculture's Agricultural not covered by the freeze.
Smith's home for their daughter,*
"I've mastered my work," he says with a sigh.
4 A vAMETY FILMS INC ftE1.EAS1 •
Stabilization and Conservation
Wilma, and saw Mrs Clotile
All other agricultural and food
Phis
Service, as well as 360 Internal products, such as foozen foods, Now, my observations have given me a hunch,
Wisehart, former owner of Patti
Secant Feature
before her•
Revenue Service Local Service slaughtered meats,etc., would be What he has mastered is the one finger punch.
Ann Beauty Shop
. DFA.ENIFMATEs
Centers considered processed and subject
Compliance
and
stroke which prevents her talking• MISFITS
...CAUGHT
chair
wheel
a
her
throughout the country.
makes
and
to the freeze
--Thomas Perkins
IN THE MT
Q - Are welfare payments Q- The lease on my apartment
patient, but a very cheerful one.
In
covered by the freeze?
We have so much to be thank-•
is about to expire. I Maw my
A - No. Welfare payments are landlord has raised rests far new
ful for when we are able to do our
not covered by the freeze. They tenants in similar apartments.
work and get about.
Evening In Autumn
are not payments for services Can he now raise my rent?
It is vacation enough for us to
rendered and, therefore, are not
drive along the road and ore such
A - No. If a tenant's lease ex- How majestic an evening in autumn
wages.
sights as James Kindred and his
pires, his rent may not be rained The signs of impending Cold'
neighbors or Willie Parker
Q - I'm a teacher. During the to the level being paid by new How majestic an evening in Autumn
summer I received my master's tenants in similar units.
cutting and harvesting fine
To watch the twilight unfold'
degree and, as a result, I was to
tobacco,to see Coda Weatherford
4. ADULTS ONLY
helping lAnus SpiceLand recover•
receive a pay increment this fall. ARK ON WINGS
The clouds, like deep ocean waves,frozen there.
Starts Wednesday
one of the oldest log barns on the
Can I still get It?
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI/
The sky' turned an amber pink.
Herman Montgomery farm, to 4 Sexual Freedom la Dow
A - Yes Pay increments for An airborne ark will haul
The earth beneath silent, still, without care,
teachers who receive their animal actors arid 300 feather
see fine- cattle grazing on all the • mark X
Soon into the night to sink.
lush pastures, and then return to
masters and other scheduled pay supporting players back to the
the quietude of our own home in
raises dependent upon employees Sea World Marine Amusement
to 11.9 is the most•
completing certain educational Park Sept. 26 from a summer
Is Coining.
-Pat Miller Concord which
ideal plat* in the world
********* ******
requirements may be paid during stock engagement In Ohio

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

"6.te-2

Down Concord
Way

Bible Thoughtfor Today

STOCKHOLM - A new type
of fire-extinguishing watergel
Incoming calls will be recorded said to be twice as effective as
at any hour of the day or night ordinary water has been
and the call will be returned as developed by the Swedish firm
soon as possible. Week-end calls of Gelco Project Trading
Company.
will be returned the following
The watergel has a fat-like
Monday. The Paducah number is
consistency and is milk
442-33441. The Area Code is 502. colored. In fire fighting it is
easier to clean-up,.causes
less damage than water, and
A pool conducted in 196)
1 1 has good adhesion and
by the National Education smeller* efieracteristics
1v3ociation Research Division
concluded that -more than 85
The specially-rigged plane
per cent of the nation's public will carry a 4,000-pound killer
school teachers think their whale, seven dolphins, 17 sea
.ehools should have authority lions, a one-ton elephant seal;
to regulate the wearing ap- and a raft of
penguins, geese,
parel and personal grooming
pelicans, parrotts, flamingos,
id pupils."
swans, ducks and doves.

Adults
Children
: 50C
s
r
iva-gr
- -di
1000

Regular
Admission

THEATRE

* Osen 7:00 Nitel Plus 1:' I Sat. & Sun. *
TONITE thru TUE.

to help k
DEAR ABBY: My
whom I shall call "The
lives at home We both
problem.
The Princess never
room and board, her
toothpaste and shampoo
In turn, The Prin
sloppy room and leaves
all over the place from
I maintain she sho
wife thinks I am "Cruel
It's all MY fault. Is it.

,

something, if only her
DEAR ABBY: The
that garlic and onions
even rubs raw onions
such as stoves, ovens, •
because he honestly •
garlic kills germs. s

On a good day, he might
pistol-whip a drunk,
shoot an unarmed man,
bribe a politician, and
get paid off by an outlaw.
He was a U.S. Marshal.

DEAR NEEDS: No.
DEAR ABBY: You
Woman who had been

still flirts. Well, I have
years to a man who o
any signs of him sli
You once compared
dog that chases cars.
DEAR WIFE: I sal
Ike a dog that cb wouldn't know what to

WARREN
BEAT'TY
JULIE
CHRISTIE

ft

McCABE &

MRS.MILLER

;

4/1725,

CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. 1 HI 3 *
FRI6RTENIN6 ADVENTURE OF 50 DESPERATE SURVIVORS'

llOYD BRIDGES. ANNE FRANCIS
WILL SHOCK

you To THE LIMITS Of EROTIC

EXPERIENCES!

THEY TAKE
WHAT THEY WANT
• AND WHO THEY WANT
AND PAY THE PRICE
IN DEATH'

It) R

Open

7:00-Start 7:30

Winn's
IN

DEAR ABBY:'! i
after reading all the
decided to send this on
With the invitation
couple came this note:
are cold and hungry.
ravages of war. This
makes us want to find
marriage in somehow t.
planned to give U.S a
contribution to the
American Friends Hungry Americans or our marriage life for •
After I read the •
better. I.am divorced, •
I will follow in the
Maybe if you print this,
DEAR TOUCHED:
skaring a truly noble
materialistic world.
What's your probie
your chest. Write to
11101149. For a personal
envelope.
Far Abby's booklet,
seed Si to Abby. Box ,

:AN ALL-TIME FIRST
:Explores All Possibilities

ZACHARIAH

The Pri

reduce her insecurity
self-respect Start by

I. If''

THE
GRISS11111111
7--1
MING '

"ALL
WOMAN"

/

DEAR DADDY: I
what difference does it

The story of Doc
Holliday, Katie
and Wyatt Earp as
you've never seen it.

99t Adults

4,41,xNt Alan= ;

.

By Ab

* New Price Policy *

Isn't It The Truth!
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

,

Watch That Te
,They may not be ev
body's fashion love yet,
-watch the trend to the
'dress. Paris did a num.,
new tent dress stjcs, a
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up look. The Pnris dr
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ire fighting watergel
Nice as good as water

STOCKHOLM — A new type
fire-extinguishing watergel
ad to be twice as effective as
.dinary water has been
iveloped by the Swedish firm
Gelco Project Trading
imp/toy
The watergel has a fat-hke
insistency and is milk
bared. In fire fighting it is
,sier to clean-up_ causes
is damage than water, and
IS good adhesion and
maser* characteristics

The specially-rigged plane
11 carry a 4,000-pound killer
ale, seven dolphins, 17 sea
fill, a one-ton elephant seal;
d a raft of penguins, geese,
'teens, parrotts, flamingos,
'axis, ducks and doves.

Policy *
Children

50'
THEATRE

1:00 Sat & Sun.

fONITE thru TUE.

The story of
a gambling man
and a
hustling lady.

Mrs. J. B. Burke= .

ri11•041

751 toil 7 or 7S3.4147

ov,tra•4
wit-441T
The Princess' needs
to help keep the 'castle'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have a grown daughter
whom I shall call The Princess." She works full-time and
lives at home. We both love her very much, but here's the
problem.
The Princess never misses a meal at home, gets free
room and board, her own TV, and my wile even buys her
toothpaste and shampoo, besides doing her laundry.
In turn, The Princess monopolizes the bathroom, keeps a
sloppy room and leaves her cosmetics and clothing scattered
all over the place from h— to breakfast.
I maintain she should contribute to her food expense. My
wife thinks lam "Cruel." She says the girl is insecure, and
—DADDY
It's all MY fault. Is it?
DEAR DADDY: I doe't know, but if she is insecure,
what difference does It make whose fawn it is? One way to
reduce her insecurity is by helping her to build her
self-respect. Start by insisting that The Princess contribute
something. if only her cooperation. aroupd the "castle."
DEAR ABBY: There are some Europeans who think
that garlic and onions are "healthy." I have a friend who
even rubs raw onions and raw garlic on heating equipment
such as stoves, ovens, ductwork and anything that beats up
because be honestly believes that the smell of onions and
--NEEDS TO KNOW
garlic kills germs Does it?
- alai at frleadsldps.
DEAR NEEDS: No. But it could test
.—
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in your column. from a
woman who had been married for 18 years to a man who
still flirts. Well, I have her beat. I've been married for 55
years to a man who still flirts. He is over 80, and I don't see
any signs of him slowing up.
You once compared an old man who chases women to a
dog that chases cars. How did that one go anyway?
—CHASER'S WIFE: HAGERSTOWN, MD.

WARREN
BEATTY
•
JUUE
CHRISTIE
McCABE &
MRS.MILLER '
op
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)BRIDGES.ANNE FRANCIS
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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AT. 11:30
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Y WANT
E PRICE
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DEAR WIFE: I said: ''An old man who chases women is
Ike a dog that chases cars. If be ever caught one be
wouldn't know edam to do With IL"
DEAR ABBY:' / don't write to columnists as a rule, but
after reading all the comments about wedding gifts, I
decided to send this on to you:
With the invitation to a wedding of a young California
Feoupie came this note: "There are millions of the poor who
are cold and hungry. There is still war and ever-increasing
ravages of war. This makes us aware of our riches and
makes us want to find meaning for ourselves and for our
marriage in somehow changing things. Therefore, if you had
planned to give us a gift, we would especially appreciate a
contribution to the Fellowship of Reconciliation, the
American Friends Service Committee, the Committee to Aid
Hungry Americans or some other cause, so that because of
our marriage life for others may be a little better."
After I read the above, I guess it made my day a little
better. I,em divorced, but should I ever marry again, I think
I will follow in the footsteps of these beautiful young people.
Maybe if you print this, others will, too.
—`TOUCFIED'IN MICHIGAN
DEAR TOUCHED: I. too, am touched. Thank you for
sharing a truly noble attitude In a generally selfish and
niaterialistic world.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It ott
your chest. Write to ABBY. Sox MOO, Los Angeles. Cal.
Me. For a personal reply ~lose stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, -How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
seed SI to Abby. Boa 6,7011, Los Angeles. Cal. meet

Watch That Tent

en 7:00-Start 7:30

)NITE thru SAT.
ARE TOO HOT
TO HANDLE

ARID

IDf

,They may not be everybody's fashion love yet, but
peatcli tbe trend to the tent
!dress. Paris did a number of
new tent dress styles, and it
fits in with Cie turn away
,frorri all that ticr.;y exposure
to the softer, more coveredup look. The Paris dresses
were controlled teats. fitted
from the shoulder?' through
the hull, then released.

Dip-A-Ones

&Woo.

AN N

Add to flavor
Browning meat in a little
tat before adding it to a
brings
combination
dish
Highly
the flavor.
out
cured or flavored meats—
such as ham, dried beef,
corned beef and sausage—
will give more flavor to
bland foods than fresh
meats.
Gayle Kirkpatrick orders up
the return of the long body
shade dress with a touch of
44;juin applique on dark jersey
for winter evenings on the
town. Versions done for
Bymini are around SI00 with
Applique and $80 without.

Mrs. Gene Hendon
Speaker At Meet
At The Dunn Home
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Phebian Class Has
Installation Of
purposes were to be of help and
Meet
the work done during the Officers At

Mrs. Henry Elliott Presents Program At
J. N. Williams Chapter UDC Meeting

The Alice Waters Cirei)the
Women's Society of Chriatian
Service of the First United
Methodist Qiurch met recently
with Mrs. H. G. Dunn in her home
at 1015 Sharpe Street.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Gene Hendon who told of
many most interesting things
about the two foreign countries,
Taipei, Taiwan and Ismir,
MRS. LUCILLE Rasa, mane for Calloway County Schools, and
Turkey, in which she and her
George Dowdy from Complete AL.A, Repair were guests at the
family have recently lived.
Wednesday at the Calloway Public Library. This
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman Story Hour held
Is a continuation of Ste programs concerning community helpers.
opened the meeting with the
around a stethoscope and let each child hear
reading of the scripture, Mark Mrs. Ross passed
aboexplaised about her cap and pin and the
8:34; a reading entitled: "Carry their heartbeat. Ski
D•wdy brought some tools a mechanic
different
kinds
Id
WININAL
Your Cross With a Smile"; and a
passed around small parts of a motor, and
repair,
uses
in
auto
short prayer.
capacity crowd of children has been
The secretary, Mrs. A. M. talked of auto safety. A
story hours.
these
week
for
present
each
Alexander, called the roll and
read the minutes of the previous
meeting. Mrs. I. B. Mayfield
gave the treasurer's report.
Dates for two future meetings
were announced and members
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, KFWC
Friday, September 24
urged to attend. These are the
October general meeting at 10 Leadership conferences for the president, as the speaker.
a.m. on the fifth, and the Annual Blood River Baptist WMU will be Reservations should be made
Conference meeting to be held in held at the First Missionary with department chairman.
Mayfield on October 8 at 9:30 Baptist Church, Benton, from
The Luther Robertson PTA will
a.m.
seven to 9:15 p.m.
meet at the school at seven p.m.
The group was also informed
about the two projects the church The Potluck supper at the St. for an orientation meeting
would like the circles to help Leo's Catholic (lurch has been followed by the parents visiting
with. These are the clothing bank cancelled due to the death of the rooms of their children and
Ignatius Mattingly.
talking with their teachers.
and an employment service.
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette reported
The Suburban Homemakers
on the Circle's project, the
Saturday, September 25
Club will meet at the home of
Reelfoot Mission. Due to the
hoilding of a new center which Reservations for the MSU Mrs. Max Farley, 316 Woodlawn,
will not be completed for some Women's Society pre-game at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Robert
time, it was decided the trip to chuck wagon dinner for October 2 Hendon as cohostess.
the Mission planned for October at the Student Union cafeteria at
would be postponed until Spring five p.m. should be mailed by The Creative Arts Department
today to Mrs. Ben Humphries, of the Murray Woman's Club will
1972.
It was also announced that Route 7, Box 320, Murray. meet at the club house at 9:30
two dollars per am
Members are to bring
Mrs. I. B. Mayfield will be the Tickets are
tapestry needle, embroidery
new chairman of the Alice person.
needle, crochet thread, and
Waters Circle starting in
January.
The WSCS of the Good Shepard materials to work with for the
The hostess served delicious United Methodist Church will lesson
refreshments to the ten members sponsor a rummage and bake
The Red Cross Volunteers will
present.
sale at the American Legion Hall
starting at 6:30 a.m.
meet in the conference room of
the Murray-Calloway County
The Alpha Department of the Hospital at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will have
Its luncheon meeting at noon at
The Great Books Adult
the club house. Hostesses will be
Discussion Group will meet at the
Miss Ann Carr, Miss Roselle
Calloway Public Library at seven
Henry, Mesdames E.S. Dittguid, p.m
Jean Bordeaux, and P.A. Hart.

Mrs. Lynda Reed
Opens Home For
Church Class Meet

The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy held its meeting on
Wednesday,September 15, at the
First United Methodist Church
with a delightful luncheon served
by the Faith Doran Circle of the
WSCS of the church to the
fourteen members and one guest,
Mrs. Bertha Jones who was
reinstated as a member.
Mrs.
Leonard
Vaughn,
president of the chapter, opened
the meeting with the pledge to the
flags by members. Miss Maude
Nance, secretary, read the
minutes of the previous meeting
and Mrs. Zelna Carter read the
treasurer's report.
The president reported the 75th
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Division elf the UDC will be held
October 8-9 at Jenny Wiley State
Park
in
Prestonburg.
Correspondence was read and
petitions were signed protesting
Andersonville being made into a
national shrine. It was voted
members would observe Kentucky Day, Old South Parade,
and Memorial Day, and a motion
was made by Mrs. Carter that the
chapter continue presenting a
medal to the ROTC.
Mrs. Henry Elliott presented a
most interesting and informative
program on the forming of the
UDC on September 10, 1892. Its

Chambers
Family Has
Reunion
The aescenciants of Noah A.
and Attie Harris Chambers held
a reunion at the home of Mrs.
Henry Chambers at Heath,
Sept. 12.
The family of the oldest son,
Tullus A. Chambers, formerly of
Benton, now of Annandale, Va.,
one granddaughter and one
grandson by law were the only
members of the family unable
to be present. The birthdays of
two of the members were celebrated.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs. William
Harris Chambers, and Mr. and
Mrs. DWaill James of Murray;
Mr. and Mn. Donald Crawford
arid Mr. and Mrs. James Key,
Lynn Grove; Mr. and Mrs. D.
0. Humphreys of Paris, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Watson,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watson,
and Mr. and Mn. Ray Woodruff of Princeton; Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Stuns C h a mb e r s of
Heath; Mr. and Mrs. W. Tullus
Chambers of Nashville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Alta Chambers Herrold,
Reidland; George Sullivan, Canton;
Troy Davis, Jeffie, CilfRe and
Jimmy Joe Key, Lisa, Karen,
Vito, Jan and Kelly Humphreys,
Charles Ray and Lou Ann Woodruff, Jeff and Jennifer Watson,
Teri and David Herrold, Eddie
Rikel, Elizabeth, Randall a n d
Mike Chambers, Tully Chambers Jr., Mike Farris and the
hostess.

reconstruction period with
scholarship loans, hospital work, The home of Mrs. Gaylord
financial assistance to the needy Forrest on Chestnut Street was
widows and families of the the scene of the meeting of the
Phebian Sunday School Class of
Confederacy.
One of the most interesting the First Baptist Church held on
bequests was made to the Tuesday, September 14, at sevenorganization by a Union soldier, thirty o'clock in the evening.
Simmons,
Archie
Hector W. Church of Oxford, N. Mrs.
Y., in 1920 in his "great respect assistant teacher, installed the
and desire to perpetuate the fame officers for the new church year
of four southern heroes, Jefferson who are Mrs. Lloyd Jacks,
Davis, Robert E. Lee, John B. president; Mrs. James Rogers,
Ben
Mrs.
Gordon, and Jubal A. Early. An vice-president;
annual memorial scholarship Trevathan,community missions;
Lockhart,
Evelyn
was established to Mr. Church Mrs.
which now has a combined en- secretary; Mrs. Joe R. Sims,
treasurer; Mrs. William C.
dowment of $40,000.
Mrs. Elliott reported on the Adams, Mrs. Edward Hendon,
organization of the J. N. Williams Mrs. Alvis E.Jones, Miss Pauline
chapter here on May 24, 1904, and Waggener, and Mrs. Vernon
read a list of the charter mem- Shown, group captians.
bers. She told of the chapter's The retiring president, Mrs.
work of making quilts, promoting Howell Thurman, presided. Mrs.
gave
shows, eta,, to raise $2,250 to Allen Russell, treasurer,
erect the statue of Robert E. Lee her annual report.
in 1931 which stands in the Court Refreshments were served by
members of Group IV and V.
Yard.
Several members accepted an Mrs. Joe Pat Ward and Mrs.
invitation to meet with the Evelyn Lockhart, captains.
Paducah chapter at the home of Those present were Mesdames
Mrs. John Russell on September Thomas Hogancamp, James
Washer, Howell Thurman, James
21.
The October meeting will be Rogers, Joe N. Cahoon, Archie
held at the home of Mrs. James Simmons, Art Lee, Brent
Lassiter with Mrs. Helen Lassiter Outland, Joe R. Sims, Arlie Scott,
James Martin, Castle Parker, M.
as hostess.
C. Garrott, Joe Pat Ward, Edward Hendon, Lloyd Jacks,
Gaylord Forrest, Allen Russell,
Evelyn Lockhart, William C.
Adams, and R. G. Outland,

Providence Club

Has Regular Meet
At Housden Home

Club Members Make
& Fill Ditty Bags

Members of the Pottertown
The women in the homemakers Homemakers Club met at the
club at New Providence had their home of Mrs. Bryan Overcast on
first meeting of the fall season in Whitnell Avenue on Wednesday,
the home of Mrs. Eunice Housden September 15, at ten o'oiock in
on September 14, at one o'clock in the morning.
The group made and filled ditty
the afternoon.
Mrs. Larry Curd called the bags for servicemen, a project‘gf
meeting to order. The devotion the American Red Cross chapter
was given by Mrs. Hardiman here.
At noon the ladies went to the
Miller in the absence of Mrs. Jim
Allbritten. Mrs. Anton Herndon Colonial House Smorgasbord for
called the roll and read the lunch.
Those present were Mesdames
treasury's report.
Mrs. Herndon gave the lesson Lucy Alderdice, Clifton Roberts,
on Time Saving Sewing Equip- 0. B. Cook, Ruth Weston, Gussie
ment. She had many useful items Geurin, Lillis Wohlhart, Blanche
and explained their uses. She had Larson
lovely garments of lingerie she Bryan Overcast, Iva Alford,
had made since receiving the Katie Overcast, Mellis Hopson,
lesson on how one can save by Ruby
Kelley, Louise Short,
making her own lingerie. Each Volene Roberts, and Rosezella
member was impressed with the Outland, members; Mrs. Brenda
many items one can make, now Turner, Mrs. Eva Hjort,arid Mrs
that the stores stock the material Barletta Wrather, visitors.
for the lovely items.
Mrs. Hardiman Miller showed
Nutritious meat
the ladies how to save the
Have you tried pork livblooming flowers and members er? Its a fine
textured
experimented with the paints and meat with a distinctive flaflowers that Mrs. Miller had for vor
Whole liver should
them.
have a moist, smooth surThe club members had ditty face when purchased,
bags to be delivered.
sliced liver may appear
Two games were played under slightly porous. In your
the leadership of Mrs. James pork variety meats you
Puckett. Mrs. Anton Herndon and may also consider heart
Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins received which requires long, slow
cooking to make tender .
the prizes.
Mrs. Marsha Dale and Mrs.
Covered Apple Pastries
Janice Rose joined the club.
Protect Cook Book
Coffee
Mrs. Terry Housden, Mrs. Bill
Cover your cook book with
COVERED APPLE
Hendon, Mrs. Opal Shoemaker,
a piece of clear plastic. If it
PASTRIES
and those already mentioned.
hecomos stirJity or soiled, it
Similar to the apple pastries
The next meeting will be With can easily be wiped off with
sold in many bakeries.
Mrs. Larry Curds.
a damp cloth.
1 1.; cups sifted flour
2-3rd cup enriched white cornmeal
2 tablespoons sugar
1 ..2 teaspoon salt
cop 014 one-quarter pound
sticks) butter or margarine
2 egg yolks
1 -3rd cup water
* WEDDINGS
1 tablespoon lemon juice
CORSAGES
Apple Filing, see below

The Golden
Circle Sunday The Almo PTA will sponsor a
Tuesday, September 28
School Class of the Memorial turkey and ham shoot at
the
The Murray State University
Baptist Church held its monthly school from nine a.m. to
five p.m.
Chess and Checker Club will
meeting on Monday, September
Refreshments will be sold.
meet in Room 312 of the Faculty
20, at the home of Mrs. Lynda
Hall at 3:30 p.m. All interested
Reed.
Officers of the class for the The Kick-Off open dance for persons are invited.
coming church year were elected adults will be held at the
as follows: Loretta Boyd, Calloway County Country Club The International Reading
president; Sonja Futrell, vice- from after the football game until Association will meet at the
president; Linda Rogers and one am. with music by the Oliver Holiday Inn at 5:30 p.m. Mrs.
anisha Mafould, secretary and Hill Combo.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Hays, a consultant from the
treasurer; Kathy Alton, Alice Richard Orr are chairman for the national office, will give the
Marie Mayfield, Lynda Reed, event. Others assisting will be program.
Judy Hina, and Joyce Thomas, Messrs and Mesdames Lee
group leaders.
Tinsley, Harold Hopper, Fred The Kirksey School PTA will
wells, John Irvan, Joe B. Lit- meet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
Kefreshements of cake anti
tleton, Tommy Crisp, Virgil
Cokes were served by Lynda
Harris, W.L. Polly, Phillip The Quota Club will meet at the
Reed and Candy Jenkins,
Mitchell, Newell C. Knight, Southside Restaurant at 12 noon.
hostesses, to Sonja Futrell, Kathy
Thomas Emerson, Jack white,
Alton, Connie White, Anisha
Ed West, William Ryan, Jack
Mafould, Alice Marie Mayfield,
Blackwell, and Ted Bradshaw.
Linda Rogers, Sue Wynn, and
Loretta Boyd.
Sunday, September 26
The Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a trail ride in the lend
Between the Lakes. The group
will meet at the club at 1:30 p.m.
to go the LBL. Persons, other
The Baptist Women of the Elm
than members, may go on the Grove Baptist Church observed
the week of prayer for state
trail ride.
missions September 13-17 with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch of the meetings held each week day
will on the theme, 'The Light of the
Mrs. Allert Rose opened her Murray Route Four
wedding
50th
Glorious Gospel".
celebrate
their
home on Keenland Drive for the
"Speak To My Heart" was the
meeting of the Dorcas Sunday anniversary with an open house
School Class of the First Baptist at their home from two to five song for the week.
Rev. Earl Warlord, missionary
Church held on Tuesday, Sep- p.m. All friends and relatives are
* FUNERALS
st!
.
• * PARTIES
for the Blood River Baptist
tember 21, at seven-thirty o'clock Invited.
Sift together flour, cornmeal,
Association, presented the sugar and salt. Cut in butter
in the evening.
144.
M..
N
Monday on until particles are fine. Comon
The devotional speaker was Mr. and Mrs. Earl Owen of program
Ryan
Ave
•
1668
Phone
753-3880
"
hold
will
"Illuminate
One
My
Life"
Farmington
Route
qt.
Mrs. G. T. Lilly who read the
bine egg yolks, water and lemscripture about Dorcas in the an open house at their home from
on juice; add to dry in- MarEilaCC:C.C.CC*7€4. arr.:07.*:#:CV
Tuesday
Mrs. Chalres Burkeen gredients; mix lightly until just
Bible and then reveiwed the two to five p.m. in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary was the leader for the program combined. Turn out on floured
history of the Dorcas Class.
All friends and relative,, are on "Shines In Dark Corners" pastry cloth: knead gently a
The Baptist Women and few times: divide dough in half.
Mrs. Lilly also installed the invited to attend
stockinet-covered
Brotherhood had the Wednesday With
a
new officers: Mrs. James Brown,
roll out one
president; Mrs. B. C. Grogan, The Calloway County Singing program on "Reflected By My floured rolling pin
Ch urch".
half of dough to line bottom of
vice-president; Mrs. Homer Convention will be held at the
a 13 by 9 by 2 inch pan. Spoon
Miller, secretary; Mrs. Calvin Temple Hill United Methodist Mrs.
Bessie Colson was the Apple Filling over dough. Roll
public
is
The
p.m.
Church
at
1:30
Morris, treasurer; Mrs. Allen
leader for the Thursday program out remaining dough for top
invited.
Rose, class ministries.
on "Increases Wisdom". The crust, place over Filling; prick
Come In and Register for ...
group had a prayer retreat and surface. Bake in a preheated
A social hour was held with The First District American picnic at Kentucky Lake on 375-degree oven 45 to 50 minrefreshments of pic_and coffee Legion and Auxiliary will meet at Friday with Mrs. Albert Crider in utes. Cool. If desired, top with
confectioners' sugar frosting.
To Be Given Away Sat., Oct. 2nd
being served.
the American Legion Hall with charge of the program on
Makes 12 servings.
Post No. 73 as hosts. Registration "Cannot Be His",
at
APPLE FILLING. Sift toPresent were Mesdames L. L. will be at 12:30 p.m. and lunch
tablenup
sugar,
2
I
gether
Dunn, class teacher, Henry will be served at one p.m.
Others present and taking part
1
4 teaspoon salt,
spoons flour. /
Warren, Glen Hodges, Allen
were 1.4 teaspoon nutmeg and 11
throughout the week
/
4
Rose, James Brown, Neil Brown,
Mesdames George Cossey, teaspoons cinnamon. Stir in 8
G. T. Lilly, Bill Hill, Tilman A gospel singing will be held at Alfred Keel, Walton Fulkerson,
cups pared, cored and sliced
Weaver, Jimmy Bucy, Madelle the Story's Chapel United Melvin Barnes, Earl Lee, Mason apples and 1/2 u prTa sin s
1301 Main Street
Talent, T. C. Collie, B. B. Jones, Methodist Church at two p.m. All Thomas, Harry Shekell, Mae
(Next Door. to Dairy Queen)
Homer Miller, Graham Feltner, singers and listeners are invited. Williams, Jessie Roberts, Floy
Hollis Roberts, Allen McCoy,
Caldwell, Wilbur ,Weston.
Put a dot of red fingernail
James Ward, Purdom Outland,
Brigham Futrell, Pearl Moore, polish beside each oiling joint
-Monday, September-2T
Codie raldWe1r,*-11.-L. Oakley,
Marie Shekel, Robert Weston, oiiiBeiiMdiiide Of your 6e-viin
Luther Nance, Marion Adams, B. The Murray Woolen's Club will Keys Keel, Luther Hendon, machine. It saves time when an
C. Grogan, members and Ralph hold its first general meetino, at Purdom Lassiter, Glen Hale, and oiling period comes as you will
the club house at seven p in with Aubrey Cook.
.not have to look up the diagram.
Moss, visitor.

Dorcas Class Has
September Meeting
At The Rose Home

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Hold
Special Programs

Afternoon
Coffee

ccr*:xxxzlicormcconirotcco:•.*::::::•:
— NOW OPEN —

UANITA'S FLOWERS;

JUANITA'S FLOWERS

FREE $20
GIFT CERTIFICATE
FREE $20 GIFT CERTIFICATE

WED. *

:hard Boone

CLUB
Under New Ownership . . .
L T. and MARIE BAKER

BOB NANCE and
The_111UE BLAZERS

ke"

-Every Friday Nite!
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NFL Roundup

Major League Roundup

Giants Sweep Doubleheader In
Astrodome, Magic Number Now 4
Dome, made it two in a row big boost for us, especially
Thursday night and all but coming. here. It's been years
ended the Los Angeles Dodgers' since I won here."
title hopes in the National Elsewhere in the major
League West. Gaylord Perry leagues, Pittsburgh blanked St.
pitched a three-hitter and Willie Louis 5-0, Philadelphia beat
McCovey drove in both runs as Montreal 6-4, the New York
the Giants edged the Astros 2-1. Mets edged the Chicago Cubs 5The victory had multiple 4, the Chicago White Sox shut
advantages for the Giants:
out California 5-0 and Oakland
-It boosted their division lead nipped Milwaukee 5-4.
to three games over the idle
Willie Stargell had a two-run
Dodgers with six to play.
homer —his 46th —and Nelson
—It lowered their magic Briles pitched a six-hitter as
Z4=••=4,=.=.0.c>=.=••=-04=..=.4={ number
for clinching
the the Pirates beat St. Louis and
Maior League Standings
division title to four.
Greg Luzinski's two-run single
OLD EYESORE GONE AT LAST! For years, the first thing Col. Shirley Castle would see each
By United Press International
—It marked the first time capped a four-run ninth that
American League
morning on his desk at Eastern Kentucky University would be a paperweight medallion comEast
since Sept. 3-4 that the Giants carried the Phillies past Monmemorating the centennial anniversary of Valparaiso University, the alma meter of Murray State
W. L. Pd GB were able to post
back-to-back treal.
Baltimore
94 57 .613
University Basketball Coach Cal Luther. -When I would look at that medallion, I couldn't help but
Bob Aspromonte's two-out, think of Cal Luther
Detroit
88 68
564
81 2 victories.
and the times he and his Murray team have beaten us in basketball," said Castle,
Boston
82 74 526 1/1.'2
—It snapped
a six-year two-run single in the eighth
who is director of personnel at Eastern. Learning that Eastern would be represented at the 14th
New York
79 77
596 17 1/2
drought
for Perry in the boosted the Mets over the Cubs
Washington
62 91
405 33
annual meeting this week at Murray State of the Joint Alumni Council of Kentucky, Castle asked that
Cleveland
58 97
Astrodome and marked his first and gave Nolan Ryan his first
374 38
the medallion be taken to Murray and presented to Luther. Shown making the presentation to the
West
victory
Aug.
31.
since
weeks.
in
seven
victory
W. L. Pct. GB
Murray coach ,center, during a break in the two-day meeting are Dr. J. P. Powell, vice president for
"We're
good
in a real
position
98 58 .628 ...
1-Oakland
Rookie Lee Richard had a administration, on the left, and J. W. Thurman,director of alumni relations at Eastern.
Kansas City 84 71
512 131.'2 now," said Giants' Manager
Chicago
76 80
487 22
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Charlie Fox. "I'm happy to get three-run homer and Carlos
72 81
California
462 26
May added one with the hese
Minnesota
70 83 .458 2612 two of three in the Dome and
Milwaukee
66 89 .426 31 1 2 two of three the rest of the
way empty as the White Sox College Grid Roundup
x -Clinched division championdumped California and provided
will clinch it for us."
ship
Thursday's Results
Fox's kindest words were Wilbur Wood with his 21st
Oakland 5 Milwaukee 4 (night)
victory. Wood allowed only five
Chicago 5 California 0 (night) saved for McCovey, who his
(ongaly games scheduled)
18th homer with the bases hits as he pitched his sixth
Today's Probable Pitchers
empty in the fourth and forced straight complete game aad
Milwaukee (Parsons 13-16) at
in another run when he was hit 21st of the season.
Oakland (Segui 10-7), night.
• Chicago (Forster 2-3;
wt by a pitch
with the bases
Angel Mangual walked with
California (Messersmith 18-13),
loaded in the fifth-. McCovey the bases loaded and two out in
Night.
By VITO STELLINO
Minnesota (Blyleven 14-15) at also slid into first base to the ninth to force home the
offensive unit excellent field UCLA trailed only 14-10 midKansas City (Fitzmorris 7-4), record a close
UPI Sports Writer
out
for
the
winning
run
way in the final period before
and
give
Oakland
position.
night.
Ara Parseghian boasts the
New York (Stottlemyre 15-11) second straight night, disre- its victory over Milwaukee. The
Notre Dame, ranked second, Texas scored two TDs to win
at
Detroit
(Coleman
18-9), garding his injured knee. He smallest crowd ever
to see a best coaching record in college and the first and third rated by a respectable 28-10 margin.
night.
put
out
Cesar
Cedeno
for
the
major
league
Five of the other six teams in
game
in
Oakland football in the last seven years clubs —Nebraska and Texas —
Washington (Broberg 5-8) at
Boston (More) 3-3), night.
out of the game.
—1,535 fans —watched the but he's not even .500 against are all heavily favored. Nebras- the top 10 should be in for
Baltimore (Dobson 19.8 and
Purdue.
Perry called the victory, "a game.
ka is a big choice against Texas exciting games. The fifth and
2.3) at
Leonhard
Cleveland
That's why the Notre Dame A&M and Texas is expected to lath teams, Ohio State and
(McDowell 12-16 and Paul Paul
2-6), 2, twi-night.
coach is wary this Saturday have little trouble with Texas Colorado, will battle at ColumSaturday's Games
even though the Irish are heavy Tech.
bus, Ohio, and the seventh and
Milwaukee at Oakland
favorites for the invasion of
Minnesota at ranSas City
Michigan ranked fourth, is a eighth clubs, Auburn and
Lafayette, Ind. against the 14-point favorite over UCLA but Tennessee, tangle at Knoxville,
Boilermarkers. Or Spoilerma- the Bruins, who've lost their Tenn.
012sp dbytlydSu stgS 9-24 na
1st add 011SP xxx California,
kers as they're often called.
first two games to Pittsburgh The sixth-ranked club, Alanight.
In his previous seven years at and Texas, could be dangerous. bama, is an 11-point choice over
National League
ROBINSON, Ell. (UPI) — for Trevino would boost him to Notre Dame, Praseghian has
East
a disappointing Florida team
W. L. Pct. GB George Archer, second place the top money-winning spot this built
up a 58-10-4 mark.
but quarterback John Reaves
x.Pittsburgh
95 62 .605.,
finisher a year ago, and rookie year. The Robinson winner will Although he's yet to coach the
might make it closer than that
St. Louis
85 71
545
9' 2
MAGIC TRI
Chicago
81 75 519 131 2 Dwight Nevil carried four- get $20,000.
Irish to a perfect season, his
for Florida. Ninth-ranked ArkBOWLING LEAGUE
New York
80
76
513 141 2 tinder-par 675 into today's
in
the
record
the
best
in
Trevino
bogeyed
three
holes
TEAM
Montreal
W. L ansas, though, seems to be in
69 86 415 25
round
$100,000
second
of
the
Philadelphia
11 1 for a breather against Tulsa.
64 93
408 31
on the first nine Thursday and collegiate ranks over that span. Ezells Beauty School
Robinson Open Golf Classic.
10 2
West
But four of those 10 losses JOhnsons Grocery
The game against Colorado
birdies
had
way
two
on
the
Restaurant
Jerrys
7 5
W. L. Pct. GB
One stroke behind the leaders
San Francisco 87 69
7 5 should give a good indication on
back, but predicted he would do have come at the hands of N. H C A.
558 ...
opening
Thursday's
after
round
6 6 how well coach
Los Angeles 8/ 7.4 .538
Purdue. The only team to cause Murray Muffler Service
3
Woody Hayes'
better in today's round.
es
6 6
Atlanta
80 77
510
71
/
2 on the par 71 course were
Ara more headaches is South- Boon
1
2
Murray Insurance Agency
Cincinnati
6 6 Buckeyes have survived the
77 80 .490 10/
Larry Hinson, Labron Harris, Nevil, 27, of San Antonio, ern California, which has a 3-2-2 Bank of Murray
Houston
4 8 loss of the Tatum-Kern-Stillwa76 60 .487 11
McLendon and Jim Tex., attended North Texas record against Parseghian and Owens Food Market
San Diego
2 10
59 96 .381 27' 2 Mac
x Clinched CliViSiCK1 title
(rogers
1 11 g o n-Brockington-Sensibaugh
Ferriell.
State University for almost has twice cost him perfect
Thursday's Results
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
gang that had three great
Last year's winner over three years on a golf scholar- seasons by upsetting the irish Ezells Beauty School
Philadelphia 6 Montreal 4
740 seasons.
New York 5 Chicago 4
735
Archer in a four-hole playoff, ship and polished his game when they boasted 9-0 marks. Johnsons Grocery
Ohio State is a touchdown
School
Pittsburgh 5 St Louis 0
727
George Knudson, shot 75. Lee while working as a Dallas Purdue has a 4-3 edge on Ara. Ezells Bearuty
High team game 111c)
San Francisco 2 Houston 1
favorite but Colorado won its
Trevino, saying "I just didn' fireman on a 24 hours on, 48 off Purdue, which lost its opener Bank of Murray
(Only games scheduled)
981
977 first two games, upsetting
have my mind on it,". finish • schedule. He is in his first year to Washington, doesn't seem to Jerrys Restaurant
Johnsons Grocery
Today's Probable Pitchers
935 Louisiana State in its opener.
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Philadelphia (Lersch 1 14) at one over par at 72. He missed a on the tour, but finished fourth have the kind of team that will
The Auburn-Tennessee match
School
Ezells
Beauty
Chicago (Pappas (7-13)
2176
chance to play the cour last week at the Quad Cities give the Irish much trouble.
Johnsons Grocery
Pittsburgh (B)ass 15-17) at
21/2 is being touted as a battle for
Wednesday because his mother Tournament
at
Bettendorf, But Purdue will have the home Jerrys Restaurant
New York (Sadecki 7-7), night
1999 the Southeastern Conference
Montreal (Renko 15-14) at St. was critically ill in Dallas.
HIGH TEAM SERIES )HC)
Iowa. He fired four birdies, two field advent age and will be
Louis (Carlton 19-9), night.
Sank of Murray
2812 championship even though it's
Clustered two strokes behm each on the front and back playing its home opener.
Los Angeles (Downing 19-81
Jerrys ReS'taurant
2755 still early in the season. A good
the frontrunners were ten other nines, for 33-34.
at Atlanta (Niekro 14-13), night
2742 showing
Notre Dame will again be Johnsons Grocery
for Auburn quarterSan Francisco (Carrithers 5
HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
players: Tim Colbert, Jac
3) at Cincinnati (Grimsley 10
216 back Pat Sullivan is a must if
Archer, 31, of Gilroy, Calif., counting on its defense, which Marilyn Parks
Cupit,
John
Mike
Lister,,
Hill,
intercepted seven passes last Wanda Nance
7), night.
707 he's going to remain a top
Morley, Bert Greene, winner of the recent Greater week against Northwestern, to Laverne Ryan
Houston
(Forsch
7-8
700
and Mike
contender for the Heisman
Hartford
Open
and
in
Spinks
IND.
sixth
GAME
HIGH
1.0)
at
San
(HC)
Diego Earl Fennell, Steve
Bogan,
turn
the
the
tide
game.
in
(Robert 13 16 and Kirby 14-13),
Laverne
Ryan
244 Trophy.
place
in total earnings with
Sifford,
Curtis
and
Bob
Marilyn Parks
2, twi-night
242
In other games, Oklahoma is
$111,030, carded five birdies on Parseghian has yet to find a Wanda Nance
137
Erickson.
first string quarterback and
HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)Marilyn favored over Pittsburgh, GeorSaturday's Games
the
front
nine
for
a
five-under
second-place
A
first
of
finish
Pittsburgh at 'New York
599 gia is the choice over Clemson,
30, but got eight pars and a he's likely to continue to Parks
Philadelphia at Chicago
506
alternate Pat Steenberge and Betty Riley
is figures over
bogey, coming back 37.
Montreal at St
Wanda Nance
Louis
495 Washington
URGES PADRES MOVE
San Francisco at Cincinnati
HIGH IND. SERIES (HC)
Texas Christian, Penn State is
After today's second round Bill Etter.
Los Angeles at Atlanta (night)
Marilyn
Parks
677
But
it
doesn't
really
matter
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rep. the field will be cut to the top
rated over Iowa, Southern
Houston iritbtSan Diego (night/
641
Betty Riley
Joel T. Broyhill, R-Va., whose 70 scores and ties. The tourney who's quarterbacking the club Lou
is a big choice
Darnell
639 California
when that massive front line of
HIGH AVERAGES
district adjoins the nation's will end Sunday.
against Illknois, ISU is rated
174
Walt Patulski, Mike Kadish, Marilyn Parks
Thursday asked owners
158 over Wisconsin, North Carolina
Nance
Greg Marx and Fred Swendsen Wanda
of the San Diego Padres
156 is figured over Maryland and
BObbie Garrison
147 Georgia
is forcing the opposing team Laverne Ryan
baseball team to move to
Tech is the pick over
Dixon
145
into errors and giving the BettyNorsworthy
Washington to replace the
143 Army.
Leta
By United Press International Washington Senators who have
KENTUCKY LAKE
Leading Batters
BOWLtNG LEAGUE
been transferred to Texas.
National League

By JOE CARNICELLI
By UPI Sports Writer
The Houston Astrodomie, a
sort of hell for the San
Francisco Giants the past
couple of years, became a bit
heavenly Thursday night.
The Giants, who had won only
six of thew last 27 games in the

Standings

Notre Dame Favored Over Purdue
But Parseghian Is Not So Sure

George Archer, Dwight
Nevil Lead at Robinson

BOWLING

• Major League
Leaders

g. ab r. h Pct.
Trre, St L
156 614 92 223 363
Bckrt, Chi
131 530 80 181 342
Clmnte. Pt 129 513 81 175 341
Garr, All
150 622 100 211 339
Am, Aaron, Ati
135 479 93 158 330
Sngln, -Pit
135 522 59 167 320
Jones, NY
1-30483 61 led 319
Brck, SI L
151 614 123 19/ 316
Davis, LA
152 616 82 193 313
Alou, St L
145 596 78 185 310
American League
g. ab r. h. pct.
•
Oliva, Min
126 487 73 164 337
Mrcer. NY
141 509 91 168 330
Rtmnd, Sal 134 460 77 142 309
Tovar, Min 150 628 90 191 304
Otis, KC
143548 80 165 301
Carew, Min 140 553 85 166 300
May, Chi
136 485 63 143 290
Hrton, 1$1.et
115 436 62 127 291
Uhlndr, Cle 136 06 51 137 288
117 421 94 123 288
Bufrd, Sal
Home Runs
National League: H Aaron.
Atl and Stargell, Pitt 46, May,
Williams.
Cm n
38,
All
and
Johnson, Phil 33
American
League,
Melton.
Chi, Cash. Det and Jackson.
Oak 30. Smith, Bo% 28
RobinsOn, Belt. Petror.ell
Bos
and Nettles. Clev 27
Runs Batted In
National League: Torre •,t
in
Stargell, Pitt
133,
Aaron, Atl 117, May. din
Montanez, Phil and Bonds '.1
95
American League: Killeb,-.s
Robinson, Belt 51,5
Minn 113, F
Band°, Oak 92: Smith, Bos and
Murcer, NY 90
Pitching
Jenkins,
League:
Ngtional
Chi 22 13. Downing, LA and
Ellis. Pitt 198. Carlton, St L
199. Seaver, NY 18 10
----Atnertrayr ---twegve-7- • tirtcW,
Blue, Oak
23 8.
Det 25 12,
Wood. chi 21 13, McNally. Belt
703. Hunter. Oak 2011
Aaron

Ati

135 479 93 158

330

BOWLING

Team

PISTONS DROP THREE
YPSILANTI, Mich. (UPI) —
The Detroit Pistons reduced
their roster to 14 players
Thursday by dropping three
rookies as they closed their
raining camp at Eastern
Michigan University. Cut from
the National Basketball Association Club's roster were Dennis
Stewart, a guard from the
University of Michigan, guard
Jerry Coury of Wayne State
and forward Jim Fleming of
Alcorn, A&M.
76ERS SIGN GREER
WHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
Holdout Hal Greer of the
Philadelphia 76ers signed a twoyear contract Thursday which
will make him first assistant to
coach Jack Ramsay as well as
an active player. Terms of the
pact were not disclosed.
FARM CLUBS SUSPENDED
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) —
The Kansas City Royals will
not operate their farm club at
Elmira, N.Y., in the Eastern
League in 1972, a club official
announced Thursday, Lou Gortiirector of -minor league
operations and scouting, said
the Royals are attempting, to
relocate their class AA franchise.

W

Murray High JV
Trounces Jetton
By Mike Brandon
The Murray Junior Varsity
Tigers opened their football
season last night by obliterating
Paducah Jetton 42-6. The contest
was played before an
enthusiastic crowd at Holland
Field.

Dale McCuiston put Murray on
the board with an 18 yard run
around left eticl with 4:58 left in
the initial period to give the
young Tigers a lead that was
never threatened.
Murray defense,
The
spearheaded by 6-2, 220 pound
Steve Porter and 6-1 234 pound
Craig Suiter, smothered the
Jetton ground attack time after
time.
With 2:21 left in the eight
minute stanza, Doug Shelton
went 25 yards up the middle and
hit paydirt to give the John Hine
led crew a 12-0 lead. Brad Barnett
connected with Eli Alexander in
the endzone to up the score to 14There is just one short week 0.
remaining for boys in Murray to
With only nine seconds gone
register for the local Punt, Pass
in the second period, end Bob
& Kick Competition,
Wilder blocked a punt in the
Parker Ford,local Ford Dealer
endzone and scrambled to the
sponsoring the popular youth loose
ball for another Tiger
activity in this area, said that touchdown, making
the count 20registrations would be taken
0.
through Friday, October 1. The
Paducah, who lost seven
Murray PP&K Competition is fumbles
in the contest, fumbled
scheduled for October 2.
on the first play from their own 20
"Although time is growing
yard stripe following the kickoff.
short, any boys 8-13 years of age
Phil Miller picked up the loose
can still compete," James
ball and scrambled to the 11 yard
Parker said. "All he needs to do
line. Then Brad Barnett found
is come into our showroom, ac Wes Fergerson loose in the end
companied by a parent or
zone and fired a bullet to run the
guardian, and fill out the PP&K
score to 26-0. Barnett connected
registration form. There's no
with Robbie Hibbard in the end
entry fee or charge of anyrkind,
zone for another two points which
and that goes for all six levels of
ended the first half scoring.
competition, up to and including
Murray picked up 103 total
the national finals."
yards in the half compared to
The Ford Dealer pointed out
only 34 for Jetton.
that 1st, 2nd and 3rd, place
Murray added six more points
trophies will be awarded in the
local competition in each of the in the third frame when Barnett
six age groups. Increasing the hit Greg Johnson for a touchboys' chances of winning one of down.
the 18 trophies is the fact that Jspon scored for the first time
each boy competes against other in the contest when half-back Bob
Mcaellon raced 65 yards for a
boys his own age. And since there
is no body contact, a boy's size is touchdown. The two point connot as important as his ability to version pass fell short of the
punt, pass and place-kick for intended receiver and Murray
found themselves on the top en.
distance with accuracy.
"Winners can keep right on of a 34-6 score, after thrgoing up through the zone, quarters of play.
district, area and division con- Murray scored the final time
testants to the national finals," the contest with only four
the Ford Dealer said. It's seconds left as Barnett fo
possible that one or more of our Greg Johnson by himself in
local winners could wind up in the end zone. Cliff Dibble ran in •
finals, which this year will be the two point conversion j
held at the Super Bowl Game on the clock ran out, making
January 16. Here finalists and final score 42-6.
their parents as Ford's guests Murray finished the con will take a special tour of with approximately 245 to
fabulous New Orleans, enjoy a yards compared to Jetton's 1 ..
Banquet
of
Champions Dale McCuiston played a ye
celebration, ahd have the chance good game going through th.
to meet some of the top middle of the Jetton defe
professional
players
and several times for large gains.
The defensive squad did an
coaches.
"Registereing for PP&K right outstanding job. Twice the line
now in our dealership could mean nailed the Jetton quarterback for
all that for some youngster or a loss of 11 yards.
youngsters here in Murray, but Next week the JV Tigers travel
.30 encounter
they should register right now," to Mayfield for a 6,
with the junior Cardinals.
the dealer concluded.
When he registers, each boy
gets a free PP&K Tips Book. It ROS.SOVICH REACTIVATED
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
contains helpful pointers from
the pros on punting, passing and The Philadelphia Eagles have
kicking. In the '71 edition are reactivated middle linebake(
suggest
from NFL stars Tim Roosovich for Sunday's
against
the
Dallas
Dave Lt
John Brodie and game
Curt Knight, plus Coaches of the Cowboys and placed strong
Year Ron McCafferty and Tom safety Steve Preece on the
Landry. Complete PP&K rules injured waiver list. Rossovich
and suggested conditioning suffered a partially torn knee
exercises for contestants are also ligament in a pre-season game
against the Buffalo Bills.
included.

Only Seven
Days Left
For PP&K

'Smart A
And Ma

By MARTIN LADE
UPI Sports Write'
Now that most everyo
cares has heard about
one is ready yet to bel
It is still only a fel
since two rambunctious
rookies named Jim PI
and Archie Manning pill
legs out from undt
establishment, but the
money says that the
time around they'll.be
who lose their balance.
Making their Nationa
ball League debuts las
for the two weakest te,
1970, Plunkett and IV
each engineered a rern
upset as the New E
Patriots stunned Oaklai
the New Orleans Seim
prised Los Angeles. Nevertheless, the odds
have made the Patrio
Saints heavy underdogs
Sunday's action althoug
are playing at home
teams that lost their
games.
Plunkett, the Heisma
phy winner from Stanfoi
threw for two touchdow,
week, carries the Patriot
against ,Detroit and Ma
who lugged the ball ove
the one-yard line on th.
play of the game to prov
winning points in his prol
al bow, leads New
against San Francisco
Lions are favored by
points and the Forty Nir
13.
Along with the fortu.
Manning and Plunkett,
can be a pivotal day fo
two victims of last
Oakland, the consensus
to repeat as Western
champion in the Am
Conference, travels t.
Diego desperate not to fi
games back in the rac
Los Angeles is in the
position in the Western E
of the National Cord
when it hosts the I
Falcons.
The Raiders are sli
point choices over the
gers, who rallied fron
touchdowns back to
Kansas City last week a
Rams are identical 2'..2
favorites over the Falcon
are fresh from an upset
over San Francisco.
The Super Bowl ch
Baltimore Colts, impress.
a 22-0 shutout of the Ney

[Dip-A-Onl

GREA
from a

L

Mutual Of Omaha
80
Murray Auto Parts
80
Fenton 8. Hodge
6 1
Moose Lodge No 2
6 2
All Jersey
5 3
Corvette Lanes
5 3
Ceasar's
5 3
Team No 9
4
Colonial Bread
3 5
Lindsey's
3 5
Team No 13
2 6
1 7
Jerry's
Moose Lodge No 1
0 8
Team No 1
0 8
High Team Game (SC)
All Jersey
988
All Jersey
930
All Jersey
909
Hgih Team Game (HC)
All Jersey
1083
All Jersey
1025
All Jersey
1004
High Team Series (SC)
All Jersey
2827
Corvette Lanes
2589
Mutual Of Omaha
2509
) High Team Series (HC)
Alt Jersey
3111
Corvette Lanes
1946
Mutual Of Omaha
2899
High Ind. Game (SC)
Vernon Riley
225
Paul Buchanan
214
T C Hargrove
214
Lyman Dixon
214
High Ind Game (HC)
Vernon Riley
2415
Charles Chilcutt
234 234
Paul Buchanan
232
High Ind Series (SC)
Charles Chilcutt
608
James Washer
589
Paul Buchanan
582
High Ind Series (HC)
Charles Chilcutt
671
James Washer
643
Paul Buchanan
636
gri averse-as
Paul.Buchanan
191
T C. Hargrove
183
Charles Chilcutt
182
Lyman Dixon
180
James WaSher

DIP-A-ONES CO
"DIP-A- ONEL

IS A NEW WAY TO EAT BREAD WITH OTHER

FOODS WITHOUT FOOLING AROUND WITH SITTING AT A TABLE AND
EATING FROM APLATE
SANDWICH

X

FOODS THAT'WOULD LEAK OUT OF A

(LIKE ROAST BEEF AND GRAvv• ri-IICKEN ALA KING;

DIP -A -ONES

aPENING SOON!! *
— at —
703 CHESTNUT

Modestly-I
Magna-Sol
Phonograr
Model 9280 with
price tag. Solid-statr
the people who hat
over 60 years. VOL
6-Watts EIA Music
automatic 4-speed f
for an optional hew
has it -from this con
unit to a sophisticat
formance 150W
Complete accessori€

11011augg
Lead
4
Dixietand Shopping (
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NFL Roundup

gh J11
Jetton
McCuLston put Murray on
ird with an 18 yard run
left evl with 4:58 left in
tial period to give the
Tigers a lead that was
hreatened.
Murray defense,
raded by 6-2, 220 pound
'orter and 6-1 234 pound
Suiter, smothered the
ground attack time after
2:21 left in the eight
stanza, Doug Shelton
yards up the middle and
iirt to give the John Hina
rr a 12-0 lead. Brad Barnett
Led with Eli Alexander in
zone to up the score to 14ith only nine seconds gone
second period, end Bob
blocked a punt in the
and scrambled to the
ball for another Tiger
iwn, making the count 20-

cah, who lost seven
s in the contest, fumbled
irst play from their own 20
ripe following the kickoff.
(her picked up the loose
scrambled to the 11 yard
hen Brad Barnett found
irgerson loose in the end
id fired a bullet to run the
o 26-0. Barnett connected
obbie Hibbard in the end
7 another two points which,
the first half scoring.
ay picked up 103 total
in the half compared to
for Jetton.
ay added six more points
lard frame when Barnett
.T Johnson for a touch-

n scored for the first time
ontest when half-back Bob
lellon raced 65 yards for a
iwn. The two point conpass fell short of the
d receiver and Murray
hemselves on the top en
34-6 score, after thr
.s of play.
ay scored the final time
ntest with only four
i left as Barnett fo
ohnson by himself in
ie. Cliff Dibble ran in
point conversion j
ck ran out, making
:ore 42-6.
ay finished the cont
ipproximately 245 to
Nompared to Jetton's 1
McCuiston played a ye
ame going through th
of the Jetton defens
times for large gains.
defensive squad did an
ding job. Twice the line
lie Jetton quarterback for
if 11 yards.
week the
Tigers travel
Field for a 6:30 encounter
e junior Cardinals.

1VICH REACTIVATED
,ADELPHIA (UPI) hiladelphia Eagles halm
ated middle linebaker
loosovich for Sunday's
against
the
Dallas
is and placed strong
Steve Preece on the
waiver list. Rossovich
d a partially torn knee
nt in a pre-season game
the Buffalo Bills.
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ihere's Something Unusual in the Sky
fhese Days It's New —a J-2 Gyroplane

'Smart Money' Says Plunkett
And Manning To Lose Balance

a Short Take Off and "Landing pared dirt fields at moderate
aircraft.
cost. This the J-2 will do, MatCorre'sporiderit
There are, you see, plenty of tera says.
LAKE HAVASU CITY, Aft- big expensive jetliners that can
His boas.,..McCulloch Sr., has
zona Take a bunch of ex-GI. fly far and fast and carry tons invested $4 million to get the
helicopter pilots. Add in a very, of cargo and lots of pehle. At strange-looking little bird into
very rich California business the other end of the line there the Arizona skies_ Designer of
tycoon and mix in a European are helicopters that can fly al- the J-2 is Drag° K Jovanovich,
inventor. The combination could most straight up and down and who is a pioneer in rotaryproduce a TV adventure series. perform well in limited space.. winged planes.
Or you might have the McCulIn between lies the 3-2. It's
Jovanovich successfully built
loch Aircraft Corp. and
3-2 really half airplane and half a gyroplane prototype nearly
gyroplane.
• 'copter. For example, it's pow- 10 years ago but it wasn't until
If you have never heard of ered by a conventional 180hp he won the backing of McCulMcCulloch or its gyro-whatzis, Lycoming engin e, only it's loch that his dream plane got
.don't feel badly. The company mounted backward -- pusher off the ground.
doesn't have any government style.
It's sure going now. By the
• • •
subsidies or military contracts
end of the year, an output tarso it doesn't make news by havTHE J-2 has no fixed wirfgs, get of 207 planes are to be
ing huge cost overruns. Besides, however. Instead it has -attheee cCt5ipleted with the plant' comthe J-2 is a plane few people bladed helicopter rotor over- pleling two a day,
• • •
have ever seetrlet alone flown head which provides the lift.1
in.
THE vice president of corporThus the 3-2 doesn't need much
Just the same, out here on of a takeoff or landing space ate planning is Lt. Gen. Henry
the shores of the Colorado Riv- —100 feet. But it can't hover W. 0. Kinnard. a retired Army
er, some 200 air miles form Los as a helicopter. Cruise speed is man who headed up the famed
Angeles, Robert P. McCulloch 105mph.
First Cavalry Division, Air MoSr., who made a fortune in oil,
The pluses are many. It's far bile, in South Vietnam for nearchain saws, outboard motors easier to fly than a copter; a ly two years.
and land sales, has now set up pilot of an ordinary plane can
Fred McLane, a 34 - year -old
an aviation company.
be licensed in the J-2 after 15 helicopter pilot, is national
It has an honest to goodness hours of instruction. The price sales director. lie has 17 dealproduction line that's turning for the 3-2 is around $20,000
ers around the country already
out the Free World's only pro- nearly half of the least expens- with several more expected to
duction gyroplane.
ive copter.
sign up to represent McCulloch
people, that
most
From
Retult, claiKis Larry Mattera, in their towns.
brings forth a rousing, ''So ex-Army helicopter pilot and
So, if you see a weird-lookwhat?" There is a good answer. now president of McCulloch ing thing buzzing around your
The gyroplane, or autogyro Aircraft, is a perfect plane for neck of the woods one of these
as it is sometimes called, is be- men who operate ranches, con- days, take another look. It may
ing seen by many as an im- struction companies or mines. not be a bird . . . or a plane
portant element in the drive for, They need a rugged craft able
. . or "Superman." It's more
a true STOL airplane, that is to operate in and out of unpre- likely to be the J-2.
By FRANK DATNOW

Cratral Press Association

By MARTIN LADER
Jets last week, are favored by England and Detroit will be the
UPI Sports Writer
five points at home against first ever between the two
Now that most everyone who Cleveland, and in other Sunday clubs in
regular eeason compecares has heard about it, no games the Minnesota Vikings tition and the
Lions will be
one is ready yet to believe it. are picked by 13 points at home growling to redeem
themselves
It is still only a few days against Chicago, the Washing- after blowing a 13
-point lead to
since two rambunctious young ton Redskins are three over the Minnesota in
last Monday
rookies named Jim Plumkett Giants at New York, the night's television
game.
and Archie Manning pulled the Cincinnati Bengals are picked
San
Francisco
also
hopes to
legs out from under the by four points at Pittsburgh,
establishment, but the smart the Dallas Cowboys are 13 over rebound from a stunner while Aboard th• liner Raffaolo, Bruno Giroldi, the cruise director, broadcasts the news in English. Miss Angela Pesce does some
in Italian.
money says that the second the Eagles at Philadelphia, the Saints can virtually make
their
season
a
success
with a
time around they'll.be the ones Miami is favored by five points
who lose their balance.
at Buffalo, Green Bay is picked secon/' straight upset over a
Making their National Foot- by 2t2 points at home over West Coast power. Manning
ball League debuts last week Denver and Kansas City is completed 16 of 29 passes for
for the two weakest teams of rated 642 points better than the 218 yards against Los Angeles,
along with carrying the ball
1970, Plunkett and Manning Oilers at Houston.
each engineered a remarkable
In Monday night's nationally three times for 14 yards.
upset as the New England televised game, the St. Louis
Forty Niner coach Dick Nolan
Patriots stunned Oakland and Cardinals are favored by 6',2 said of Manning, "He likes
to
By SANFORD MARKEY •
the New Orleans Saints sur- points on their home field over roll out and he has
good speed
Written Especially for Centr,‘I Pre s.s and this N. irspaper
prised Los Angeles. the Jets.
and size. You just have to react
TELEVISION has now gone to -the sra in ships.
Nevertheless, the oddsmakers
The game between New when you see him coming."
Aboard today's ocean liners are foun.the built-in baby sitters,
have made the Patriots and
with daily newscasts, feature films and special remotes including
Saints heavy underdogs in this
poolside bathing beauties, cooking schools, and classes in dances
and language.
Sunday's action although kith
Yet this is television without cuninl,rcials and on a restricted
are playing at home against
showing schedule. At the moment because of cost, all TV is
teams that lost their opening
black and white, but color cannot be far behind.
games.
Feature films, like shoreside TV, get top billing and are
Plunkett, the Heisman Trostrategically shown for maximum exposure to the largest audiphy winner from Stanford who
ence. One key period, for example. is early evening to give passengers waiting for second sitting r
threw for two touchdowns last
Frankfort, Ky.-The sun is sport isn't so graduated.
in the dining rooms entertain- newscasts with the latest news
week, carries the Patriot attack slowly setting
behind a hill Take Kentucky's state tour- ment if they don't wish to fre- received either by wireless or
against ,Detroit and Manning, clank) casting a
cool shade nament.
quent the bars, although all picked up by the vessels radio
who lugged the ball over from (clank) over
operator who monitors news rethe Millville Laverne Hawkins, once the bars have remote sets.
the one-yard line on the final Community park:Teenagers
Another prime time is after ports from his native land.
are secreatry of the associttion,
play of the game to provide the playing softball
clank ) children prompted the revival of the sport dinner to provide entertainment These newscasts update the
ship's morning newspaper. Unwinning points in his profession- riding their bikes
clank ) as if in 1967.Courts have been for passengers who do not wish like shoreside news, however,
al bow, leads New Orleans goes on as usual
in this small springing up all over the state to participate either in the the captain, or officer in charge,
ship's prepared social and recreagainst San Francisco. The central Kentucky
community. since and interes increasing.
ational program, such as bingo. is not adverse to judicious editLions are favored by 10'02
Farmers, businessmen, ladies Georgetown, for example, horse racing or other games, or ing of the day's budget of news
points and the Forty Niners by and young boys have
gathered in installed 10 clay courts last year to deck stroll under the full reports from United Press In13.
the park with their concentration in time to be named site of the Moon. In fact, inclement weath- ternational UPI 1, RCA. BBC
or VOA if the news concerns
Along with the fortunes of resting on a metal stake
40 feet 1970 state 'tourney. Other courts er generally brings larger audi- major disasters from the port
Manning and Plunkett, Sunday away.
have been built in Dayton, ences to the free movies.
Film too, serve to keep the of embarkation or departure.
can be a pivotal day for their
Such was the scene recently as Millville, Frankfort and at the
Without editing, say ship ofkiddies occupied in late morntwo victims of last week. Kentucky horseshoe
pitchers -Blue Grass Army Depot near ing when cartoon and shorts ficials, there's an avalancht of
Oakland, the consensus choice were qualifying for
the state Lexington.
are the features to hold the wires and messages from pasto repeat as Western Division tournament.
The Millville Sportmen's Club youngsters while parents catch seers that could overwhelm
champion in the American
At the side of the 10 clay courts, was responsible for building the up on those needed naps in an- ship wireless facilities. What's
more, in midocean, there's little
Conference, travels to San between clanks of
shoes against court site for this year's tour- ticipation of evening party that can be accomplished. So
Diego desperate not to fall two metal stakes, Jim
hours.
Hilton, the nament.
runs the reasoning. why upset
• • •
games back in the race, and president of the Kentucky
Hor- Scott County pitchers have
the voyagers most of whom are
ON foreign ships, film selecLos Angeles is in the same seshoe Pitchers Assn.,
was taken a big step among the tion has additional significance. on vacation, anyway, and pleaposition in the Western Division talking horseshoes.
A 1-2 gyroplane flies high above the Arizona sagebrush
state's top tossers. Howard Aboard these ships many pas- sure bent?
of the National Conference
In days of yesteryear, the Hamilton,from Georgetown, won sengers are from the homeland
when it hosts the Atlanta Georgetown resident was told,
it the 1967 and 1970 state titles and and films booked must also be
Falcons.
was common to find horseshoe six of the top 16 pitchers last year in native languages, generally
The Raiders are slim 2)--2 pitching very popular wherever were from Georgetown.
with English subtitles. These
films can be shown via closed
- db.
point choices over the Char- there were horses. Why then, Overall,
the Kentucky pitchers circuit into cabins, main salons,
gers, who rallied from two with Kentucky being the horse haven't
previously ranked high bars and other gathering spots
touchdowns back to upset capital of America, is the sport so among the nation's hurlers.
•
while other films - usually from
Kansas City last week and the young in the commonwealth?
•
I
In 1968 the Kentucky winner the States--brighten the ship's
:Jemmy• Rams are identical 2L2 points "Money," said Hilton.
"We saw his percentage rank above auditorium screen.
favorites over the Falcons, who don't have the sponsors
For
the
chief
purser of the
to donate only 10 winners from other states.
'a
AIM
are fresh from an upset victory money like some sports.
.1111
Aii
.
whihn
.snEll"
The A year later, Kentucky had Italian Line's Ftaffaello, Dr.
over San Francisco.
Franco
Giorgini,
movie selecpitchers invest their own money moved up to 12th of 31 state
..wri.orrimiN8111
1111ML
tion
is
a
vital consideration
The Super Bowl champion in tournament and association
titlists.
since 2'films account for a leiBaltimore Colts, impressive in fees. That's where all our funds
"Many of our throwers are sure amount of travel time" and
a 22-0 shutout of the New York come from."
hitting in the upper 70s," said surveys are constantly taken to
Actually, horseshoe pitching Hilton. booking at the scoresheet, not only keep abreast of curisn't so new anywhere. For years, he found a three-way tie for top rent attractions, but also mindAmericans, including barefoot qualifier with 76 per cent.( That's ful that the ship's captive audiboys and overalled farmers, have 76 per cent ringers). They were ence includes both adults and
been pitching in backyards, play- Jim Noble of Louisville, Grover' children.
• • •
grounds or behind country stores. Karsner of Georgetown and Ed
SOCIAL directors, too, have
But for competition's sake, the Curran from Paris.
discovered television remotes
Curran's son, Ricky, won the Via closed circuit they are able
state junior title last year and to extend classes in language
another son, Jimmy, was this instruction, dance steps and
year's top qualifier in the junior cooking, particularly with the
ship's chef discussing the menu
class.
du jour. Also, there are interHilton has led a membership views from the ship's pool and
drive which saw more than 100 bars _with celebrities abroad, if
participants in this year's state they agree.
Most ships provide two daily
match and 98 the year before.
The national association has
5000 members but, Hilton adds,
"more than 30 million people
pitch horseshoes."
Winning the state tournament
isn't the easiest chore for any
*
pitcher. Besides all the competition and nerve-racking
ij:
l
Joie,
tension, a state winner will walk
•
four miles, bend over 1200 to 1500
times, and pitch six tons of forged
steel (horseshoes weigh 2"2
pounds each.)
"All that to win a state tourThe Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
nament," Hilton said. He
believes with the increasing
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
interest, high accuracy and
Trucks,
too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
tougher competition, Kentucky
will have representatives in the
whitewalls, reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
1972 world championship matindependent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
ches in Greenville. Ohio.

T V Has Now Gone to Sea
Video Entertainment for Passengers

Horseshoes—A New Look
But A Familiar Ring!!

/
NNIalak.

411

Dip-A-Ones

The smallcar expert
has something new.

GREAT SOUNDS

from a great name!

THE 1972
ISATSUNS.

Modestly-priced 3-pc.
Magna-Sonic Stereo
Phonograph System

Model 9280 with performance,far in excess of its
price tag. Solid-state and pre-matched by Magnavox.
the people who have been making great sounds for
over 60 years. You get these extra-value features
6-Watts EIA Music power, two 6" speakers, plus an
automatic 4-speed Micro Charrtw. It even has a jack
for an optional headphone. If its stereo, Magnavox
has it -from this compact budget
unit to a sophisticated high-performance 1 50 -Watt system
Complete accessories, too.

NI=gn(wax
Leach's Music
8 TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

753 7575.

BOY ON DEATH ROW - be
N. Kagebien, ft. H the
youngest person Linder a
,
death sentence 171 !h'
He is being held .,1 Cumk. He
mins Prison Fat in,
was sentenced Wh,ii 15 tuthis part in the N- ember.
Jimmy
1970, slaying
Wayne Wamplet. 27, an
Arkansas fol tiJ.1

The best career record for a
Kentucky football coach is held
SHIRT SHRIFT - Men's au- by C. A. Wright, who coached the
tumn aTiri Winfar Varts a-fe "Wildcats to a
recdffin 1-003.
featuring striped and print- He retired from the post after
ed knits arid here iS"a sam="
. that one season with a won-lost
ple showing off the new, percentage of 875
longer pointed. collar.

depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ... then decide.

OATEN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
*

Phone 753-7114

OperAvenings Till 8:00 *

So. 12th Street
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Television Schedule

Next Week's TV
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WLAC-5

8:30
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
8.00.
• - Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Groovie Goolies
9:00
Look Up & Live
9:30
10:00
Oral Roberts
Face the Nation
10:30 Jetsons
11:00High Holy Days Zoorama
,1:30 Meet ttie Press Pre-Game Show
Pro Football
12:00 Pro Football
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00 Pro Football
Vanderbilt Hits.

PAGE SEVEN

Baptis
Scotts Gray

WSDC-8

worship service

Friday Evening

Evening worsh,p

•00 News; Warr.: SOM. jNews: Wthr.: Sots. !Andy Grieitit
✓ 30 Mayberry, R. F. D. ITis Tell the Truth IThis Is Yew Life
- l atices* Teddy Bears 1 Stady Bunch
aN 00 D.A.
10'Hers. United
i 30 Movie:
iPartridge Family
O 00- "Leek, Stock end I States Treasury 'Room 221
I Movie:
Barrel"
1041 Couple
_ a 30
I "A Tattered
00
Movie
'Lorre American Styls
i Web"
30 Moms Nash
Ilise• American Style
00 News: VTith
-r-.: Spa.,i News; Web,,; Sets It Takes a Thief
30 Tonight
fiqrry Mason
It Takes a Thief
!News; Wiley., Soft
,Movie:
rrtHE specialist collector of
-"The Manage..
nut-crackers has an exciting day when he finds one that
I 'Ce-*..ad"

House of Worship

are guests
IDarren McGavin and wife or and Ruth Gordon
By JACK GAYER
hour at
NBC
Wilson's
The
Flip
(UPI)
An
guest
in
as
stars.
Brown
YORK
NEW
-- 'Kathie
World-Tomorrow
along
executive who is ousted through 8 pm.
television networks ride
Bible Class
In "Jailbreak at Junction
with their new season sched- an unethical move strikes back
3 Stooges
up
on ABC's "Alias Smith
serving
City"
trial.
week,
to
brought
the
and is
ules for
and Jones" at 8, the two heMONDAY,
nothing unusual in the way of
"Gunsmoke" on CBS at 8 has roes are Jailed when they bring
specials.
Bullwinkle
men and their
the
of
first
the
have
does
ABC
the first half of a two-parter, in four holdup
Illurch Service
irthe
in
presentations
season's
"Waste." Marshall Dillon helps loot.
NBC's "Nichols" at 9 preregularly scheduled series known a boy seeking his mother.
as "The Undersea World of "NFL Monday night Football" sents "The Indian Giver." could be identified with 18th
Saturday Morning
Jacques Xousteau," but by now on ABC at 9 broadcasts the New Sheriff Nichols and Ma Ketham century England or America;
I
c 00 Agrocukure USA
this program, starting its fourth York Jets-St. Louis game at St. clash when an Indian claims ti- possibly earlier.
This one fj was carved
•30 Fates Digest
season, can scarcely be regarded Louis.
tle to the Ketharn Ranch.
Three Stooges
'Bugs funny
as something out of the ordinary, NBC's movie at 9 screens The CBS movie at 9 screens
00 Dr. Doolittle
Three Stooges
regardless of how good it may 1968's -Where Were You When 1968's "How to Save a Marrii 30 Weedy Woodpecker !Sceoby Dee
be.
4Harienr Globetrotters rushy Pliant*.
O 00 Deputy Davos
The Lights Went Out?" starring age-and Ruin Your Life," starBill Anderson
I lacksen 5
Hair Bear Busch
Highlights (all times EDT): Doris Day and Robert Morse in ring Dean Martin in a divorceU 30 New Pink Pastier
3 15
•
SUNDAY
Nanny & Prof.
00
Roof
a comedy set against the back- and-marriage comedy.
Barri*?
3:30
fl
Dick Martin, Leslie Uggands
The CBS National Football ground of the 1965 power failure
Take a Giant
4:00
Movie
guests
Weaver
are
New
Detroit
Dennis
lineup:
and
League
East.
sto
in the
4:30
on Dean Martin's NBC show at
England, Washington - N. Y.
Tuesday
ps
4 45
0 Bugalop
Giants and Dallas-Philadelphia
f`lbe Professionals" on NBC's 10.
60 Minutes
AAuditions
5:00
FRIDAY
1; Chicago-Minnesota, San Fran- "Ironside" at 7:30 p. m. deals
° s,Scrre.:
,00
3:30
Jackson 5
cisco at 2; Atlanta-Los Angeles with credit card thefts, with "NBC World Premiere Mov6:00 Scene at Six
Sarurday Afternoon
4.
at
James Drury and Johnny Seven ie" at 8:30 screens the new
Movie
6:30 Disneyland
1000 T
j , !CBS Children's FMS i Sports Challenge
.,.
ealliisebamelVe—
im
k
"River of Mystery," starring
Fir
NBC's American Football Con- as guest players.
7:00
' __ PutlesalballL -___ J Festival . - - -I Famkati.
A
ference doubleheader: CincinLucille Ball, Arte Johnson, Vic Morrow and Claude Akins.
7:30 Jimmy Stewart
Auburn vs
ICommunity Center Si
nati-Pittsburgh, Miami-Buffalo Anne Murray, Eddie Mayehoff Two explosives experts are inMovie
8:00 Bonanza
see
T
1
Baseball
at 1; Cleveland-Baltimore, Den- and The Bread music group are volved in oil, diamonds and
Cade's Country
8:30
Baseball
ilea:til: Valley Days I Football
:1D
South
in
action
City
Kansas
revolutionary
ver-Green Bay,
from hard wood. With the
Big Valley
9:00 Bold Ones
on "The Glen Campbell Good0 Baseball
:
1 Football
mouth of a grotesque head afAmerica.
Houston at 2; Oakland - San time Hour" for CBS at 7:30.
10:00 Scene at Ten
Baseball
Football
I
Raft*/ DOI*
of cracking
means
the
fording
Term. Univ. Hits.
offers
9:30
at
movie
CBS
The
"epiFive-0
Diego at 4.
"Hawaii
10:30 Tonight Show
The CBS
Baseball
IRPoilier
tl"Derby
i Football
of
example
an
is
it
the
nuts,
Tony
with
MenuHunt,"
Deadly
Hehudi
Violin virtuoso
11:00
sode at 3:30 features Buddy Eb- "The
10 Del Reeves
the fitness of design for a parMario: "Live
'Wide World of Spirt
him conducts the New York sen as a cunning college profes- Franciosa and Peter Lavrford. ticular purpose that charac11:30
Fast, Die Yawns- lWide world of Sins
Wilburn Illeothers
Philharmonic Young Peoples sor who schemes to cash $75,00o Hired killers stalk a young cou- terized many objects in do12:00
[Wide World o Spr.
Sports Ilhretrated
00 Porter Wagoner
ple on a hunting trip.
Concert on CBS from 5 to 6, fea- of stolen traveler's checks.
mestic use in olden times.
Ole Nashville Music Truth or C'quenceo iLawrence Welk
SATURDAY
turing Bela Bartok's concerto
ABC's movie at 8:30 offers
Sm turd('y 1E ven ma
A design was sometimes
for orchestra.
Desperate Women," in "You Are There" on CBS at
"Five
Journal
Country
humorous
5;45
News;
literally
a
given
[Hee Haw
Wtkr.;
SPrfs.
treatment
of
the
Lawereee Wolk
gives
World
p.m.
Undersea
"Tte
which five college friends meet
News
turn by having the head, or
6:qo Morning Show
.1 14•• Hew
iJ 30 Rettiwg is Elva
1 Lassie
Cousteau" starts anoth- for a reunion on an island and to a record ride for the Pony other part, an international
Jacques
Real McCoys
6:30
00 Farmers
Al is the Family
Getting Tegurther
er season on ABC at 7, with a find themselves at the mercy o Express by Courier Bob Has- caricature of some august perBow
7:00 Today Show
30 C•od Li•
Funny Face
Movie:
documentary,"The Un- an unknown murderer. Ro
lam on May 12, 1880.
one-hour
male or female. The
sonage,
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
'Dick Van Dyke
0 MOW:
Otter," a study of Conrad, Bradford Dillman
The NCAA football lineup on term "crack a "few jokes'•
"1* Neadly
Sea
sinkable
Romper Room
Mike Douglas
8:30
30: "The Secret War 1Mary Tylerldeorit
Dream"
the survival of this beast off the Julie Sommers are some of the ABC: Michigan State - Notre could have had its origin back
9:00 Diah's Place
no
of Harry Friar' I Missies.: InureesiblearmarbeeitDame,North Carolina-North Car- when ladies retired, the dinAlaska and California,. players.
of
coast
Hillbillies
9:30 Concentration
ing-table was cleared for botI Weide,: Inspeesible I Porseeders
Movie
NBC's Disney hour at 7:30 has
The CBS "Cannon" episode a olina State at 1:45; Colorado tles of sherry or port, wooden P 30
Family Affair
10:00 Sale of
News; wolf.; sou. New,; W9I19.; S1109. It Takes Thiel
a two-part ani- 9:30 deals with solving the hi State-Wyoming at 3:15; Texas bowls of nuts in the shells,
of
half
First
the
That Girl
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
10 Ic Crewmen Feature: i Perry Meson
It Tikes•Thief
Tech-Arizona at 4:45.
mal adventure film, "Hacha- lacking of trucks.
and animated "crackers."
Bewitched
Where Heart Is
11:00 Jeopardy
cowboy in the
Sept. 254$
Si.."
for
a
"Black
I
of
Adv
Perry
Meson
story
wi
aw,"
!News:
Side,"
Funny
"The
Warr.: Sows
NBC's
King
Features
Syndicate)
by
(Diet.
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Creature Pastore I Movie:
I Merle:
Canadian Rockies who captures host Gene Kelly and cast of fiv
All My Children
12:00 Noon Show
News
and tries to Itame a wild stal- couples, takes a look at "
Singing Cony.
12:05
Funny Side of Money."
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal lation.
12:30
The CBS movie at 7:30
Newlywed Game
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
WEDNESDAY
screens 1968's "Bandolero!,'
Dating Game
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
8 p.m. repeats -Dr.
at
CBS
James
Martin,
starring Dean
secret storm
Gen. Hosp.
200 Another World
Hears A Who,"
Horton
uss'
Stewart and Raquel Welch in a
One Life
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
animated fantasy about an
robbery
bank
a
outlaws,
of
tale
Gomer Pyle
Password
3:00 Another World
lephant that tries to help a be,and a pretty hostage in the West
Lace Nam
community.
eaguered
430
in the post-Civil War period.
Den Roane
Movie
it:00
"It Was A Short Summer,
has
9
at
"Bonanza"
NBC's
4:30 Wild, Wild West
Charlie Brown," animated pro"Fallen Woman." Hoss Cartgram with the "Peanuts'. cornwright's testimony sends a robstrip .characters, is repeated
Weather
finds himber to prison, and
5:25 News
on CBS at 8:30.
the
News
raising
for
responsible
self
News
5:30
"NBC Mystery Movie" at
News
man's son.
Scene at Siz
6.00
•
has the first of several
8:30
Gunsmoke
6:3tF1om a Bird's
The ABC move at 9 screens
and Wife" episodes
1966's "The Silencers," starring "McMillan
Movie
700
a spy spoof al_ that share this spot with two
martin
Dean
in
7:30
Rock Htxlson
volving an American missile. alternate series.
. 8:00 Movie
Francisco police
The season's first lawyer seg- stars as a San
; 8:30
Saint
ment of NBC's "The Bold Ones" commissioner, and Susan
wife.
his
flighty
plays
News
James
News
conglomerate at 10 offers "The
10:00 Scene at Ten
"Murder by the Barrel,"
Dick Cavett
Movit
Invasion of Kevin Ireland," with In
10:30 Tonight Show
wife opens a barrel looking for
her china and finds a body
therein.
Ch 25 WKAS Ashland
The CBS "Medical Center"
Ch. 35 WKMA Madisonville
Ch 53 WKGB Bowling Green
episode at 9 has guest star ForCh. 38 WKMR Moreheal
Ch 54 WCVN Covington
rest Tucker playing a country
Ch 21 WKMUMurray-f*yfield
Ch. 23 WKZT Elizabethtown
doctor who has built a successCh 52 WKON Owenton
Ch. 35 WKHA Hazard
* Ch 22 WKPI Pikeville
ful practice with no formal
Ch. 46 WKLE Lexington-Richmond
Ch 29 WKSO Somerset
medical training and lives in
h. ' WKM • 1 viii
fear of being discovered.
"I Should Have Let Him Die
is the fare on ABC's 'The Man
Kel\ILUICKU
and the City" at 10. A young
medical student and the city are
27
SEPT.
NEIGHMONDAY,
4:00 MISTEROGERS'
sued after he performs an em4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
ergency tracheotomy.
BORHOOD.
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
5:00 SESAME STREET *217.
"Rod Serling's Night Gallery
5:00 SESAME STRRET #215.
For children. (C)
NBC at 10 has three eerie
on
For children. (C)
1:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASStales. "Since Aunt Ada Came to
COO WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Images & Things OriStay" is about a witch, back
ROOM: Images and Things
entation I (C) (RI
Orientation I. (c)(R)
fromathe grave, seeking a new
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS. (RI
body to inhabit; "With ApoloLaura teaches the C scale to
7:30 COMMUNITY HIGH
gies to Mr. Hyde" is a switch
autoharp players.
udier-SCHOOL: Social Su
on the classic Dr. Jekyll-Hyde
MN MAKING THINGS GROW
Background and ContribuI: Questions and answers.(C'
tions of the Afro-American
transformation theme; "The
7:31 COMMUNITY HIGP
and Indian.
Flip Side of Satan" finds a
SCHOOL: Social Studies.
6:00 THE FRENCH CHEF:
ruthless disc Jockey getting his
United States Moves toward
More about French Bread.(C)
Recognition as a World
just deserts. Players include
1:30 BOBOQUIVARI: Ramblin•
Power
Jack Elliot IC)
Jeanette Nolan, Michele Lee,
1411 WORLD PRESS. (C)
11:10 FIRING LINE.
Ferentino, Jonathan
James
LAO MASTERPIECE THEABLACK JOURNAL. (C)
Harris, Adam West and A-te
TRE-The First Churchills.
MN LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
Not Without Honbur (C)
Johnson.
THURSDAY,SEPT.30
11:10 BOOK BEAT: "Journey
THURSDAY
4:111 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHto Heartbreak" by Stanley
BORHOOD.
Raymond Burr. Stevie WondWeintraub. (C)
445 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
10:31 PANNED. For health
SAS SESAME STREET 4211.
professionals only.
For children. (C)
TUESDAY, SEPT. 28
Ill WINDOW TO THE CLASS400 MISTEROGERS NEIGHROOM: Images & Things OriBORHOOD
entation I. (C)
LODGE.
HODGEPODGE
430
1:31 COMMUNITY HIGH
SAN SESAME STREET ant.
SCHOOL. (R)
For children (C)
UM MAKING THINGS GROW.
EMI WINDOW TO THE CLASS(R)
ROOM: Images & Things Ori7:30 THE ELECTRIC COMentation I (Cl (R)
PANY: A preview. Highlights
HIGH
1:30 COMMUNITY
of the new reading series to
SCHOOL (RI
begin on October 25 (C)
1:011 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
7:111 DESIGNING WOMEN.
REVIEW. Four Washington.
Children's Fashion Fair (C)
newmen discuss the week's
7:31 BOOK BEAT: (RI (C)
lewsmakina events. (c)
BA PERSPECTIVES ON VIOof
1:31 NET PLAYHOUSE: Cathy
LENCE: Minority Leader
Cenrw, 11,nrw ((.)
Gerald
Ford gives
the House.
11:111 EVENING AT POPS: Old
a congressional leader's perliners' Night. with Max
spective on violence (C)
th. (C)
II:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
(C)
ARE
TIMES
ALL
11c30 TO BE ANNOUNCED.
coo MISTEROGERS' NEIGH1e:00 FANFARE. Roberta EASTERN DAYLIGHT
BORHOOD.
Peters
30 HODGEPODGE LODGE.
Three Convenient Locations
(R) INDICATES REPEAT
FIRS', NEGRO nominated to
1140 LAW OF THE LAND. BROADCAST
500 SESAME STREET #211.
the U.S. Military Court of
An information series on law
.For children. (C)
North Branch
South Branch
Main Branch
-I,C1 INDICATES
a . 1; mg
so
LC.1
WEDNESDAY,SEPT.29- PROGRAM IS IN COLOR
Supreme Co u r t Justici.
12th & Chestnut
12th & Story
500 Main
Robert M Duncan, 44,

.
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a 10

10
11
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1 );1
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0
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Emmanuel Miss,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fork
Morning worship
Evening worship
First Sardis
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening
Spring Cr**
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hazel Bapti
Morning Worship
Evening worship
Poplar Spri
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Blood Riv
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Kirksey Ilapt

Morning worship
Evening Worship

Memorial Be
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel mi

Morning worship
Evening

Worship

7

_

a

eoucationAL TeLeviinoni

Christia
First Christi
1
Worship Services
m
Murray Christi
Worship Services 10 45
t.t

Boone's I
THE CLEANER TH

Edwin Cain
COMMERCIAL

621 So 4th

American
.
V
Motors
Cain 8. Tr
Ambassador Hor
Top 0
Five Points

Carroll
YOUR UNI-R0
1105 Pogue - 1'2 Bloc

Colonial Ho
A Choice selection
Vegeta
Fast SeTVi
Hwy 641 North

Corvett
BOWLING AT
1415 main Street

DREAMING ABOUT BUYING A 1972 CAR?

me

(c)

See Peoples Bank Consumer Loan Department
and Make It A Reality!

PEOPLES IBANK
CY

MURRAY 0 KY.

JAS 0 C

Freed Co
HEATING

SHEET M

9th at chestnut

Wayne Darn.
YOUR JOHNS.
Sales, Parts, ServiC
94 E at Murray Bait C

Dunn TV
SALES
TA

ADMIRAL
1111 South 12th

MEMBER F.D.I.0

Ohio. .

Hoes
Wm. E.
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;chedule
141I 5

WSIX-TV
Channel 8

I

"
Or.: Sots. !Andy Griffith
Truth
This Is Yew Life
drily Bean iBrady Bunch
it'd
:Partridge Fain%
runny
lad
Spts

It Takes a Thief
It Takes a Thief
iNews; Wthr., Sets
I Movie:

rem

1"Tlie Marriage!'
Go-Round"

rn i ng

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7_30p.m.

betrorters Funky Phantom
each
I Jackson 5
susillanint Bewitched- '
insists
Wardle
ICsiresity Shoe
sitgats . Cusesity SIsep
Jenny Quest
{Lancelot Link

kers

moon
Sports Challenge

,n's Film

y Days

Nazarene

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

8 p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p.m

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:43 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p m

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m

Football

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 50a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

en ma
Lawrence Welk
Lassie
amity

Getting Together
':

I
tyke

I

"
To
,
- &mai,
_ Dream"

mposaiaes_
specula@

Pin
Ienf
=s

it.: Se's. It Takes a Thief
ii
Takes a Thief
1Nows:
I Movie:

CAR?

lent

inch
ieetnut

I

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
it a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m...

11•.M.
7p.m.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 am 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6 30 p m 2nd
Sunday, & 9 30 a m 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a m 4711 Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 -00p.m
Coldwater united
Church School
1000
Worship Service
11 .00

Perhaps Promotion time
should be just as important to adults as to
the young. Maybe we should check our
progress in Christian living. If we had to
earn our yearly promotion where would
we be? Are we going to church more?
Have we increased our giving? Do we help
more in various church programs? Do our
lives reflect deeper religious beliefs? Would
my pastor 0. K. my promotion? Would my
family give me a card? How about my relatives, friends and business associates? It is
Promotion time and can we meet the challenge? Can we truly say it is Time for
us To Move Up.

4si

Elm Groye
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

Brooks Chapel United
Worship service.
,at 9 30 a m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th Sunday.

T'S Promotion Time . . . Sunday School
Commencement time. Every youngster longs
for this time of year. They have done well and
must be promoted. They are moving ahead, making progress in the teachings of God. In that
there is delight.

s

New MI. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship 6:30 p m

11 a.m
7p.m.

Pawnor* United
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit...
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
_11 a.m
South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10 30a m

11 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

paorno-Cion

ertttv

_44

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
vening Worship
7:15p.m.

Christian

r:
?,1

Morning Worship

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 aim., 7
pm
YOU

:

good Ile•togrAr

11 a m

Liberty Cumberland
10a m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m.
North Ptesant Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 ant.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m , 7 p.m.
Mount Plitsant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30 amt.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m,
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10 00 a m.
Worship Service
9 30 a.m.

CHURCH C•0911 s6d • dad", OWE IMAM
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Shady Oaks

,streimr,

Boone's Incorporated

Mobilo Home Courts

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

621 S-o. 4th

Phone 753-1675

motors n
jr1 America
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

of the Following Businesses:

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Southside Restaurant

Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534445

Carroll Tire Service

Murray, Ky

Phone 753-1933

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7793

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North

Phone 753-2700

1(entweky frial Ckieka
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD
Main Street

DIV

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

AIR CONDITIONING

GRAIN DIVISION

Ellis, Mgr
E W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-4837

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Palace Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts. Service Compete Boating Supplies
94

F at Murray Bait Co

SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL

TAPPAN

Five

Phone 753 7992

Points

Phone 753 3734

Dunn TV & Appliance
WHIRLPOOL
Phone 753 3037

178 South 12th

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR & MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
604 S 4th

—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753 7494

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE —MEMBER FDIC
500 Main

Phone 753 3231

Hogs bought daily
WM

E

DODSON OWNER

Shirley Florist
-ruy,--EAS P-6-0--k-ilveatisti-s- MEMBER
502 N 4th St

F.T.O.
75)-3351

7534061

Beal's
Wells Electric

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING
North 4th St.

Ph. 753-8119

Allied Radio Shack

411/10 R4010SMICA

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Ac
cessories
N

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

12th Extended

753-7100

Ph

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

SERVICE

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES

PARTS & RENTAL

Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin K, 34 2266
1

Phone 753.1319

Industrial RiiMl

Hwy 94 1 Ms E Murray

Ph 7536455

Master Tire Service, Inc.

umen

Storey's Food Giant
Hwy

Randy Thornton Service Co.

121 W (Coldwater Rd.l Ph 753-3164

Phone 153-8181

PIZZA

Long John Silvcrs
.
Hsi'.

CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & ChipS
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out.
South 12th - Murray Ph. 753-5267

SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52 00 OP MORE
& Chestnut

Phone

753 2997

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing. Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas a Sewer
501 N 4th
Phone 753 6168

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES

—17

Ti

wittotitat
.
Murray, Kentucky

No

r LOSE() ON

SUNDAYS

PHILLIPS

PRODUCTS

66

4th Street

Phone 753 1921

The Ledger IL Times

to

Roberts Realty

HOYT ROBERTS
Ph 753-4424

605 Maple St

Phone 751 1651

REALTORS
505W Main

RAY ROBERTS
Note 753 3924

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing -Electric
SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
Sales and Service
Typewriters Adding Machines and
Calculators
115 So 4111

The Butinetirnan s Choice For Fine Pr intrri9

403 Maple St

RADIATORS REPAIRED

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Phone 753 5012
Ore 713 S2117
Ass 7•39000

753 999s

Hendon's Service Station

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph 753-7150
Hwy.641 S. (Hazel Hwy I

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Ph

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES

40104:"6.4j1 1.'
602 Chestnut

North 4th St

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

AUR

Air Conditioning Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Murray Muffler Service
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

RECAPPING

Air Shopping Center

Bel

Branch Office So 12th &Story 753 6455

Murray livestock Co.
SACE EVERY TUESDAY AT T

15c

7 Days

Central ;hopping Center

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

MASSEY FE PC,(r5ON SALES AND SERVICE

12th

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

@ØP POrpatie

Phone 753 1713

SALES

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
Holmes

9th at Chestnut

403 Maple

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St .Murray, Ky .753.3571

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING • SHEET METAL

Residential Commercial • Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W. Main

HAMBURGERS

MAYTAG

Open 24 Hrs

Distributing Gulf Products

Phone 753-2202

JAS D CLOPTON

Call in Orders 753-7101

Rudy Lovett
Distributina Co.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
1415

753-3891

So. Side Manor snopping Center

4th and Sycamore

Block E. 01 5. 121h- Phone 753-1459

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Fri and Sat
Banquet Room Facilities for
Plate Lunches Daily
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

K.N ,Root

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue -

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE •

Fresh Ky Lake Catfish

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Stadium Chili

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Five Points

This Page Sponsored

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST

RESIDENTIAL
!Buildings

Ph. 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Grecian Steak House

753 1761

Sholar's Auto Repair

Phone 753 5g07

705 No 9th Street

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

-FRONT ENO A-L11314MtetT
MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
209 So 7th

753-1751

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street

77i.

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8a m , 11 a m., 4: 31)
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a mt.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10 30 a.m.
Bible Lecture
9 30 a.m.
Wayman Chapel A,M.E.
Worship Services
11 a m., 7 p m.

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN YOU

..0. kw
!VIM • LO.
,t1.
,

Presbyterian

9.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 41h
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m lit
3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & Ith
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

•s)

Christian
Worship Services 10. 45 a m , 7 p.m

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50a.M.
Evening Worship
6:30P.rn.
Seventh Poptar
Worship Service
10 400.m.
Evening Service
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
tt
Evening Worship

Temple Hill United
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
SurTtlay School
11 a.m
First Methodist
Worship
8 45$. 10 50 a.m.
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a m

811 '•

Spree

70 30 a.m.
6 00p.m.

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning worship
10:50•.m.
Evening Worship
6p.art.

there will year kW la aisa"

!NE

KIrksey Baptist

Wide World of Sets
Wide World of Spts
Wide World o Sptt
*rated
'oneness Lawrence Welk

yin trustee a

;
41
;

Pentecostal
United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m., 7:30
m

Evening Worship

re
Young

Fa' where
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Murray Church
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
11 a m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7p m

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

morning Worship

Football
Football

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30P.M.

Auburn vs
see
T
Football

New Providence
Morning Worship
It a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p m.

ss•

- Football:
Cantor SI

Church Of Christ

Li LI R. Cli

R

11 a.m.
6 30 p m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Three Stooges
ITIvree Stooges
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An investment In Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening worship
7 30p m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ilene American Style
!Lave American Style

KENTUCKY

Baptist

West Fork

!Room 221
10141 Couple

T!ME—MLRRAY,

I FEIGFR &

Phone 753-3540

41r
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Hospital Report

Sunday
School

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Water skiing champ only 21

PET,ALUMA, Calif. - Mike pies trom physics and tines- have to go up the ramp at a
hosp rep-inside
is No. 2 these days thiology I for muscle move- sharp angle. He goes up the
Federal State Market News Suyderhoud
respect. He's the ment).
ramp on one side and springs
one
uoly
in
Service
September 21, 1971
off the ramp 9 to 10 feet over on
it.
to
s
physic
relate
"I can
Tuesday, September 21, Murray,
the other side. "That's what
beauty of it."
the
That's
ky.
Kentuc
ADULTS 96
you strive for - the most
s
he
applie
how
tells
He
t:
Murray Livestock Marke
ham.
wev
ioac
i'ho
heNt
°nsb
world.
rski
Hesn
the
:
ilYt
md
in ee
rfhr
Sert
angle."
°rn:ja
lecc
skier
"The
:
's
jump.
the
to
s
h
physic
Livestock weighed on arrival.
NURSERY 0
Mike loves to share his
is like a pendulum," he says,
Cattle this week 244
ponshm for the last four years. and to get the best jump you knowledge of the spqrt. He'll
n
SIONS
week
Calves this
NO NEWBORN ADMIS
He V/CC the biannual World
COMPARED TO LAST WEER: Championship in 1987 and 1969,
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
Slaughter cows .50 lower and and the Moomba Masters in
DISMISSALS
feeder steers steady to weak, Australia in 1968 and 1969. He'll
Henry Brown Patten, 300 Pine feeder heifers .50 to 81.03 higher be in Banola, Spam, LAW
GOD GIVES MEANING TO LIFE
St., Murray, Mr.. Plum Amelia SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility September to defend tits wurld
life,
afirsowerful God not only gives
ar4
igns
sovere
Baker, Box 106, Cadiz, Harold 19.25-21.25, Cutter 17.50-19.25, championship.
holy,
The
meaning to it.
_— Harry Groasell, Rt. 4, Paducah, Canner 15.50-17.50.
Mike is a 21-year-old chemisbut to His children He graciously gives
1108
RS:
ER
Wood,
Choice
Concern-Psalm 73:14
STEE
major at Sonoma State ColFEED
e
Rosali
try
Mrs.
bewildered and greatly
, Mrs. Eddie 300-400 lbs. 36.75-38.50, 400-500th. lege. When he graduates in
Murray
re,
Sycamo
Asaph, the writer of this psalm, was
the
plagued people through
howeyer, it'll be in
Clayton, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn., 34.50-36.75,500-600 lbs. 32.00-34.50, June.1972..
concerned about a problem which has
which they think God is
not test tubes,
In
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1,
r
Rt.
,
manne
2.00,
water
lbs.
Inman
mixed
30.00-3
the
,
600-700
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seeming prosperity of
bread.
his
The
earns
live.
n
he
they
Marily
lbs.
that
Mrs.
Choice
300-400
which
and
in
Good
Puryear, Term.,
governing the world
Besides, he adds in a serious
. He saw many who were
Girl, 1620 34.50-36.75, 400-600 lbs. 32.00-34.50,
Baby
and
n
Herndo
Sue
the wicked disturbed Asaph greatly
and realistic vein, research
had little or no respect for the
Kirkwood Dr., Murray, Master 500-600 lbs. 29.00-32.00.
ignoring God completely, and who
prospering.He heard
t job opportunities are
cherrus
be
to
d
3,
seeme
Rt.
Ray,
they
RS:
yet
ER
Choice
HEIFE
Eaker
and
FEED
Mitchell
rights of others,
very much the
and 90 per cent of the
in
scarce
things,
sacred
at
3&00,
500-700 lbs.
them laughing and jeering
Murray, Loyd Cunningham, Rt. 300-500 lbs. 30.75go to graduate
majors
honesty, and
nce,
them
revere
e
ridicul
5, Benton, Mrs. Mary Evelyn Hail 22.00-30.75, mixed Good and school.
same way in which many today
occupied positions of
they
,
that
Benton
4,
500noted
lbs.
0.75,
Rt.
300-500
he
28.00-3
Boy,
yet
Choice
and Baby
purity, and
But there is no one commaterial prosperity. Having been
2 N. 700 lbs. 26.00-28.00.
1
Pirtle, 100/
prominence and enjoyed great
parable to Mike Suyderhoud in
and that the Miss Mary Ann
r
prospe
would
ous
n
righte
led to believe that the
13th St., Murray,Thomas Warre
unwater skiing, and it is there his
not surprising, but quite
son, New Concord, Howard
Patter
wicked would be punished, it is
lies.
obfuture
he
when
xed
perple
derstandable, that Asaph was greatly
Perry, 204 Pine St., Murray, Federal State Market News
He practices all year the wicked
and
time
t
difficul
a
such
e
Star
Servic
Served the righteous having
Mrs. Robbie Clara Parrish,
there's no snow at the Bahia
how and.why that should be
Monday,September 20, Mayfield, development near Novato
Route, New Concord.
getting along so nicely. He wondered
control.
Kentucky
in a world which was under God's
where he practices - and his
but he became somewhat
ld Livestock Market: concession to the winter
Mayfie
Not only was Asaph confused,
of
ce
the unfairness of injusti
Livestock weighed on arrival.
resentful at what he considered to be
months is to put on a wet suit.
basis of his observations,
the
On
people.
with
gs
Cattle this week 603
dealin
Even a near-fatal accident
God in His
to
and
along
get
to
the best way
Calves this week 40
can't keep him off his skis.
Asaph came to the conclusion that
restraints and live solely for
near-fatal accident hapsucceed in this world is to cast aside
COMPARED TO LAST WEER: 'The
the wisdom of living decently
pened during competition in
self and substance. He questioned
,
going
.50
lower
cows
be
ter
to
ed
Slaugh
appear
rewards
early August. He had just asand obediently when the glittering
Slaughter bulls, calves, and sured himself of the jump
pulous. His attitude was very mich
to the unprincipled and unscru
vealers steady, feeders steady to trophy with a leap of 158 feet.
today who declare that living
like those frustrated individuals
weak.
you anywhere. As he obget
not
will
But he wanted to exceed his
others
helping
right and
and men,
God
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility own world record of 160 feet,
defied
who
those
of
ity
prosper
served the material
19.50-21.75, Cutter 18.00-19.00, and he made a try for it on his
of the troubles that beset
and their seeming immunity from many
Canner 16.00-18.00.
he became envious of the
God,
third run.
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were
who
others
we learn that to
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experi
his
From
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prospe
He went up the ramp at 80
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miles an hour, but made the cut
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to
went off the ramp
certainly does not make sense. It is futile
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND too late, and
account always.
out of control. He hit the water
apart from God.HHe must be taken into 73:16-17
and
Good
Few
mixed
RS:
VEALE
Conviction - Psalm
at 50 m.p.h., was knocked out
Choice 150-240 lbs. vealers 34.00.
and thereby causing
and was rushed to the hospital
Instead of expressing his thoughts to others
37.00, mixed Good and Choice 240to doubt the justice of God,
after a friend pulled him out of
some of them to yield to the temptation
4.00.
m
30.00-3
Calves
lbs.
350
proble
considered his
the lake. Doctors found that
the psalmist went into the sanctuary and
revealed clearly to him that
RS: Choice when he hit, he nearly bit his
ER
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in the presence of God.There it was
prosperity of the wicked
he had been wrong in thinking that the
300-400 lbs. 37.50-40.00 few bigb tongue in ball- They sewed him
sanctuary he thought
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quietn
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was permanent.
Choice up to 41.00, 400400 lbs. up and tried to persua
understanding, and
not to return to the tournament.
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32.00-3
500400
things over prayerfully, was given clear
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M.50-37
importance of looking
But he got his way, and when
was set right in his thinking. He learned the He learned that the
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realiti
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seeing
showed up at the meet, he
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beyond appear
lbs. 35.00-37.50, 400-500 lbs. 32.00the
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amazed rivals, "I'm not
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rule of God was right and
34.50, 500400 lbs. 30.00-32.00,
He was deeply grieved
going to give it the over-all
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wicked was not all that it appeared to be.
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32.50-3
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Good 300-400
the goodness of God,
title ) to you. You'll have to
that anything had ever caused him to doubt
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to learn and to
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice tricks, and the over-all title.
agout God's dealings with men. We, too, need
A WEEPING teacher, Bar- 300-500 lbs. 31.50-33.00, high
Mike is 5-10 and weighs 170
higher than our
remember always that God's thoughts are
bara Davies, is hugged by a Choice up to 35.00, 506-700 lbs. pounds. He look athletic and his
the
not
"Shall
ways.
our
than
higher
thoughts and His ways are
weeping pupil at Woodrow 28.50-31.50, mixed Good and physique has looked good on
learn that if we
Judge of all the earth do right?- From Asaph we
School in Daly City, Calif., Choice 300-50Olbs. 28.50-31.511, 500- . Maeaties packages.
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Lesson

, answer any question, whether
it's from a beginner or competitor, and Western Wood Co. of
Lake Oswego, Ore., gave him
the chance to put his teaching
abilities to work and hired Mike
to design skis.
He designed a whole line of
skis for them and now heads
their field testing crew.
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Playtex brings you the
most dramatic improvement
in girdle history!!!
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JOHN MARSHALL
1755 • 1835
American Diplomat and Jurist
Chief bowie of the U. S.
Believed in • Strong Central
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Are you **Volkswagen Type 3type?
Don't let the fact that this car might
took like Indy 5C.10 material throw you
off the track.
Those rocing stripes ore o con
That sports car bock so front
The Volkswagen Type 3 can no
more fly down o racetrack than it con
fly through the clouds.
What, then, con it do, and who,
then is it fory
If you're more concerned with
slowing down than speeding up, it
has standard'Iront disc brakes.
All 4 wheels ore independently
suspended to it holds the rood better
when cornering.
It hot the most advanced system of
distributing gasoline in the engine
electronic fuel injection.
- Shifting on the VW Type 3 is less

sticky: 4 "reed synchromesh trans•
mission is Y:r-lard.
And in 6 ,,,ping with Volkswagen
standar+. lets around 26 miles-to
oil,
a gallon
';us, ,uses very little
and even
water or antifreezenone
iognesnatsroydoiuolkospwta
uiuptp:^':., ,ratloi tVhe
egB
. In fact,
looking
t
!ioc
sheoenii,
tiicture, you can make it
menacing, overpowerthe rood that it isn't.
ing
So ly
looking for a racy little
somewhere else.
sports car . !
mi the market for just an
econorny
ri r4.

s
endto
rtywsci
hO
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e sp
p
o:
.,,tihi,elitly
,„7
, :ru
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN -INC.
$fi
850
$OD Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8
5
P.M.
7:30
'til
A.M.
Sat.
thru
Mon.
Open

icatt
)t's
a girdle
GIRDLE

Unbelievable control yet
unbelievably lightweight
control
Made of a sensational fabric that gives you the
more.
50%
ing
weigh
s
girdle
ed
of panell
That's why Playtex backs it with a

Double your money back guarantee
If not satisfied.
0,
This incredible new garment is available in shortie, $13.0
, $13.00
r
girdle
regula
0,
leg,
$15.0
long
0,
$14.0
leg.
ge
avera
Fashion Magic cuffsSizes S. M, L, XL, an. XXL•. All panty styles have
hose.
with
panty
great
down,
hold stockings up, legs
1-See store for details.
Guarantee good on all purchases 9/1 2/71-1 1 /27/7
Try it ...you'll be a believert

gen( fire'e paprtment Store

ROTARIZED FO
val gunfire, char
where more t

Crime
Isn't,
FRANKFORT, K
would you react if one
morning mail include
stained shirts, spent c
marijuana or threaten
tars?
If you were a membe
Kentucky State Police B
Technical Services,
operates the state cr'
you'd view the mail as
head for the nearest mi
and prepare for work.
It is the bureau's job
agency of the Departs
Public Safety, to
evidence dealing with
cases to find what it is
what happened or wha
Bureau investigators
some instances onl
opinions on the evidence
case of dangerous drugs
what you don't have
frequent answer. Beca
mixture of some drugs it
for the -test tube detect
realize what isn't preser
than what is.
The bureau, directed
Fred Watson, is "just
tension of the senses of
trooper in the field. WI
man out there to get the
we don't get resulta."
It is the crime lab wi
.
5
only state police but man
and city law enfo
agencies throughout th
monwealth bring c
evidence for examine
identification.
The bureau was starte
by State Police Comir
Guthrey Crowe who w
establish a service to
evidence brought in fros
scenes.
In 1960, Technical
moved to its present bc
the east wing of the Sta
Academy in Frankfort.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, in
executive budget, funde
8167,000 for the crime la
then the facility has reci
additional 8179,900 in
grants through the It
Crime Commission.
After a 810,000 grant
year 1969 was Lssued t.
facilities, January, 1971,
an additional 850,000 to
services. The latter
creased personnel in
make criminalistic la
services available to
and local law enfo
groups and to the invei
command of the Kentuc
Police.
Another 8119,900 gr
issued for equipme
photographic section
$40,000 of the sum
leutomatic photograph p
machine and the re
figure provided a ca
microscope for the
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Young Are Changing
Dining Out Patterns

any question, whether
a beginner or competi Western Wood Co. of
swego, Ore., gave him
rice to put his teaching
to work and hired Mike
n skis.
signed a whole line of
them and now heads
dd testing crew.

spheri, restaurants, is making a
comeback.
He credits a new generation
of diners who have found that
"the palate can he used for
more thap the forming of
indicator is the growing num- words."
ber of students now enrolled in
Many educational programs
education for the hospitality in- Sponsored by the National
Resdustry.
taurant Association are keyed to
There has been a spectacular young people.
the NRA presiincrease in the past five years. dent said.
he said.
,
'We
our ways of
Eduafficon tor the hospitality doing are changing
things in the
indnatry is now offered by 25 industry to meet a foodsenrice
new, more
and
senior colleges, 200 junior
kind of population.
community colleges and 803 swinging
"As a result of the chancing
vocational and high schools.
orientation of our daily culture.
students
and
the emergence of a greater
There were 173,000
enrolled in such programs in number of young peoole in the
1970, up 93 per cent over en- nation's population mix, the in$
dustrv is seeking neoole who
rolltrient in 1966.
As consumers, Scott says that are attuned to the youthful custrachanging
tomers they must learn to serve."
young people are
A free booklet, "Careers for
ditional dining-out patterns with
a vigor that matches their al- Youth in the Foodservice Industered life style.
try," is available through the
IN SESSION-Retiring U.N.
One example, he says, can be NRA. Write the Director of
the
traced to the rediscovery of
Education, National Restaurant Secretary General U'Thant
grape.
Association, 1530 N. Lake Shore (rear) sits next to Indo"Wine used to be the beverage Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60610.
nesian Foreign Minister
of choice mostly for the affluent.
Adam Malik, new president
middle-aged executive having Demon rum
of the General Assembly,
dinner with his wife on a wedFifty
(UPI)
YORK
NEW
banquet.
ding anniversary or at a
at the United Nations Gen"Today, wine drinking is a per cent of highway fatalities
eral Assembly's 26th sessign of youth and vigor, of a are alcohol-related incidents,
sion in New York.
new savoring of the good things reports the Consumers Insurin life," Scott believes.
Bureau.
"All too often, we in the res- ance Information
The medical profession contaurant business tend to equate
the so-called youth market with siders a blood alcohol level of
fast foods and quickie service. 0.10 sufficient to be labeled
This is not altogether accurate drunk. In many states a driver
or fair."
arrested as drunk
Scott says that haute cuisine. cannot be
the industry phrase for high until tests indicate an alcohol
quality staples served in atmo- level of 0.15.

There is a youth movement
afoot in the foodsereice industrY.
Leslie W. Scott, president of
the National Restaurant Association (NRA) says that one

and naROTARIZED FORCES-South Vietnamese troops, backed by U.S. helicopter

Minh swamplands
val gunfire, charge a flotilla of Communist sampans in the U
fighting.
where more than 400 tdiers from both sides were killed in fierce

Crime Lab Tells What Is Or
Isn't, What Was Or Wasn't

tent

FRANKFORT, Ky.--How section and equipment for the various preparatory schools
across the nation in another eight
would you react if one day your chemistry lab.
morning mail included blood- Within the bureau are four months,runs tests on bad checks,
stained shirts, spent cartridges, sections-chemistry, documents, forgery and malicious letters.
marijuana or threatening let- photographs and polygraph. Thomas will be expertly
analysis
ters?
And, within the chemistry trained in handwriting
If you were a member of the section are two sunsections- and typewriter comparisons.
Every uniformed state trooper
Kentucky State Police Bureau of micro-analysis and firearms.
When Dave Williams, a Is issued a camera by chief
Technical Services, which
operates the state crime lab, ballistics expert in the firearms photographer U. Spercel Fayne.
you'd view the mail as routine, shop, receives his part of the The photographic section turned
head for the nearest microscope "mail,"-the blood -stained shirt out more than 71,000 photographs
and cartridges-the examination last year, depicting everything
and prepare for work.
It is the bureau's job, as an begins. Diluting the shirt to find 4rom highway vehicle accidents
agency of the • Department of the powder burns might reveal and criminal "mug" shots to
Public Safety, to examine which of two criminal acts- crime scenes and reproduced
evidence dealing with criminal suicide or homicide-was in- fingerprints.
"The addition of equipment
cases to find what it is or isn't, volved.
what happened or what didn't. "We try to duplicate the from the crime commission
Bureau investigators may in powder burn by shooting a grant," Fayne said, "has enabled
some instances only form similar-type weapon at different us to do work in three hours that
spirdons on the evidence. In the intervals," said Williams. "The used to take all day."
lab
crime
case of dangerous drugs, "this is more distance from the target it Kentucky's
what you don't have" is a takes to match the burn, the less favorably compares to many
others across the nation. Lt.
frequent answer. Because of the chance of suicide."
He can also match markings on Watson, who has visited many of
mixture of some drugs it is easier
for the "test tube detectives" to spent cartridges to determine if a the nation's laboratories, said his
division ranked in about the top
realize what isn't present rather weapon in custody was used.
The chemistry section deals 80 per cent although he notes
than what is.
The bureau, directed by Lt. with drugs, narcotics arid blood there are still numerous areas
Fred Watson, is "just an ex- alcohol.Tom Easterly, head of where "we have to catch up."
tension of the senses of the state the section, practically pioneered
trooper in the field. Without the the blood alcohol identification
man out there to get the evidence, practice three years ago.
we don't get results."
The lab's chemistry section
It is the crime lab where not made an interesting match-up
only state police but many county with evidence in a recent case. A
and city law enforcement burglar stopped to sample an International dining is gaining
agencies throughout the com- apple while cracking a super- popularity in America.
monwealth bring criminal market safe. The forgotten apple Classified by type of food speby
evidence for examination and with the tooth marks in it left atop cialty, a breakdown provided
the National Restaurant Amididentification.
the safe was as good as a whole iation (NRA) indicates that
The bureau was started in 1960 set of fingerprints when crime most eating places, or about 40
by State Police Commissioner lab technicians matched it in per cent, feature varied American dishes on their menus.
Guthrey Crowe who wanted to court to the suspect's bite.
Another 31 per cent serve
establish a service to analyze
Almost anything found at the mainly sandwiches and refreshevidence brought in from crime scene of a crime is grist for the ments while 18 per cent Stacie!.
scenes.
test tubes and microscopes in the ire in steaks, seafood, chicken
and other limited menu selecIn 1960, Technical Services chemistry lab.
'bons.
moved to its present location on
Last year lab technicians The remaining 11 per cent are
the east wing of the State Police conducted more than 400 in- classified as ethnic restaurants.
this figure may be misleadAcademy in Frankfort.
vestigations and tested more ibut
ng.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, in his first than 2500 blood samples of Leslie W. Scott, NRA president, says that the growing trend
executive budget, funded some suspected drunk drivers..
$167,000 for the crime lab. Since
J. K. Porter says 80 per cent of to foreign foods is being led by
a new generation of diners anxthen the facility has received an his micro-analysis section deals ious
to recapture the fancy and
additional $179,900 in federal In dry blood tests. "If we find flavor associated with the exotic.
grants through the Kentucky blood in a car and the driver says Many restaurants lumped in
Crime Commission.
its animal blood, we'll run a test the Americana category appear
to, be mixing more romance with
After a $10,000 grant in fiscal to verify his claim," said Porter. romaine, he adds.
year 1969 was issued to set up
The rest of his work deals with "In these restaurants, house
facilities, January, 1971, brought glass fragments, possibly from specialties often are Europeancreations that an enteran additional $50,000 to expand hit-and-run accidents which inspired
prising chef has worked onto the
services. The latter grant in- shattered headlights or ripped menu to cater to more cosmopolitan appetites."
creased personnel in order to clothing.
"We can even tell if soil left at a
make crirninalistic laboratory
services available to 280 state crime scene was from the imand local law enforcement mediate area."
The polygraph, or lie-detector
groups and to the investigative
command of the Kentucky State service, is among the lesserknown activities available to
Police.
Another $119,900 grant was agencies. During 1970, the
issued for equipment. The bureau's polygraph operators
If extravagant dining is your
photographic section received conducted 317 examinations in a
$40,000 of the sum for an total of 194 criminal cases for fare, Bangkok is one place You
can find it.
jiutomatic photograph processing State Police and 123 cases for
A major hotel in that city spemachine and the remaining other police agencies.
cializes in a traditional Chinese
On the job, the polygraph "Celestial Empire- dinner, a
figure provided a camera and
108
affair that lasts two
microscope for the document operator may test murderers, hill-course
days.
armed-robbery suspects, arThe meal is patterned after
sonists and grand larcenists.
the table set for fifth century
Each examination begins by Chinese emperors. But it's a lot
expensive.
going over the crime in careful more
The hill for two is $1.000. Or a
detail with the investigating great deal more, relatively speakofficer. A list of pertinent ing, than the emperors paid.
You can blame that on inflaquestions if formulated, leading
tion.
up to the -peak of tension" test.
The same goes for the price of
The documents section, which ice cream cones in Rome. They've
in the last six months.
doubled
Fred Thomas will direct when he
Phone 753-9999
America's restaurants also
graduates from training at

New Trend:
The Food* of
Many Nations

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT
apt cuffsstore for details.

Store

- CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 753-9909 office

--

753-9960 home

Announces the opening of his office at 903
Sycamore, Murray, for the practice of Chiropractic.
By.,
Appointment

Mon. ift Teem
Wed: Thurs. &Fri.'

sat
:

ila.m.to 5p rn
46,4% ••• 9a.m.to 12 noon
9a.M. to 12 noon
2 p.m. to 8p.m.

have felt the inflationary pinch,
brought on by rising food costs,
increased labor demands. mote
.,ttlensive equipment.
And this has resulted in a general increase in the clad of dinmg out.
The National Restaurant Association, spokesman for the
giant foodservice industry, no
that the administration's new

wage-pike freese will offer diners an opportunity to eat out in
October at August 14 price levels.
For throe shopping for barRahn. however, it may he adyisntile to avoid "celestial" dining
in Bangkok.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to fanners and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That Way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up.

being owned and operated by the people
service. So we
who need-and use
know all about their special money needs.

Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.

And we know how to tailor repayment pro• grams to their production and income.
A'PV1
Talk over your money needs -any season of the year -with a seasoned money
pro. the man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

Dip-A-Ones

Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-56

(?)

305 North 4th Street
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SALE

Regular
Sale
Trade-In
Price
Price
Size
*14.88
$21.50
8.00-13
15.e8
22.45
8.50-13
18.88
24.85
E78-14
20.88
F78-14
26.30
23.88
28.75
078-14
25.88
31 55
1178-14
24.88
29.45
G78-15
28.88
32.30
1178-15
Whitewalls $3.00 more per tire
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Good
II Made of rugged
mileage plus smooth ride•Road-hugging
5-rib tread design

Federal
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Tax
$1.48
1.78
2.01
2.14

2.32
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2.37
2.54
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Size 6.00-13
!Amassed with
triode-in plus F.E.T.
of $1,48 per toe
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SILV'ERTOWN BELTED
Size
828-14
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14

G78-14
1178-14
t-78-15
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15

Federal
Excise
Tax
S208
215

2.37
2.54
2.09
2.36
2.82
2.90
3.01
3.12

178-15
3.27
Whitewalls slightly higher
.
)
rt

)3 WAYS TO PAY

Regular
Trade-In
Price
$2300
27 44
2852
3020
33 08
36 28
30 92
33 92
"1. 37 16
42.16
43 80

\i

LOW
PRICES
MAKING WAY
FOR 1972

•Designed for today's driving
•Tough and Dependable
•Double-belted for strength
•Wide "78- Profile

AS LOW AS

00
Si. 878 14
blackwall wolf,
trade on talus F E T.
of e2.013 per too
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MASTER CHARGE)
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Master Tire Service, Inc.
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World News In Brief . . .
By !United Press International

Clifton Harrell Poff Appears
Dies Thursday In Line For
Court Spot

el

Nixon . .
(Continued from Page 1)
last week when he told a news

conference the post-freeze conwould affect only major
trols
Clifton Harrell, Wisweil Road,
industries.
Murray Route Seven, died
''It will cover the whole
Thursday at 9:45 am. at the WASHINGTON (UPI) -Re- economy," he said. "It will
Murray -Calloway County publican Congressman Richard
have to concentrate primarily
Hospital. He was stricken ill E. Poff of Virginia appeared in
those areas of the economy,
on
for
today
to
appointment
line
morning
while at work yesterday
industries for example,
major
U.S.
Supreme
two
of
Court
and rushed to the hospital where one
is greatest possibithere
where
vacancies. President Nixon's
he expired.
lity of inflationary tendencies ...
the
other
that
hinted
spot
of
years
aides
70
was
The deceased
but all of the economy will be
age and was an employee of the might be filled by the first covered."
Ellis Popcorn Company. He was woman justice.
He also said the post-freeze
born in Graves County on A second vacancy on the controls would have no anSYSTEM
MISSILE
occurred
the
Thursday
court
with
AGAINST
HUMPHREY
Janurary 18, 1901, and was
termination date.
WASHINGTON-Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn., today son of the late James Monroe the resignation of Justice John nounced
-We are not going to set a
S.
U.
newest
Ill
with
Britten
Harlan.
of
cancer
M.
Rosie
urged the senate to suspend deployment of the
and
Harrell
on it because we believe
missile system. He introduced an amendment to a $21 billion Harrwll. He was married to the the spine, Harlan, 72, stepped limit
should depend upon
duration
its
would
amendment
The
till.
military procurement authorization
former Ruby Tolley, who sur- down after 16 years on the high
it deals with the
effectively
re-entry
how
place funds for the multiple, independently targetable
vives, on May 22, 1920. Harrell court.
problem," he said. "Until we
in
Humphrey,
reaction.
Moscow's
of
resignation
await
Martin's
The
to
Harlan,
the
reserve
vehicle into
was a member of
(Wilson Woolley Photo)
deal with the problem of
making the move, appealed for an end to the international Chapel United Methodist Church. known as -the great dissenter," can
it.is
that
believe
we
..
a
senior
at
inflation
center,
Brown,
State University, is
N-Julie
Murray
PRESENTATIO
superiority."
SCHOLARSHIP
"drama of incorrect assessments and lust for
Survivors are his wife; two followed by six days the
have controls."
presented a scholarship for $100 from the First District Education Association. Making the
daughters, Mrs. Bill (Ruth resignation of Justice Hugo L. necessary to
president of the Kentucky Congress of ParentRUSSIAN SPY DEFECTS TO ENGLAND
Virginia) Whitnell of Sam Black, 85. Black lay critically In answer to a question, presentation is Mrs. Melvin Earieas of Paducah,
senior
Union director; Dr.
LONDON-The London Evening News said today that a
Rayburn, Texas, and Mrs. ill from a stroke today at Nixon said that recent reports Teacher Association. Looking on are, left to right, Norman Lane, Student
operative has defected to Britain. Douglas (Joan) Given of Lom- Bethesda Naval Hospital, and of possible political exchanges William Read, Vice-president for academic affairs; and Miss Ruby Smith, chairman of the departRussian intelligence
the
is an elementary education major, and the daughter of
Diplomatic sources said an announcement commenting on
bard, L11.; three sisters, Mrs. officials said the outlook for his in Communist China would ment of elementary education. Miss Brown
story was expected later today. The alleged defection followed Ethel Waller and Mrs. John recovery was -poor."
have no effect on his announced Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brown.
deserted to
Nixon
hinted plan to visit that country before
that of Soviet engineer Anatoly Fedoseyev, who
Lula) Hurt, both of Mayfield, President
become
had
Russia
in
lie
said
he
Britain last June because
and Mrs. Christine Garrett of strongly Thursday night at May.
-I would not expect the
unbearable" to him.
Union City, Tenn.; four grand- Poff's appointment.
NEW YORK (UPI) -Prices
At a question and answer current developments to change
children, Eddie Whitnell of
firm at the opening on the
were
TALKS
SALT
AT
NG
Jimmy
UNDERSTANDI
Presthe
the
Detroit Economic our travel plans,"
session at
CLEARER
Wichita Falls, Texas,
they
New York Stock Exchange
HELSINKI-Russia and the UnitedStates announced that
Whitnell of Jacksonville, Texas, Club, Nixon said his choice ident said. Although he did not
Friday. Volume was moderate.
attained" a clearer understanding" of theiproblems of limiting Mrs. James (Linda ) Dickerson need not be a judge, as his elaborate on the "developArms
Strategic
Shortly after the opening the
Abe
of
rand
fifth
and
the
during
Texas,
official
have
appointments
previous
nuclear weapons
ments," it was the first
Lake Jackson,
in a of
Mrs. Mae Jones Lawrence of Dow Jones industrial average
Limitation Talks, which wound up tpday. The two nations,
Given of Bloomington, been, but could be "a legislator recognizance by the administraSteve
areas
near LynnGrove, Murray Route was up 2.85 at 894.13 with 562
joint communique, disclosed that the/ had found "certain
Ind.; three great gandUldren. with experience in the Judicia- tion of reports of a possible
had
accord
an
that
speculation
was
There
held
ground."
be
or
on
the
House
will
of
Seven, succumbed Thursday at issues traded. Of these, advanry Committee
od common
internal "crisis" situation
Funeral services
The
three p.m. at her home. She was ces outpaced declines, 270 to
been reached designed to prevent nirlear war by accident.
mainland.
at two p.m. at the Senate."
Saturday
the
mid128.
talks, which began 22 months ago, will resume in Vienna in
chapel of the Blalock-C)leman "That gives you an idea of Nixon hinted strongly that he By PATRICIA McCORMACK 87 years of age.
Rev. where I am leaning," Nixon would fill one of two vacancies
November.
The Lynn Grove resident was Steels were firm with U.S.
Funeral Home with
)-Are
UPI
YORK
NEW
Steel up ½ to 30 and Bethlehem
Johnson Easley of Greenfield, said.
on the Supreme Court with American women having toc the wife of Will H. Lawrence who
up % to 24%. Republic at 23%
YOUNG BOY AND GIRL KILLED N N. IRELAND
died February 27, 1969.
Tenn., and Rev. Coy Garriett Poff, 48, is the second Rep. Richard Poff, a Virginia
babies, not enough
many
17 were
at
Armco
and
BELFAST-Northern Ireland armyofficiaLs said today a young officiating.
ago
on
the
years
Republican
ranking
Republican who 17
in
babies, or just the right number
one daughter, unchanged.
are
boy and girl were killed in a blast lastnight that leveled a house
Survivors
Active pallbearers will be John House Judiciary Committee and signed the "Southern Manifes-when you think in terms of
toll in
Chrysler led the motors
Mrs. Rex Brown of Murray Route
the Roman Catholic Falls Road area of Belfast. The death
Falwell, Jamie Trevathan, is considered an able constitu- to" condemning the high court's
the population explosion?
with a pickup of 74 to
higher
Fridy,
two years of civil strife in Ncrthern Ireland now stands at 110.
,
one
Seven;
Mrs.
Joe
been
decision.
daughter-in-law
He
has
tional lawyer.
Shannon Ellis,
school desegregation
jhe Washington Center for
added %
Hubert Barnes, and William mentioned frequently as a The President said that in Metropolitan Studies reports Irene Lawrence, 606 Broad 30%. General Motors
Street, Murray; two brothers, to 84.
naming replacements for reGargus. Honorary pallbearers possible appointee.
that a "baby bust" is replacing Jeff Jones of Arlington, Va., and
Chemicals were mixed. Du
will be Lennis Hale, Herman K. But already some opposition tired Justices Hugo L. Black
"baby boom." In 1970 there
4 and
3
Pont jumped 3e4 to 153/
of
Cruz,
Santa
Jones
Edwin
Poff. The and John M. Harlan, he would the
to
Ellis, Gaylon Trevathan, Huron had, risen
was a 15.5 per cent decrease in California; three grandsons, Union Carbide picked up "e to
(Continued from Page 1)
Redden, Beale Outland, Vernon Americans for Democratic Ac- seek persons with a judicial
the under-five population, the William Thomas Brown of 47%. Eastman Kodak slipped es
Progress of the eighty-five year Roberts, and Gingles Barnes.
tion charged Poff has a record philosophy similar to his first
greatest in U.S. history, the
Madison Heights, Mich., James to 85%.
old funeral home includes a move Interment will be in the Murray of opposition to civil rights two appointees, Chief Justice
Census Bureau says.
in 1890 from the original building
the legislation.
Rob Brown of Virginia Beach, Oils were fractionally higher.
with
Cemetery
Warren E. Burger and Justice
As nations go, the U.S.A. is Va., and Denny N.
Lawrence of Jersey Standard gained 3rtt to ------said
by
director,
building
he
arrangements
the Blalock- The ADA's national
site to a two-story frame
uy Blackman. But
the "less sparsely
--4Ttwo great grandsons, 69%, California Standard 1,1 to
his one
Murray;
limit
not
on the south side of the court Coleman Funeral Home where Leon Shull, said Poff was a he
would
populated in the world. We are Robert
to 80%.
Edward Brown and 55% and Getty
square, the construction of a friends may call.
signatory of the Southern consideration to judges.
55 persons per square mile. Ronnie Thomas Brown of
Thursday,
easier
Airlines,
for
legislators,
two-story brick building at the
would
-So teachers,
Manifesto in 1956 and
Holland is 18 times as crowded Madison
turned upward. Eastern picked
Heights, Mich.
experience
corner of Third and
southwest
great
in
justice
with
first
bin.
and
raw
c
example,
the
Jo
"become
Phyllis
mile;
Mrs.
with 975 per square
up 1+4 to 18%, TWA 4'2 to 31.
conmore than 20 years to have in the Judiciary Committees of England, 10 times, with 588 per
Diamont have been named Maple Streets, in 1918) the
are
3,11 to 40, Pan Am es to
'United
Funeral
arrangements
funeral
are
present
the
of
they
struction
Senate,
is
declared that segregation
the House or
Democratic campaign comile. Even beautiful incomplete but friends may call 10% and Braniff 4 to 13.
square
an
additional
and
he
1960
horne in
constitutional." In Congress, always good possibilities,"
many at the Max H. Churchill Funeral IBM was a major gainer in
chairwomen in Calloway County
Switzerland, where
Shull said, Poff had voted said. "That gives you an idea of Americans dream of getting
general parlor on the north side of the
for the November
Home after three p.m. today the electronics, adding 2% to
funeral home in 1966.
"against every civil rights bill where I am turning."
election.
away to, is seven times more (Friday).
307%. Burroughs rose 1% to
of
83,
age
Mattingly,
Ignatius
new
the
for
A spokesman
to come before him."
Their appointments were
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second
is
Poff
132%. Most other moves in the
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the
that
today
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owners
Enix
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by
today
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Sept.
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Electric
Rural
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Stout, county
and Carl H.
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to 511
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vox slipped
a Poff called to mind Nixon's two Judiciary Committee and the Talk of a population explosion
after
Home
Nursing
Westview
officers
Corporation
Cooperation
chairman and co-chairman, who
unsuccessful at- only member of either cham- in the United States seems
and
earlier,
and
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to
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Honeywell
illness.
lingering
the
of
side
said they are -extremely pleased on the Maple Street
three
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include his wife, tempts to win confirmation of ber's Judiciary Committee to hollow in the one of every
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which
a
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country
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to
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in
Southerner
prominently
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counties
be
added es to 53%, General
and
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Mattingly,
Mrs.
will
parlor)
added
the
below
these two outstanding women
population over the last
Two years ago the possible appointee.
Court.
lost
Electric le to 62%. American
of
both
Mattingly,
Martin
Rev.
location.
the
at
same
continue
involved in the campaign."
South- The President also said he eight years.
Telephone added es to 42%.
Murray; another son, Bernard Senate rejected Nixon's
"It speaks well of Wendell Ford
Hawks Talk
ern nominees, Clement Haynes- would consider a woman for the
of
Philadelphia,
Mattingly,
and Julian Carroll and the entire
Nevertheless, the hawks talk
two daughter, Mrs. worth and G. Harrold Carswell. court but-with tongue in cheek
Penn.;
United Press International
Democratic ticket that women of
said
Mitchell,
Post
Martha
out
Washington
putting temporary sterilants By
ruled
of
The
-he
Tyler
and
Mrs.
Yeand
Joseph
such intense community spire
water DETROIT-President Nixon,
in
N.
Attorney
John
invented)
of
General
be
wife
to
Attorney
(yet
today
outspoken
Durbin of Owensboro; and fifteen
post-freeze
are willing to accept positions of
N. Mitchell supplies to achieve and stay at announcing that
Mitchell told the newspaper in General' John
grandchildren.
have no an- Federal State Market News
would
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controls
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leadership in
wouldn't
).
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zero population growth
an interview Nixon was "very because "her husband
Service September 24, 1971
nounced termination date:
organization," said Erux and The proper tie-down, accor4-1,g The Haley-McGinnis Funera ) seriously" considering nominat recommend her."
Persons who want a baby
and the J.H
Owensboro,
Home
of
"Until we can deal with the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Stout.
affecting
from
matters
license
a
get
to
to
court.
other
the
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a
have
would
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) Mr' McKenrick' features the Churchill Funeral Home locally ing
10
problem of inflation ... we Market Report included
Mrs. Crass, a past president of t''
use of piers beneath the frame
the government to buy an an- believe that it is necessary to Buying Stations
of' At the same time, the White the economy, Nixon:
charge
have
the Calloway County Democratic and to which a frame tie cable will
House announcement of Har- -Indicated that profits would tidote for the sterilant.
Receipts: Act. 1254 Est. 2100
have controls."
Women's Club, served as a runs from the anchor. These arrangements.
But such drastic measures
lan's retirement carefully be exempt from the post-freeze
be
to
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The
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of
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free
necessary
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steady.
Mich.-M
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PONTIAC,
Democratic candidates Edward pre-cast concrete slabs, called
decline in the nation's underHaley-McGinnis looking for a man to replace the freeze.
McCabe, announcing the end of US 1-3 200-240 LBS., 18.75-19.25
T. "Ned" Breathitt, elected "dead men", cast iron or steel all at the
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would
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when
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he
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Home after 2
a school, boycott protesting US 1-2 200-230 LBS.et19.25-1K50
governor in 1963, and Henry cones or plates and substantial Funeral
Friday.
resigned.
subsidy payments to help U.S. so-called "baby bust," as the busing:
US 2-4 200-240 LBS., 18.5048.75
Ward in 1967.
screw augers.
world
called
Washington center report
The funeral will be held at St. Ronald L. Ziegler, the White exporters compete in the
"A boycott beyond Oct. 1 US 2-4 240-260 LBS., 18.00-18.50
the
Since the location of and the
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it
to
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see
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press
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"to
it.
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phen's Cathedral in Owenwould only cause the school US 3-4 260-280 LBS., 17.50-18.00
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world,
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School, Gary, a senior, and Gay, their representative of their
Mitchell also told the post he because an unfair advantage is this century.
way hurt the busing program US 2-3 450-650 LBS., 13.25-14.25
a sophomore. They attend the insurer for the names of local
thought Poff was "an outstand- obtained by a workman abroad
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-Actual surpluses of classdissent on court tepdaughter,Mrs. David lbarpe
is mobile homes to
Cleveland
of
Stokes
advocate tie- false alarm.
space are beginning to
opinions.
step
room
four
Ill.;
Chicago.
f
available.
downs to help reduce the number
Police Chief James M Brown
show in many elementary
grandchildren; one niece.
Stokes, the first black man to and severity of losses.
Harlan (•ontended restrIctions
reported citations issued from
schools. There will be more of
COME TO
be elected mayor of a major The mobile home is no longer a September 3 through September on police questioning Of cumin.
services will be held them.
Funeral
American city, has ruled out velty on the American scene. 19 as follows: public drunkenness at suspects represented 'poor
--- Youth-oriented industries
at two p.m. at the St.
the possibility of running for More than three million are in 11, disorderly conduct 1, constitutional law." He said th. Sunday
Baptist Church with Rev. (clothing, records, motorcycles
John's
president or for re-election.
in hundreds of mobile home disregarding stop sign 1, DWI 3, forced reapportionment of state
Timberlake officiating.
and so on ) can be expected to
"When people ask me what lets and in rural areas coun- no operator's license 6, un- legislatures put the "basic C. F.
suffer from a declining rate of
Murray
the
in
111 be doing after election rywide)• housing more than necessary noise 1, drinking in aspects
be
of state
and Try Ow
political Burial will
growth in the population they
day," Stokes told a group of yen million persons.
public 1, reckless driving 4, systems under the pervasive Cemetery with the arrangements principally serve.
Ky.
-Fresh
Lake
Catfish
students at Fairleigh Dickinson
speeding 3, no city sticker 1, no overlordship of the federal by the Rutledge Funeral Home. "The private sector must
-Country Hams and Steaks
Saturday
held
be
University, "I just tell them I'll
will
state inspection sticker 1, judiciary."
Hunters Arm, iii
situation in which a
The wake
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
the adapt to a
be unemployed.
sr
oitering 1, wrecks 26, breaking
ten eight to nine pm at
$100 million ca.h
_incr
_
easing-fleek-ot.
steadily
--- tia.m. to lep.m.,7elnys a week
Mends
however
"I haven't found any
home;
per
on
habitat
witdtife
-aping
entering reporCS 9. The City coB
funeral
customers is no longer asuu
rt'sthm
ea4jority
-J.C. GALLIMORE usti"-i4eine"t
i the
4 may call after four p in today
ads asking for a'former mayor vete land, says the National JCourt disposition of cases was 18
sured ." the center reported.
decision
ordering
desegregation
any
have
Anybody
yes.
Sports Foundation.
.•
(Friday).
as charged and 18 riled away.
of schools.
suggestions"

U. S. COMMAND ORDERS GREY ALERT
SAIGON-The U. S. command ordered a special 12-day "grey
alert" today, calling for the 215,000 GI's in Vietnam to remain
within their bases. The step was taken in case the Communists
seek to harass the coming South Vietnamese presidential election. Meantime, authorities reported that two American F4
Phantom fighter-bombers, as part of the third straight day of
cross-border attacks, bombed antiaircraft guns on North Vietnamese territory north of the Demilitarized Zone. U. S. B52
bombers simultaneuosly hit North Vietnamese bunkers inside the
DMZ.
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By KIM WILLENSON
SAIGON (UPI)—South Vietnamese forces backed by fire
from the U.S. destroyer EpperCommunist
35
killed
son
guerrillas in the U Minh forest
Wednesday, pushing the Communist death toll to more than
NEW YORK (UPI)—A low600 in weeklong heavy fighting
there, military spokesmen said. volume coasting action on the
About 120 South Vietnamese stock market is a normal and
soldiers have been killed in the desirable state of affairs at this
fighting centered in the swamp- juncture, according to the
Market Letter. "It
land at the southwestern tip of Spear
the country, South Vietnamese reflects the likelihood that
a
investors are
adopting
spokesmen said.
Anchored offshore, the guided rational and reasoned view of
Ron Jones, left, salesman at Hatcher Auto, is presenting the keys to the first 1972 Mercury sold in
Epperson the significance of President
destroyer
missile
liturray to the new owners, Robert and Gladys Etherton. The auto is a Mercury Marquis Brougham
directed an undisclosed number Nixon's new economic game
wit'i all accessories including reclining passenger seat.
of shells into the forest "in plan.
support of troops in contact"
with Communist forces there "Sound as it is," the firm
and touched off secondary says, "it is not intended to be a
explosions, the spokesman said. miracle worker. Continued euThe U.S. command said phoria on that count, anticipaNorth Vietnam increased the tion that no further obstacles
4:a
number of antiaircraft guns stand in the way of a glorious
within 35 miles north of the bull market, would, to para1
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) by phrase rSeneca, be a miserably
4:,
159
40 per cent in the last seven foolish development."
weeks. It said there had been a
"growing frequency of hostile
action against our aircraft"
The stock market is beginfrom that region.
ning to sort out some of the
target
the
The area was
uncertainties raised by PresTuesday of a 200-strike force of
ident Nixon's new economic
American planes which the
policies, according to Waddell &
command said was a "reacReed, Inc. It says "the
tion" to North Vietnamese
gyrations following the an
antiaircraft fire against U.S.
nouncement have started to
largest
the
was
It
warplanes.
subside—the
market is in a
HELP WANTED
HELP %ANTED
WANTED TO RENT
raid on the north since the
more stable position.
bombing halt there began Nov
an opening for a man
HAVE
WE
WANTED
WANT TO RENT pasture for 1-10MEWORKERS
1,1968.
"None of the problems that horse. Will provide feed and pay part-time, full-time work at home or lady to handle the sale and
In a broadcast monitored in existed prior to the President's for boarding. Phone 753-7991 after mailingehur circulars. For details service of Electrolux Cleaners,
Hanoi said announcement
Saigon, Radio
have
been 4:00p.m.
TF NC rush self-addressed, stamped including- both home and comWednesday North Vietnamese solved," the firm says, "but we
envelope and 35c to US En- mercial line, in this area. Ex"beats."
This* two searchlight-equipped helicopters aicl Santa Monica, Calif., police patrol their
antiaircraft gunners shot down are beginning to see some
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, cellent earnings opportunity,
U.S. planes gradual, meaningful results as
of the
Mayfield Kentucky 42066. TFO $150.00 per week and above. For
!new method of fighting crime. two
By MICHAEL REMAS
Houston', for example, reports participating in the strike and more and more rulings on
complete information and
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
some 200 arrests directed by said "many more" American individual sittwtions are handed
call
CARPENTER HELP Wanted. arrang)ement for interview
ZOOMING out of the sky over Lakewood, Calif., recently, a copter police since it began sky aircraft were damaged.
Some experience preferred. 443-6103, or write P. 0. Box 942,
police helicopter sped to the scene where three men had robbed patrols last August; Philadel- The U.S. command said down." The firm believes
S24C
One of the world's largest Phone 435-4887 after 7:002p.
Paducah, Ky.
congressional action on Nixon's
liquor store. They followed the escape car and pinpointed the phia tmded_ krash of liquor store
'Tuesday the attacking planes peopothEkiAll hfiVein eired-on deepwater rigs-is drilling its
burglairies alter copiers with,
, bandits as patrol cars eventually captured—the surpriSid tri6.
S24P
Such episodes no longer are uncommon, for about 120 heli- floodlights began surveillance encountered "light to moder- the market in the near future. first well today in the North Sea
NEED MONEY? Sell Knalip
after completing a six-month
copters are being used by police in at least 40 cities as a deter- of the trouble area; Long Beach, ate" antiaircraft fire and said
Shoes...Part time or full time. No
REGISTERED PHARMACIST
journey from New Zealand.
rent to crime and in actual crime-fighting, many of them on Calif., reported burglary, car none of the aircraft was
NEEDED
investment. Send for free selling
The rig, the Sedco 135 F, has
regular "beats."
theft, and robbery down 3.2 per damaged.
189 bed community hospital in
"I think it's one of the finest innovations in law enforcement cent (first drop in seven years) (In Paris, the North Vietna- Public stock sales typically been towed by tugs for over
kit. High commissions plus
has
Missouri,
Southeast
toward the end of the 16.000 miles. The voyage
pharmacist.
I've ever seen," says Henry Lux, Memphis, Tenn., police chief, in its first year of copier work; mese and Viet Cong delegations
for
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bonus. Write to E. M. Bristow,
has
spotwith
patrol
aerial
an
where
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nail
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fringe
and
salary
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Excellent
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cost the American Oil ComNew York City patrols trouble- to the peace talks said they year as
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dropped rookies Jim Smith of transportation. Call 753-8990 S27C Paducah, Mrs. Beyer, 443other cities began to watch rived on crime scenes first, to two villages in Prey Veng "This year, however, offer• • •
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1-3 200-240 LBS., 18.75-19.25
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VS
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PANSIES
2 for 25

Plant Now for Blooms All Winter
(VERY HARDY)

Extra Nice!

AZALEAS $1.50

20% OFF All Nursery Stock

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
500 N. 4th Street
1970 TRIUMPH DAYTON 500. USED WOOL RUG 10'x12',
Chopped 5700. In excellent $15.00. Phone 753-1770.
S24C
condition $800. Call
Cherie
Brakeat 753-5871.
S30C NO REGRET,the
best yet; Blue
Lustre
cleans
carpets
FALL AND WINTER Maternity
beautifully. Rent
electric
Clothes Size 10. Reasonable
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
S25C
priced. 753-2753.
S27C
3 BEDROOM house 1 and 1-g
baths, near high school and
college. For sale by owner 7539357.
S27C
FOR SALE: Set of Child craft
books with up to date year book.
like now. log price "Call 753-3992
after 6.
ITC
FOR SALE: 2 Brownie uniforms.
Size 81,4 and 10. Like new.
Cheap. Call 753-3992 after 6 p.m.
also other girls clothing same
size.
1TC
"THINK BEAU'TEFUL", Large
lots
on Kentucky Lake at
Keniana Shores for $695.00 and
$1395.00. Low Down Payment and
Monthly payment insures your
future plans for home site or site
for a mobile home. Good Roads
and Water. Call 436-5320 for inspection.
S27C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AEC

BUMPER POOL table; two piece HARDROCK MAPLE sofa,
living room suite with hide-a- chair, two matching step end
bed; girl's all weather coat; tables and coffee table. Maple
cabinet, 21" TV, good upright
boy's spirt coats. Phone 753S25C piano, Selmer Trombone ex3756.
cellent condition, six ladder back
LITTLE BOY's coat, size 4 and chairs, one excellent condition
little girl's coat, size 3. Phone baby bed with springs, mattress
753-6171.
S25C and bumper pads. Good condition
baby bed, springs, potty chair,
H & R USED FURNITURE baby swing on frame. Walker,
Store, Concord Road, is open 4 carrier seat, twin bookcase
days each week, Wednesday„ headboard, small antique Oak
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, bed, ironing board. Phone 75310:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. See us for 3855.
S25C
all your used furniture needs. Ef
we don't have it, we'll get it. Also CHILD'S SWING set, used very
have antiques. Call 753-6676 or little, was $40.00 new, best offer.
753-4716.
S25C Phone 753-9981 evenings.
S25C

ESTATE FOR SALE REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE

tEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

V*******************************************************t
WE NEED HOMES TO SELL!!
We do all the work and put the cash in your hands.

New John Lennon Album in stock I Top 100 Billbdard records
Reg $5.98 - Now $3.98.
I 45's now 78 cents each.

DECORATORS DREAM
With ideal location. All you could want in a four bedroom
home with large living room, dining room, convenient builtin kitchen, den with fire place, 21?: baths, shag carpet
throughout and priced to sell quickly. IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION.
READ THEM ALL
Then Come Back To This One!!
The best buy in today's paper only $14,750.00. Three
bedrooms, 2 baths, large carpeted living room and dining
room with built-in china cabinet plus dry half basement
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
PAYING MORE
ENJOYING IT LESS?
Imagine all this for only $14,000.00. Brick home located on 6th
Street. Cozy and convenient with two bedrooms.

Leach's Music & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

GIRL WATCHERS
Watch your wife light up when she views this spacious 3
bedroom home with an acre of land. Custom built kitchen
with extra cabinets, eating area and built-ins. Two full baths,
with storage space galore and large closets throughout. Den
with open beams and fire place with marble hearth. Carpeted, central heat and air completes this description.

TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat 1967-650 BSA Chopper. Phone 7533 FEMALE German short haired bed,one box bed. Phone 7537117 between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00
Pointer puppies. $25.00 each. 7850.
TFC p.m.
S29C
Phone 753-7585.
1TP
RUNNING SPECIAL price on 6'x 10'
CAMPER Trailer, 030.00.
TWO YEAR old Appaloosa ;Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862
Phone 753-9974after 5:00pm.
stallion, gentle. Has been ridden or 753-9457.
014C
S25C
twice, $175.00. Phone 753-7991
after 4:00p.m.
TFNC

ONE LOOK
YOUR HOOKED!!
When you see our listing on Johnson Blvd. Unique floor plan
includes large den with open beams, kitchen complete with
all built-ins, large living room with dining area. Three
spacious bedrooms and study room with two full baths. Call
us for an appointment to see this one.!

MEN'S CLOTHES; three sport
coats, one with vest; 4 pair pants;
all weather coat, long; short all
weather jacket; sweater. All
excelent condition. Phone 7531256 after 5:00 p.m.
S25C

WANT THE MOST
That $5,300.00 will buy Look over this small frame on one
acre just west of Kirksey Highway.

FOR SALE OR TRADE unfurnished houseboat, 32 ft. steel
hull, Chrysler inboard motor.
$1750. Come by and see 3 milesEast of Murray, Hwy. 94, Ed
Greenfield,or call 753-3746 or 7533558.
S25C

NOTICE

Call today and list your property with us!
HYPERTENSION G(YTCHA??
We have just the prescription for you. Take one dose of this
country atmosphere and you're cured! Custom built Colonial
home featuring king size master bedroom and bath plus
three large bedrooms and another full bath all on second
level. Main floor includes living room, dining room, kitchen,
large den with fire place and built-in wall bookshelves.
Oversized two car garage, large patio and a beautifully
landscaped acre of land.

ALL YOUR TOMORROWS
Can hinge on buying a home today. If space and location are
what you're looking for let us show this "brobdingnagian"
home with spanish influence to you. Three levels of living
comfort combine luxury living with modern conveniences. 3
bedrooms and 2 full baths on 3rd level, main level includes
entry, large living room, formal dining room, kitchen with
extra cabinets, pantry and eating area, lower level has 4th
bedroom or study, powder room and large den with bar. Call
NOW for an appointment to see this home today.
*
*
*
*
*
MAKE YOUR MOVE NOW
*
Into a home of your own.On Dodson we have a three bedroom *
home with large living room, completely carpeted, nice *
*
kitchen, 11,2 baths, great lot and private patio.
*
*
WE HAVE MANY LOTS FOR SALE
*
IN CITY AS WELL AS COUNTY
*
*
*
Nice one acre lots on Kirksey highway.
*
*
GREAT INVESTMENT
2 miles North of Kirksey we haves great little 104 acre farm. *
*
Old house,outbuildings, big spring, corn base, timber. All for *
only $14,000.00.
*
*
GOOD CROP FARM
*
100 acres for $16,500, North of Kirksey. Corn base-real good *
*
farm.
*
ONE OF CALLOWAYS BEST CATTLE FARMS
It
Lots and lots of grass, year round water, fenced with holding *
pens. 425 acres with 40 acre corn base and over 325 acres *
tenable.
*
*

t

***
**

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
753-4342

EDNA KNIGHT
753-4342

ASSOCIATES
Office
Fio me

****
**

*
*
*
*
I
*

*
PAT MOBLEY
*
*
*
*
*
753-4342
*
*
*
*
*
*
753-4910
753-8958
*
*
Nc******************************************************124
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RENTAL PROPERTY
What you're looking for? Then look no further. On 4th Street a
house with three apartments and partially furnished. Brick
home, well cared for and recently redecorated interior.

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME
* On about 2 acres of land only 5 minutes from town. 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths, inviting country kitchen with built-in
* range and oven, central heat and air, carpeting and drapes.
* One car carport attached to house, additional carport and
TWO LOTS, excellent location,
* storage in back.
Panorama Shores; also Winchester 101 Monte Carlo trap, 30"
*
II -The Qmick•st Way To Mow Is To Buy A Mobile Hons. From Us."
THR-R-R-IFTY
*
PENTA TREATED lumber. F&F,like new. Phone 436house on 6th Street with basement
story
bedroom
'
1
,
2
Three
*
2136.
S25P
Resistant to rot and termites.
* and workshop outside. Aluminum siding for minimum
Ideal for boat docks and any
* upkeep.
weather exposed uses. Murray
Paris, Waverly, Milan
NEED
*
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
*
KICK OFF TIME
INCENSE?
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC,
*
*
AUTOS FOR SALE
*
Yes, kick off your shoes and stroll through this immaculate
NOTICE
*
IN SUGAR CREEK AREA
THE
*
Broad.
* three bedroom IL': bath home on
Large living room,
REDUCE EXCESS fluids with
We have 300 acres with cottage on lake.
*
1965 MERCURY Montclair with NEED TO BUY, borrow or rent, * spacious den, convenient kitchen with eating area, large
"Wishing Well"
Fluidex,$1.69. Lose weight safely
*
everything on it for 8650.00. All wheel chair for cerebral palsy * utility room and carpot.
BEAUTIFUL LOT IN BAGWELL SUBDIVISION
with Del-A-Diet. $1 98 at Dale 8g
IN
*
power. Phone 753-3729.
S25C *
S25C child. Phone 753-4773.
Stubblefield Rexall
WESTERN AUTO
1TP
*
*
*
RAISE THE ROOF, DOGS OR CHILDREN
1970 CAMERO, air, vinyl top, WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone *
Large lakeview cottage in Panorama Shores, furnished with *
1955 V8 CHEVROLET, stick,
stereo tape, automatic tran- Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just * Workshop is seperate from house on 2.6 acres of land only one
2 bedrooms and a good buy at $13,900.00.
*
rebuilt engine, extra set of mow 72 ALLIS CHALMER combine; srnission.
Call 753-7606 after 7 off US 45. Phone 554-1842. * mile from city limits on 641 South. House has 5 bedrooms, 2
*
tires on rims, plus chains, UM. wagon with grain bed; 67 Ford p.m.
Clothing and equipment for the * woodburning fire places and full basement. Come by and
*
NEAR IRVING COBB
S25C
Also wedding gown. Call 753-8296 dump truck. All good condition.
entire family.
we'll look this one over.
November 20C
*
20 acres with nearly 1200 ft. of water frontage.
le
after S.
S27C Phone 753-5673.
*
S24C 1969 CHEVROLET impala, dark ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser*
blue, power steering, brakes and vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M It
WHEEL CHAIR for sale, good 12' x 60' MOBILE Home, air factory
*
air, low mileage. Still Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farcondition, folds up and has conditioner, washer -dryer,
under warranty. Phone 753mington, Kentucky.
TFC
brakes. Call 435-4357.
S27P porch, light pole and un- 5223.
S25P OVERWEIGHT??
The
only
safe
derpinning. Phone 435-4022. S24C
SIAMESE KITTENS, nice pets,
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu SS =- way to lose weight and inches
eight weeks old, house broken. A2 GLEANER Combine and corn 300 LP,4-speed with positraction, fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
Weight loss guaranteed.
Call 753-1348.
S27C head, cab, robot, and rice tires clean, good tires. Phone 753S30C
S24P THE Hi-Y Club will sponsor a car
Excellent condition. Warren 4670.
011)5 TROMBONE with case, 1,42 Johnson or J. C. Stevens, Water
wash Saturday, Sept. 25th from
the original price. Good con- Valley, Kentucky,355-2613. S24P 1962 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 10:00 a.m. until 4 o'clock, at the
dition. Call 753-9992.
S27C
door, V8 automatic, air- Wishy Washy Car Wash located
conditioned. Price $350.00. Phone on Storey Ave. The cost will be
'21 INCH COLOR TV, good LIKE NEW bassinette with 489-2303 or 753-2958. Can be seen $1.50 per car
mattress
pad,
bumper
pads
and
condition, $100.00, solid maple
at 214 South 13th St.
S25C For free pick-up and delivery
cabinet; 1966 Olds, 4 door hard- hood. Also like new car seat
call 753-4616 or 753-6308.
INC
753-8156
Phone
or
753-7873.
S24C
top $700.00. Call 753-8859. S30C
1962 VOLKSWAGEN 2 door,
8150.00. Also 44 camper with WE ARE ready now to deliver or
LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical COLOR TELEVISION, Admiral accessories, $225.00. Phone 474- take your order
for six vein
with calcium, only $1.98 at Dale & Call 753-9743 after 5 p.m.
S27P 2280, C. E. Scott on Ledbetter stoker or four by seven lump
coal
Stubblefield Rexall.
1TP
Creek Road, Highway 94 near or 6 by egg. Phone 753-1813,
AKC REGISTERED Black Ken Lake Hotel
S25C Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408
Poodle puppies. 8 weeks old.
South 4th Street.
TFC
REMOVE carpet paths and
Dewormed. Call 753-6379.
S24C 1957 CHEVROLET,V8, 4 speed,
60 ACRES OF choice lake view 2 BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
headers, new tires and battery; GIVEAWAY, GRAY female property, located one mile from lot, for sale by owner, city water
Blue Lustre. Rent new sham4 POODLE PUPPIES. 2 months 1954 Chevrolet, 6 cylin,ler 3 kitten, will be very tiny. Phone multimillion dollar Lake Barkley and natural gas. Good condition.
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home of
old. Call Brigham Futrelle, 753- speed, good work car; 1966 305 753-5620.
S24-C Lodge, Ideal for development, Located 1 mile north of Almo
"The Wishing Well"
S25C 5724.
retirement or camp sites. City Heights on Hwy. 641. Priced to
S24P Honda motorcycle. All in good r'REE ESTIMATE
RFD I. HARDIN, KY. 42048
on septic tank
shape. Phone 753-3599 after 6 p.m.
water, excellent road, easement sell at only $5500.00. Phone days
or see at Lake Stop Grocery. S27C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC running to property. Beautiful 753-5167, after 4 p.m. 753PHONE
GARGAE SALE; Saturday, view. Will sacrifice price. Phone 1757.
S30C
I 5,2) 354-6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
'67 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door September 25, at
S24P
915 Waldrop 753-6422.
ON KENTUCKY 80
hardtop, dotible -.power and
SMALL: FARM; good location;
a.mtALd .4../tisA.tra•;* • factory air, vinyl roof low Drive, 9 to 5. Will sell vacuum
cleaner, two twin beds, pet
business or future investment
mileage. Call 753-4516 after 5
..clippers, clothes and toys. S24P
ACRES, 350 in corn, Good One mile East Murray, ap,400
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING .
p.m.
530C
S•
proximately 10 acres pasture.
Fence, Modern
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano water, Good
DISPLAY
HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
home. 25 miles N.E. Paducah . Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
1962 CHEVROLET IMPALA, Wanted responsible party to take
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
!tottering, 300 Cardinal Lane Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
Bob
over
spinet piano. Easy terms
automatic, power steering and
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
For appointment call 753Paducah. 442-0544 after 7 p.m
brakes, 32,000 actual miles Can be seen locally. Write Credit
4147
TFC
original owner A-1 condition. See Manager, P.O. Box 276, S28P
Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. S251'
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOtTRI, 63801 •
or call Otto Parks,753-5801.
NOTICE
NOTICE
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 473-1348 or 471-1716
CARPORT
SALE Sat., Sep1967 FIREBIRD, 43,000 miles,
tember 25 at 1207 Melrose Drive
one owner. Phone Don Cruce, 75341.1.01.1711ft
Will sell 9 x 12 carpet, tape
WANT TO BUY
2436.
S25P
WANT TO BUY
recorder, men's and women's
clothing
and
shoes, many other
1965 PLYMOUTH station wagon.
/
REDUCED RENT ON BAND INSTRUMENTS!
2BEDROOM HOUSE,Med. price WANT TO BUY one row corn
Sma.00.11phoFrtida7ire
sx
S25C
range,in city limits. Call 7534516 picker,drag type. Phone 753refrigerator, ,$30
1 HI
7
E
.•
s MENTALLY Retarded
$10 per month as long as you want to rent
after 5p.m.
S24C
S30C 4454.
5925 or see at 1614 Olive,
S25C Children Association presents
the
applies
purchase
to
Rent
Bun Wilson Show, Friday night
WANT TO BUY: Used Flat-top
THUNDERBIRD,.. Acellent Oct. 1 at 8 o'clock at
S
Guitar, Phone 437-4496 after 5:00
the Murray
WANT TO BUY;
i--1 1.ai14s
logs ane
condition, full_power air con-_ lush Auditorium.
1 II
Admisaion.
S3ONC
dajoiikr.---wril sell oetrade for
standing tO7115:-Alio hive-fa
.
• 11Adults 1.50 children under 18
sale
lumber
and
late model motorcycle. Call 753- accompanied by parents
sawdust.
A
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-7575
• - : - •
free.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. WANT TO BUY bed. Phone 753
9187.
S25C
,
S27C
Phone 753-4147.
TFC 8331.
S211C

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES
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Appears at tl
in Chicago, fi
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6:00
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FOR RENT

2 BEDROOM HOI.
furnished, 313 Woodla:
and electric paid. $85.0
Phone 753-5074.
DUPLEX APARTh
bedroom, central hea
carpet throughout. Cei
bath. Stove furnished.
month. Phone 753-7850.
HOUSE TRAILER,
electric, '67 model. C:
or 753-2583.

FURNISHED APA
available October 1st.
6044
"NEW" DELUXE
apartments; wall to
peting, stove and
refrigerator, porches
room, one block t
$130.00 per month 112
Street. Phone 498-8749.
COMMERCIAL
B
corner 7th and Maplo
Formerly Melugin
Shop. Phone 753-4694
Melugin.

SUBDIVISION

KENTUCKY LAKE

.14.4

()N41)13 1 - *RS

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

J3it

r

ikft/tivj cdt.e.
CLia tsh ortwov4)u,cL
se
abu& No poservaiIves I.

_ CLYDE WILSON

iTe

SEPTEMBER ONLY *

60-mritoto

11440.01Z&
4O?'! CTR.

FOR REN
11 Two Bedroom
use, for two or th.
udents
Phone 753-5108 after

e,

153- ST"
4lookrA 7-V.301-

1--

•

10 x 50 2-BEDROOM
Nicely located 1 mil
limits. Call 753-5109.

FOR RENT: unfi
bedroom house. Call'
2 BEDROOM HOUSE
500 Broad St., or call
4304.
NICE 2 BEDRO08
apartment, near Uni,
753-7560.
ONE BEDROOM
apartment. Phone 7S1
FIVE BEDROOM
basement, partly
walking distance
Available October
Phone 753-4178.

)AY-SEPTEMBER 24, 1971
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41 BEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
41 carpeted, draperies and all built-ms. Has 4 Bedrooms, 2/
1
2
baths, large family room and fireplace. Double carport. A
most desirable home. $35,000.
1
41 104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
* duplexes. Has a tbedroom and 2 bath home, central heat and
1 air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom
,
and bath apartment with built-in range and washer-dryer
Ts hook up and all carpeted. Apartment has electric heat and
41 built-in air conditioner. Double garage. A lovely home with
* an added income. $34,500.

NSFACMPII-PAZ117"

41
4

4

'AL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

in Murray??
THAT'S RIGHT!!

Sing 8 Swing

:RROWS
f space and location are
this "brobdingnagian"
Three levels of living
modern conveniences. 3
vel, main level includes
ling room, kitchen with
rea, lower level has 4th
large den with bar. Call
ome today.

with

Joe Doran
AND HIS GUITAR

UtTY
o further . On 4th Street a
irtially furnished. Brick
redecorated interior

SERVICES OFFERED

WILL DO babysitting in my FULLER ENTERPRIZE Mobile
home. Pre-school age children Home Repair; add on rooms for
preferred. Phone 753-4897. S27C house trailer and underpenning.
We also have for sale fiberglas
I WILL babysit in someones panels, cabinet top covering,
home or do light housekeeping. 2/
1
2x5 or 6 feet long. Both
530C fiberglas and cabinet covering
Phone 753-5731.
1
2 price and up. All stock B
below /
WILL DO trash hauling. grade. Three new cook stoves,
Reasonable rate. Phone 753two gas and one electric. Wide
07C selection of campers and toppers
6130.
for sale. Custom work of any
type. Located on Hwy. 69, 18
Plastic
Wells
4"
miles North of Paris, and one
AYLOR WELL
mile South of State Line. Phone
DRILLING
1TP
I 901) 782-3156.
Phone Puryear, Tenn
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
247-5556
All work guaranteed. Free pickComplete Well
up and delivery. Free estimate.
Service
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
S3OP_
McCoy,753-3045.

Appears at the Cabana Club in Paducah,
in Chicago, Nashville, etc.
IP101IRS
Are P0130t1

TSlUAITIS
Eat Your Home

FE NOW
ye have a three bedroom
apletely carpeted, nice
ivate patio.

S FOR SALE
S COUNTY

SERVICES OFFE.11Ko

and Dine at

t.THE TRIANGLE

411M
ey. Corn base-real good

I' CATTLE FARMS
ter, fenced with holding
ase and over 325 acres

Entertainment Begins at
in Back
6.
•00 p.m. Dining Rooms
and Lasts Until??

After the games Fri. & Sat. nights
come over and enjoy yourself!
AAA•A•AAAA411.

AREA
lake.

ELL SUBDIVISION

Iihores, furnished with
1.00.

BB
ntage

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round , .. Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
and

100 S. 13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite

Murray, K,

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, un- ONE HOUSE and one house
v licensed by State of Kentucky
•
furnished, 313 Woodlawn. Water trailer on Ky. lake in the Blood
v Member Chamber of Commerce
and electric paid. $85.00 a month. River area. Phone 436-2427. S27C
Phone 753-5074.
S24C
TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2 heat and air, fully carpeted with
bedroom, central heat and air, outlets for washer and dryer. Tile
,carpet throughout. Ceramic tile bath and shower. Will accept one
S27C
bath. Stove furnished. $130.00 per child. Phone 753-9741.
REAL + -STATE FOR SALE KEA L MATE FOR SALE
month. Phone 753-7850.
TFC

See More Classifieds
On Page Eleven

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX apartment, air-conditioned, electric
heat carport and utilities.
Available Oct. 3. Can be seen
after 2 p.m. at 708 Payne Street.
See Jim Smothers at Calloway
FURNISHED APARTMENT, Mounument Company, 1707 W.
available October 1st, Phone 753- Main. $80.00.
S27C
6044.
S24C
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
"NEW" DELUXE 2 bedroom for rent or sale. Rent applies to
apartments: wall to wall car- purchase. Lonardo
Piano
peting, stove and frost free Company, across from Post
refrigerator, porches and utility Office, Paris,Tenn.
S25C
room, one block to college.
$130.00 per month 112 North 13th TWO BEDROOM house, 407
TFC South llth Street, $70.00 per
Street. Phone 498-8749.
month. Available October 1st.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING, Also house at 310
South 8th
corner 7th and Maple, 30' x 90'. Street, $40.00 per month.
Formerly Melugin Outboard Possession October 1st. Phone
Stiop. Phone 753-4694 or see Noel Bob Miller, 753-2920.
S25C
Melugin.
S24C
FIVE ROOM house, electric
heat, bath, place for washer and
dryer. Phone' 492-8360 after 5:00
FOR RENT
S25C
p.m.
11 Two Bedroom Furrus
use, for two or three colleg
TWO BEDROOM furnished
udents
wall to wall carPhone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. apartment,
peting, central heat and air. Good
location. Phone 753-4331.
S27C
10 a 50 2-BEDROOM TRAILER.
CARD OF THANKS
Nicely located 1 mile from city
S27P
limits. Call 753-5109.
TO ALL our friends in and
around Murray; We Herbert and
FOR RENT: unfurnished 2 Dorothy Brinn want to thank all
bedroom house. Call 492-86=. ITC who have heled us financially,
also for the beautiful cards,
2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Can see at flowers and food.
500 Broad St., or call 753S27C Especially to the local 595,
4304.
Violet Johnson and Wanda
NICE 2 BEDROOM furnished Thompson.
always
apartment, near University. Call To Everyone, we shall
grateful
be
S27C
753-7560.
Herbert and Dorothy Brinn.
S24P
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Phone 753-6564.S25NC
FOR LEASE ,
FIVE BEDROOM house; full
basement, partly furnistied,
NEW TWO apartment duplex.
walking distance of MSU.
bedrooms on each side.
Available October 1st. $175.00. two
Phone 753-4698.
S27C
Phone 753-4178.
S24C

OR SALE
NK FINANCING

t INSPECTION
1000 FT. AIRPORT
E OR CALL

N

issotrm, 63801
;348 or 471-1716
WANT TO BUY

T TO BUY one row corn
r, drag type Phone 753S24C

F

TO BUY: Used Flat-top
r, Phone 437-44% after 500
- ----- -------- S3ONC

T TO BUY bed. Phone 753-,
Sc

4",
,. FRAME HOUSE AND LOT NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock. 3
bedrooms and bath. Paneled and electric heat, built-in range
41 and oven. Good well. $7,500.

41
LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
41 PERFECT
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All bulit,ins and

41 refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
4:
4: HERE IT COMES-A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
4: with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North
43 17th Street for only $23,500.
41
41 12'x55' TWO BEDROOM, Central heat, 1968 mobile

BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 2/
1
2 miles North of
Lynn Grove. $2,250.

*

2 MILES FROM CITY ON OLD PARIS Road. Stucco House;
paneled, electric heat and-2 acres of land. Big Clean Up Shop
in Good repair. $13,500.
1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-ins. 2 baths,
fireplace, 7 closets. You should see it to appreciate it. $27,300.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
location to fit your needs.
PLENTY OF BUILDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
county from 50'150 to several acres. Stop by and, or call for
your pick. Reasonable prices.
COTTAGE IN CENTER RIDGE ON 150 foot lot. Frame
with part-basement. Partially furnished. Fireplace, airconditioned. Boat, motor and trailer. $11,000.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included.
$31,500.00.
FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
and air,carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
rented. $30,500.00.

home.

ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
/
2 acres.
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
Priced to sell at $21,000.00.

41
. 520 WHITNELL STREET, A REAL FINE 3 bedroom brick
41 veneer house. Good size lot. Real sharp and priced to sell
41 TODAY. $17,500.00.

REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom.
Outside storage building. Only $11,500.00.

41 $3,800.00.

41
41 ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
43 house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. MUST SEE.
ati $17,500. A milk house and extra lot for 22,000 extra.

43

_,.. 4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
V bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. $25,000.00.
....
41
44$ NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.'
/
2ceramic tile baths, built42 Buyer can select colors, carpet. 11
air- You must1: In range and oven,central gas heat and t.
V see thLs. Priced at $'23,700.00.
41
41
1
2 Miles South. 9,000
41 COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 641, 3/
square feet. Formerly the Smith Ham House.

4:.

43 NEW HOME IN

EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3

41 bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 11
/
2 baths, built-in

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN A BEAUTIFUL 12'x60
mobile home located on a fine lake view lot at Pine Bluff
Shores. This home is two years old, central heat and air, 4
bedrooms, 144 baths and well equipped for year around
living. 250 Feet from the water. A Fine buy at $9,000.00.
LOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores.
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven.
Completely furnished. $29,950.00.
FRAME HOUSE'AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
.
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
Ar.
.,
ONE MILE SOUTH ON T2T.-1110~bs3iiiiiinTrIttne -home
on large lot, city water, Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
garage. $10,500.

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, mu: t see
this house to appreciate

41 range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00.

4'1 IN COLD WATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson in• sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00
THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 1½ Baths,
• fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
41 oven, city water. $28,000.00.
41

• DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, nice carpeting,
43 all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
garage. Price only $34,000.00.

4:
4,
41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms

11.

ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room, a.
electric heat. This house is a bargain Et $22,000.00.
HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for eit
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are ir
furnished.
A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista t
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be 11'
Yours for only $11,500.
t
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of i
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be tr
developed. $51,750.

41 on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.

41

HOUSE TRAILER, 10 a 42, all
electric, '67 model. Call 753-7856
or 753-2583.
S25C

COVE
IsION
I, KY 42048
KY
LAKE
AXE STATE PARK

41 Brick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and 1 upstairs. Gas
4.; heat and city water. Only $10,500.

4:

way.

3-

41 ON HIGHWAY AT NORTH EDGE OF HAZEL is a good

A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
zice at $17,500.00.

HAZEL HIGHWAY

&ENT
eat little 104 acre farm.
4rri base, timber. All for

42 AT MIDWAY JUST OFF OF 641 South is a nice 3 bedroom
41 brick and frame'house on 1 acre. Has good well, electric
4 heat,carport and well located, Has 6 closets. A real good buy
+ at $16,000.

WILL KEEP children in my SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
home Monday thru Friday. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753020NC
Phone 753-9846.
TFC 5933.

V
,

OTCHA??
>u. Take one dose of this
Kl! Custom built Colonial
bedroom and bath plus
full bath all on second
m, dining room, kitchen,
ill-in wall bookshelves.
patio and a beautifully
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41 A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM frame house at 1405 Vine,
completely redecorated inside and outside with a one car
41 garage and only $15,000. Hard to imagine but seeing is
believing.

41
41

•
ON IRVIN COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from
41 Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame, all carpet, den with
fire-place, living room, kitchen, PO baths. This house is a
steal at $12,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.
'e are looking for an outstanding family to move into this
usurious three bedroom home at 1704 Magnolia Drive Do
you want a 1700 square feet of living area? See this spacious
.me. Do you want a large family room? See this place. Do
ou need a large yard? How about a two car garage' This one
s a garage large enough for two cars and a workshop too
is home has a built-in range, oven and dishwasher Car.-ted and drapes. The price? You will be surprised when you
: us for an appointment to see this beautiful home.
Tired of paying rent? Why not put all that rent money into
our own home? We have several homes that can be bought
'th a small amount down and a small monthly payment.
NEW CONCORD
• actically new 2 bedroom house, deep well, one acre, black
$7,500.00
ip road,two miIes from lake
• en room brick, four bedrooms, 150 x 150 lot, upstairs
4iuld be rented as separate apartment. On Ky. 444 at New
$10,500
•ncord
641 NORTH
• o bedroom house, city water, one and half acres, seven
$9,S0000
' es from MSU.
MURRAY
me room house, corner lot, Could be rented as three
$9,500.00
partments 114 So. 10th Street

41
41
41 ON FAXON ROAD Ph Mil.FIS EAST OF Highway 94 we have
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
41
4' Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
•REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
each side, all carpet. Nice lot and the owner will sell or trade
41 for nice home.

sts

41 FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,

ns

can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
41 frame house with bath and electric heat.

1

,
1 1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
▪ bedroom two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
Ts garage. $25,500

4:/ IN
4

MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
brick home.Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
-4•" garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.

41
41
41

30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home *
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. 122,000.00.
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles ripith east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top roathilwner anxious to retire-$17,000.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
of a bargain to pass up.
LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with family room and
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 11
/
2 baths, carport and
city water. Priced-$20,500.
FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
on paved road and 44 acre lot. Priced $23,000.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,central heat and air,
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced to se11-$19,500.
THREE BEDROOM CONCRETE BLOCK house on 3 acre
lot. 6 miles east of town on Cohoon Road Can be seen
anytirne-$12,600.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new carpet. $24,000.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

901 Sycamore St.

Phone 753-7724
41
4:
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
• Louise Baker - 753-2409
Home Ph. 753-3059
PHONE 753-5064
lacit_fersa II - 753-891
Onyx--Ray---15349-1-9Bloier
Aisiciate
JOHN C. NEUBAUER,
41
Phone 753-7531
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
CLAUDE L. MILLER
Real Estate
418 Main Street

4
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Producers Re minded Of
Set Aside Requirement

Chicago—City of Famous Old Hotels;
Some Are Gone But Some Still Around
By ALVIN L. KRIEG
Central Press Association
Correspondent

— Producers participating in
the 1971 set-aside farm programs
are reminded of the need for
continuing observance of setaside requiremtnts;"Mr. 011ie C.
Hail, Chairman of the Calloway
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee
said today.
He pointed out that even though
crop acreages have been certified and virtually all program
participants have received their
preliminary set-aside payments,
the requirements relating to setaside acreages must continue to
be met through the remainder of

for that project.
The death of one of Chicago's
proud old hotels, the Edgewater
Beach, six miles north of the
Loop, brought memories to millions. It was the ultimate in
elegance in a bygone day. Older
Chicagoans reminisce wistfully
,bout their dance dates and
rdwalk strolls and gala
graduation parties at the Edgewater when it literally was "on
the beach.- That changed, and
'
the hotel found itself a long
way from the water when a
landfill project was completed
in 1949 in order to extend Lake
Shore Drive.

In this matter. His benefits are
reduced proportionately if total
benefits for the farm are reduced
because of failure to comply,"
the ASC Committee Chairman
said.
Producers participating in any
of the set-aside programs, feed
grain, wheat, or cotton is
required to control weeds and
rodents, must not harvest a crop
of any kind and not use for
grazing livestock during the
period March 31 through August
31.
Mr. Hall said set-aside acreage
may be grazed after September 1
without
losing
program
payments. However, no crops
including hay and seed may be
harvested. Any producer who has
a question about program
compliance or wants to know
more details about requirements
should get in touch with the
county office.
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CHICAGO -- So you think
MO DUC
that when you come back to
Chicago you'll stay at the same
•DAK TO
hotel you both liked so well
XONTUM
Iasi time you were here a few
• AN NHON
•
years ago?
You'd better check. There've
N1ARLY ALL CAMILODIAPI
CIVILIAN FUEL SET
been some changes made. As
AFIRE IN PHNOM PENH
you'll see when you arrive,
NY ENEMY GUNNERS
either by air or surface transportation, the hotel scene presents one of the dramatic picthe year.
tures of the constant change
The set-aside represents that
that's been the order of the day
'IL, •
KONPONG
•
acreage on a farm which must be
SOUTH
in Chicago for a decade, and
°RAJA
PRANG
gains momentum every year.
THE IMPACT was far broad
devoted to conserving uses in
VIETNAM
CAM wrecl.:
er than purely local. The
addition to the conserving base if
Most of the famous old hotel
RANH
TAY NINH'
er's hammer it took 'em a year'
names here are still very much
in
participating
any
is
producer
a
lay"
•LAI SHE
and a half to level the fortressa part of the scene, of course.
of the three voluntary programs a MEN P.O• . PHAN
RANG
like structure sent nostalgic
OPIEAK
Busy as ever are the giant Con- feed grain, wheat, and cotton.
WONG
chords to folk throughout the
rad Hilton, formerly the Stev"Responsibility for making
country, who recall the famous
ens; the tradition-filled BlackVINH
nightly
set-aside
certain that the
orchestras that played
stone, home of the original
LONG
met falls : Matter of custom
requirement is
in the hotel's "Marine Room"
"smoke-filled room" where
SWIMMING NUDE is fine
KOMPONG
in the late 1930s and 1940s—the
Harding became the comproprimarily on the farm operator.
NASSAU / PARADISE
a judge told Cathy
peak of the "Big Band" era on ($50)
mise Republican presidential
producer
on
each
the ISLAND, Bahamas (UPI) — As
Carlson, 22, in Bedford, However,
DEMONSTRATIONS
radio.
candidate in 1920; the Pickhas certain responsibilities they pass through customs at
AGAINST VAN THIEU'S
Try this on your fiftyish Ohio, after she and five farm
OUAN
Congress. the Palmer House,
ELECTION
ONE-MAN
vital
his
of
interest
because
too,
the
airport, arriving Nassaufriends, as this writer has done others were cited for swim-- LONG.'"
with an elaborate new tower
PLANNED IN SAIGON
Paradise Island visitors are serin scattered cities around the ming au naturel in Tinker's
addition, now observing its
country. Ask 'em if they remem- Creek. She decided to serve
enaded
by the welcoming
Ambassador,
centennial; the
S VIETS ATTACK
ber the radio broadcasts from five days in the workhouse
music of Blind Blake and his
home of the Pump Room, where
IN U MINH FOREST
the Edgewater Beach. Chances
group
been
combo.
The
has
celebrities hold court in "Booth
TO FORESTALL FOE'S
rather than pay the fine.
are they'll mention Wayne
OFFENSIVE TO SMEAR
No. 1;" the 50-year-old Drake,
offering its Bahamian hellos
VIETNAM ELECTION
S
King, Ted Fio Rito, Paul Whiteon the famous "Gold Coast."
this way for the past three
Copenhagen, Denmark, is
Kayser, Horace
man, Kay
(One change there- the Drake
years.
islands.
Heidt, Orrin Tucker, Lawrence built on parts of two
is phasing out its famous
Welk, Xavier Cugat, Carmen
wicker "thrones" covering, a
Cavalier°. If they do, they'll be
key fixture in each bathroom.)
right, because those bands and
The famous old hotels have
most of the other big ones
been joined in the last few
played there.
years by a number of others
Evidence of the universal
that are becoming increasingly
memory-stirring was quick to
well known, like the Continenappear when news went out
tal Plaza. the Executive House,
about the Edgewater coming
the Water Tower Inn, to mendown for a $75 million aparttion only a few. They've sprung
Appeals
ment development.
up not only downtown, but in
came from eager souvenirthe outlying areas. Some 5.000
seekers throughout the counhotel and motel rooms have
try. Milling crowds jammed the
been added in the O'Hare AirNrst Notional Building
public sale of hotel memorport area alone. And there's a
Replaces the Morrison
abilia, from, doorknobs to pillot more to come.
lowcases and room keys. After
• • •
the "Newport of the Midwest,"
3.000 more came to
be torn down for a corn- the sale.
will
n_ct _ recreaTibirroc -up- xcluve Lit bricks from
comes word that- another fathe rubble.
miliar old spot has come to the area.
• • •
Little remembered except to
end of the road. Latest to join
THERE'S been a hotel name
that list is the Pearson, a old-timers are two hotels on
change here, too. The Knickerpleasant "near north- family. Chicago's changing south side,
bocker, aaquired by the publishtype hotel a block off Michigan but they were bright spots of
er who made an art form of the
Avenue, in the shadow of the yesterday's society. One is the
centerfold, now is the Playboy
John Hancock building. It'll Chicago Beach, converted to an
Towers. Wesley Hospital
be torn down in the course of Army hospital in 1942 and
bought one large near north
what sonic, but not all, call then used for 20 years as Fifth
hotel. the Carriage House, for
progress. There's already talk Army headquarters. A 34-story
longer than any car we've ever built before.
a staff residence—and sold a
We've made quite a few changes in our cars for 1972. A
of a many-times-larger hotel on apartment has risen in its place.
'mailer building, which now will
So whatever Chrysler-Plymouthtar you're
lot of them you can see sight away. Like the new looks of our
the site, part of a block-square
Another, the Southmoor, has become a luxury hotel, the
the little Cricket to the
interested in
Marshall Field complex.
Fury. And the new Interiors and options we're offering this year.
come to a sorry end. Situated Hampshire House. New owners
compact Duster, from the mid-size Satellite to
Wrecking crews are already in a deteriorating area, it was are cutting down by 300 the
But more important are some of the things you can't see.
on the Job on the Atlantic, in taken over by a street gang, its number of the rooms in the Lathe luxurious Chrysler—you can be sure it was
The kind of things we're doing to fulfill our commitmentthe city's financial district. It last few guests terrorized and Salle by converting four floors
built with this commitment in mind.
- we're dedicated to building cars that will run better and last
was formerly the Kaiserhof, but driven off. Today it stands as a to "executive office suites."
the name was changed for ob- desolate hulk, its doors and
As for new hotels to come:
vious reasons in World War L windows boarded up.
Holiday Inns, happy with the
• • •
Though it was never top drawer
first five-year results with its
from a society standpoint, the
PERHAPS the most visible 30-story high-rise motel, the
Atlantic had a colorful history marker at the site of a famous Lake Shore Drive, talks of 10
of its own, and was best known old hotel, now gone from the more in the Chicago area in
for its fine German food. A scene, is in the heart of the three years. A 22-story motel
parking lot will operate where loop.
T h e First National, Is going up at the new Mcit stands.
world's tallest bank building, Cormick Place. Hyatt House
Other hotels of the area. X0in• rises in a graceful 850-foot plans a $40 million botel on
lesser known but elegant in tapered form where once stood railroad air rights at the Michtheir day, are passing from the the 46-story Morrison, a land- igan Avenue bridge, and the
The
Moraine-on-the- mark commercial hotel and Merriott Corporation an even
scene.
rcket
Lake in the northern suburb of political hangout The 17-story costlier hotel-resort complex in
Highland Park, long known as Hamilton Hotel also was razed subur! ,n Lincolnshire.
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Chrysler'Plymouth
introduces the19721.
Built to stay new longer.

Coming through with the kind of car America wants.
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Nixon Eisenhower meets at the White House with
members of the junior committee for the Mamie Doud Eisenhower Diamond Jubilee honoring the former president's wife on her 75th birthday. From left are
Dolly Dent, Mrs. Eugene Rietzke, Julie wearing a cast on her leg as a result of an
accident, Mrs. Mario de Sacasa, and Virginia Dent.

WHITE HOUSE CAST—Mrs. Julie
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Buy now while prices are still frozen.

Inc
Kentucky:
71oud1ness with show-.
.vest and north porti.
md over state tonight,
scattered
widely
dershowers Slightly
Highs today mid-70s to
Lows tonight mostly
Highs sunday in the ,

I increase slightly due to supplemental import duty.

See the '72 Chryslers and Plymouths at:
-SOUTH Of THE ITOMIDEES- -

es i
ng •eToT-e the senate
eign Relations Cornmittee in Washington are these three ambassador nominees. Fr
left are Henry.E.
Catte Jr. of Texas—ambassador nominee to El Salvador; Nathan
Davis of New
Jersey--"would-be ambassador to Chile, and William G. Bowdler
lorida —
scheduled to be ambassador to Guatemala.
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outlook, Monday thr.
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thundefIlWerf
Monday becoming Ps '
and a little cooler Tu:
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